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And now we proudly present the

Sultans of Slam. The Champs of Chokes. The
meanest, nastiest, foulest fighters the canvas has ever seen*

We bring you the guys who use eveiy dirty trick known to man. And a

few that aren't

Take on any eight rowdy wrestlers, each with his own individual style

when it comes to busting heads. From K.C. Clolssus, whose "trash

computer" turns victims into waste matter, to Prince Vicious, who gets a

crush on every opponent.

Use leg drops, spin lacks, body
slams, rope bouncing, a Dying drop kick, a

suplex. an airspin, even the famous atomic drop to mangle
those dudes. You'll need over 200 stitches ifyou don't

The crowd will cheer. They'll boo. They'll egg you on, or simply throw

eggs instead. The scoring is based on the complexity of your moves and,

ofcourse, your strength.

And one day, probably long after your poor battered head resembles an
overcooked cabbage. you'U be good enough to win the title. And the

coveted 'Championship Wrestling Belt
1

will be yours.

forge! you ever heard ofRockV Wrestle
- Championship Wrestling from EPYX
will make it pale into insignificance when
released in October. It will be easier to

use, and more realistic and enjoyable to

Play". ZzapM

SMASH
HIS

FACE IN

ner^s*

U.S. Gold, Units 2/3, Holford Way, HoUord, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388
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Ceti Slicker
Academy, the CRL follow-up to

Tau Ceti, Is ready for action and
offers a wider range of options

than its predecessor. Although
the speed ofthe Skimmer surface

exploration vehicle has been in-

creased, the main feature is the

ability to design your own
machine and the layout of the

display screen.

The designer Skimmerscan be
suitably shaped according to the

mission selected from the multi-

load menu. After selection of the
Skimmer's weapons and guid-

ance systems, their correspond-

ing screen displays can be
positioned according to your
own requirements.
The CRL camp Is a hive of

Powerxtreme
Ariolasoft have signed two
licensing agreements with
Hana-Barbera to produce games
based around two of their pop-
ular TV cartoons.

The Centurions form an elite

hit squad who fight the evil

plans of Doc Terror. When the
circumstances demand, the trio

can be turned into superhuman
lighting machinesby using Exo*
frames onto which advanced
assaultweapons can beattached
With the cry of 'Powerxtreme!'
they should be appearing on the

new Realoor label in December,
At the sametimeweshould see

The Challenge of the Qobots in
which the transformable Guar-
diansbattle against the evil force

of Qobots on the planet Gotx>
tron
Assisted by the megalomania

Dr Brands, the Qobots will be
sending forces from the Inner
Dimension to keep you blasting
yourwaydown3D corridorswell

into the New Year.

activity lately with Rocky Hor-
rorShowC128 appearing at last>

the final touches being added to

the much vaunted Cyborg and
graphics screens being added to

the very atmospheric Dracula
adventure.
When I was talking to GRL's

Ian Elleiy recentlyon the subject
of Dr What?, he went to great

pains to assure me that any
simUarity between the title of

this game and aweU known BBC
programme was purely coinci-

dental. Having said that, he
climbed Into his Tridis and dis-

appeared to get to work on the

ambitious range of ftiture pro-

jects from CRL

Next from Nexus
Assault Machine! is the latest

game from Nexus Productions
for all three Commodore 64
compatible machines and it

foUows their apparent policy of
producing shookem-ups for the

thinking man

Centuries ago the neo-Viking

inhabitants ofTargon had their

wings clipped when their planet

was declared a penal colony.

Now thflyhavesworn revengeon
their captorsthrougha fanatical

group called the Infiltratorswho
have developed a massive
weapons system Disturbed by
these reports, the ImperialSpace
Command ship Peacekeeper has
been despatched to quell the

revolt
Armed with spy and attack

drolds you have to seek out and
then destroy the Infiltrator

bases.The fourspy droids are the
keys to success and will fre-

quently get themselves into

trouble and need rescuing in a
3D shoot out.

The game costs £9.95 on cas-

sette or &1&95 on disk.
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It's go for Cholo

Firebird's Cholo is about to
launch Itselfon an unsuspecting
world The game takes place in
and arounda concretebunker in
a far offcity where the remnants
of mankind cower after the
holocaust

It is a long time since nuclear
war drove the people under-
groundandnowyou must regain
control oftheir droidaUsing the
few droids still under your
oommand you have to piece to-

gether the control codes of the
past How do you access the
computers dotted around the
city? What are the droids'
capabilities and how many are

there? Most important of all,

how will you free your fellow
citizens from their underground
prison?
The game features the same

kind of 3D wireframe action
which gave Firebird's Elite its

enormous success but this time
the delay between the BBC orig-

inaland the conversions will not
be so great In fact the Commo-
dore version will be released at
the same time as the BBC game,
with Amstrad and Spectrum
versions following shortly. Like
Elite, Cholo will cost£14.95 as a
boxed cassette package.

Cholo

Konix on course

When Konix launched their
revolutionary ergonomlo Speed
King joystick last January, they
didn't expect the volume of sales
to expand quite so quickly as it

did Even a production rate of
3t500 units per week couldn't
keep up with the demand Now
that this rate has been increased
to 50,000 units Konix's Man-
aging Director. Wyn Holloway,
confidently predicts a glowing
future for the company.

-Wewould like to thank all our
customers for their patience
over the last few montlis\ Mr
Holloway said recently. 'Now
that thejoystickcan be produced

in sufficient quantities we can
concentrate on ensuring that
the best joystick yet Is also the
best settingjoystick yet/
Despite the Speed King's ad-

option by the American Bpyx
company as their official joy-
stick, it will be faced with fierce

competition from the pistol grip
sticks by Mastertronic and Brit-
annia Software. Itseems that the
search for the perfectergonomic
design will be the battleground
for joysticks into the New Year.
The SpeedKing costs£12.95 and
is compatible with most home
computers,

Wyn Hollowayup to his ears
inKonlx
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Nickers

Arlolasoft have something to
blag about with They Stole A
Million.The aim ofthegame is to
plan the perfect crime from
beginning to end, then sit back
andwatch it take place.

As the boss of a small-time
outfit, fresh from the slammer
and desperate for ackers, you
choose a team who can pull off
the Crime of the Centuiy. Plan-
ning all the moves using a blue-
print of your five targets, you

progress to choosing the fence'
who will turn your stash into
cash* There are fifteen different
'hoods' to chooseyour team from
and five fencea
When the choices are made

you watch the crime take place
Things may go wrong and you'll
have to press the panic button
and make offwith whatyou can.
The game is available for the

064 {£14.95 disk, £9.96 cas-
sette), Amstrad (£14,95 disk,

£8,95 cassette) or a Spectrum
48K cassette (£8.96).

Designer Chris Palmer,
Development Manager Mark
Eastcn and Programmer
Edgar Belka playing silly
burglars*



Martech. Arts

Judo champion Brian Jacks has
been the technical advisor on
Maitech's Uchi-Mafca simula-
tion. ASeventh DanmakesJacks
one of the world's foremost
exponents of the sport which
augurs well for the accuracy of
the computer game.
Uchi Mata is available on disk

for the Amstrad and C64 for

&13.9B and £12.96 respectively.

On cassette, the G64 t Amstrad
and MSX versions cost £9.95
and the Spectrum game is priced

at £8.95.
Brian Jacks is an exponent of

an art which requires brains
r&tiier than brawn. In contrast,

Tarzan is best remembered for
hisbrawn rather than his brain,
Martech's Tarzan— Lord of the
Jungle Is an arcade combat ad-
venture set in the steamyjungles
ofAfrica.
Jane has been captured by

natives and Tarzan must battle

his way to her rescue. On his
journey he will have to battle
with wild animals and even
wilder natives. He will also have
to explore caves and temples
before he can finally free his
mate

Brian JaclcB demonstrates
how to get more pocket
money out of your dad.

Fairlight n Edges in
Bo Jangeborg's follow-up to the
highly successful Fairlight is

nearing readiness at the time of
writing. The aoreenshot shows
the quality of the new-style
graphics in Trail ofDarknessbut
there are still afew features to be
added The finished version will
have a parchment scroll around
the edge of the frame and icons
depicting the articles carried by
Isvar alongside other useful in*

formation.
The program is a full 1S8K

Spectrumgameand will take two
loads for owners of the 48K
machine.
The Edge also hope to have the

conversion of Konami's arcade
hit Shao-Lin's Road on the
shelves In plenty oftime for the
Christmas rush.

Both games Should retail at
around the &9Q5 mark.

(ij

Qballs to Newton
Compared to Newton's Cradle,

Qball is the executive toy of the
future. The result of English
Software's first flirtation with
the Atari ST, the experience in-

volves colliding balls In a full

colour 3D environment.
You can get the benefits of

Qball therapy for £19.95.

„>;.
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Fairlight II—
Trail Of Darkness English Software's QbalL
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Dodgy Geezers

A real sight for sore mincers Is

promised by Melbourne House's
Dodgy Geezers, Peter Jones and
Trevor Lever, In their latest
graphic adventure* The authors

been taking In gold consign-
ments for the Mafia and that's
whatyou're going toendup with.
You also don't know that the
grasser plans to rip off the gold
tooand it's in this atmosphere of
plot and counter plot that the

of Hampstead and Terrormol-
inos descend Into the under-
world ofbank robbers and Mafia
vendettas with this new game.
You were senL down when

some geezer grassed and now
you're out for his blood. While
you were in the nick, the afore-

mentioned geezer conned his
way intoabankjob. No. I mean a
proper Job, all cosher and
respectable like.

It's your turn for a job at the
bank, the other kind What you
don't know is that this geezer's

A quick drag before a blag
for Dodgy Geezers, Peter
Joins* and Trevor Lever.

game is set.

Just to confuse northarnnrs
the game has a &ir sprinkling of
Cockney rhyming slang and
there's even a Chas 'n' Dave type
song on the other side of the
tape.

Dodgy Geezers costs £8.95 on
the C64, Arnstrad and BBC or
£795 on the Spectrum.

The Code Masters (1 to r Jim, David and Richard)

Konami takes control

Konami, the most successful of
all the Japanese software
houses,has decided to expand its

UK interests by publishing their
own software titles. Prior to this
decision the conversions of their
highly successftd arcade mach-
ine games were undertaken by
Tmagine and The Edge.
The growth of the company 1s

reOected by the move of
Konaml's Head Office into larger
premises in Japan which will
probably result in their env
ploying more than a hundred
programmers!
Through Konami MSXowners

usually get the benefit of the
arcade conversions first (Green
Beret being the exception) and
this policy will be continued
with the release of Jail Break,
Nemesis, Super Basketball and
Iron Horse along with the long
awaited Green Beret.
C64. Arnstrad and Spectrum

owners should not have to wait
too long for their copies of the
game, however, with Konami
now firmly at the controls.

Big, bad bunny
St Bride's latest claim to fame is
the first criminal-rabbit story in
the universe. Bugsy Maroon Is a
blue rabbit brought up in the
gangster world of Chicago dur*
Ing the 1920s. More interested In
amassing dough than harass-
ing does, Bugsy alms to oust Al
Capone as PublicEnemyNumber
One.
In this graphic adventure you

have to help with Bugsy*s rise
from the gutter to notoriety by
helping to create smart-mouth
conversations using a special
menu-driven system As a socio-
logical stu^y of the role op
rabbits in the prohibition years,
this game Is second to none and
few players will toll to be deeply
movedby the bunny's plight.

Thegame costs£7.93 for most
computers and if a glut of
criminal rabbit stories result
from everyone tiying tojump on
the criminal-rabbit bandwagon,
then remember that St Bride's
were the first on the scene.

Darling boys
Code Masters is the new soft-

ware house formed by pro-
grammers Richard and David
Darling with their father, Jim-
Richard and David have en-

joyed success through thegames
they wrote for Mastertranic
such as The Last V8 and BftSX
Racers while dad worked behind
the scenes for the same com-
pany.
Code Masters' games will be

'fUll-price' quality but will retail
at £1.99. Their mass launch of
IS games will include Red Max

(the sequel toThe LastV8)
(
BMX

Simulator and Vampire.
Code Masters isa subsidiary of

Digital Computers.

Levelling up
There seems to be a fair amount
ofdiscontent in the Level 9 camp
just lately. Their first bone of
contention relates to Incentive
Software's Graphic Adventure
Creator In a veiy long missive.
Level 9's Pete Austin takes OAC
to task

It appears that certain claims
have been made that GAC will
allow anyone to produce Level 9
standard adventures. Austin re-

futes this at length by pointing
out that their in-house Level 9
system is far more memoiy effi-

cient than the commercial GAC
prodiict

Austin backs up his counter-
claim with a worked example
showing that 194 bytes of GAC
code can be packed Into a mere
93 bytes by Level 9. While ad-
mitting that the GAC is a good
product, Austin feels that it is

Inferior to theirown system.
There are no plans to make

Level 9's system available to the
general public.

There is also concern over the
Adventurers Club Ltd who ap-
pear to have vanished offthe face
of the earth. Pete Austin is the
Honorary President of the Club
and as such his involvement is

minimal. He is. obviously, con-
cerned for the 2,000 club mem-
bers because he cannot contact
Hemy Mueller the Club Secre-
tary. All attempts at phoning
Mueller have failedand personal
callers to their registered office
are informed that it is merely an
accommodation address,

Austin advises anyone plan-
ning to join the Club, or to buy
mail-ordergamesfrom them, not
to send any money unless they
are sure about the company's
financial stability. Ifanyone can
shed light on the subject, Austin
would be pleased to hear From
them He can be contacted by
phone on0934 814450,
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SCORELINE
You may have noticedthat we've giventhe old marking
system the cosmic elbow. Out with the old Novas, Red
Giants andthe like and inwith the Scoreline. Hopefully

this will clarify what we really

think of the games we review.

fo

y

V \

I
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What the new
categories mean

In each ofthe four categories the

maximum score Is five and the

sum totaJ gives the overall score

out of twenty. It's as simple as
that.

Graphics and Sound and Ad-

dictiveness are self-explanatory

categories but Sound Is changed
to Atmosphere for adventures
where the 'feel' of the game is

more important Friendliness
actually means user friendliness
and takes into acccmnt many
factors. The points we consider

when allocating a mark for this

category is how successfully the

sleeve notes or booklets set you
up for playing the game, how
sensibly the keyboard is used in

game control and whether the
manipulation of the characters

on the screen is unnecessarily

awkward
At Gamer we're proud of the

fact that we average more game
reviews per month than any
other magazine and we will

always see this asourmain duly

;

The new Scoreline is an im-
provement but we're always
searching for betterways to give

you the Information you need
After all, it's your magazine and
we like to hear whatyou think.

Ifyouhaveany ideas about the

kind ofarticles or featureswhich
you'd like to see in Gamer why
not dropusa line? Ifwe takeyou
up on your idea, we'd be more
than happy to supplyyou with a
super bundle of software. Send
your Ideas to: The Suggestion

Box, ComputerGamer,ASP Ltd, 1

Golden Square, London W1B
3AB.
Don't forget to include your

name and address and to say
which machineyou own.
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NowyoucanexperiencetheWorin
Alright. So you've wiped out the Russians in

Summer Games, You've scored near perfect IDs

in Summer Games 11?" And your performance in

Winter Games " now sends chills down competitor's

spines. Well, iusl how far are you willing to go to

prove you're the best? Does 24,000 miles sound

reasonable?

Visit exotic places.

In World dames.'" you'll wing your way around the

globe beating the pants off foreigners in eight inter-

national events, each one authentic to its country

of origin. You'll sec incredible, exotic locales as you

travel the world circuit. Why. you'll even have your

own on-screen tour guide to smooth your way.

The events the Olympics forgot.

miEiW ail

treacherous cliffs olAeapulcoiio stomach to stomach

with a 400 pound Japanese sumo wrestler. Jump
barrels in Germany And pump heavy iron in Russia

Next, it's off to Scotland for the caber toss.

Canada, for the near impossible log roll. France, to

ski the Slalom. And. at last, the U.S. of A., to ride

the meanest bull in the states.

This, then, is a challenge Of global proportions.

The question is, are you ready to go the distance?
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til's GreatestSportingChallenge.

.

*

Eight international events:

Cliff Diving, Sumo Wrestling,
Bull Riding, Barrel Jumping,
Log Rolling, Weight Lifting,

Slalom Skiing, and, of course,
the Caber Toss.

Visit eight nations to compete.
Includes a detailed history and
travelogue foryour reference.

Join the World Hall of Fame.
That is, if you acquire the gold.

One to eight players.

Commodore 64 128 £9.99 .ass.S14.99 disk

Spectrum 48K £8.99 am*.

Amstrad £9.99 cass.SM.99 disk

Atari ST -S 24.95 disk

N
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AMSTRAD

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Classic Invaders
Amstrad CPC
Bubble Bus
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When I saw this game I though,
'Iwonderwhat this could be?'As
1 suspected it's good old Space
Invaders.

Full marks must he given to
Bubble Bus for having the gall to
releaseone ofthe oldestgames In
the business. Officially, I feel that
this revamping of hoaiy old
games is dull and unimaginative-
In reality, I love it

It is difficult to say too much
about the game but it's so long
since the bins at the back of the
arcade palaces were full of dead
invaders that there is probably a
new generation ofgame players
who have never experienced the
thrill of alien blasting.

As a block of alien invaders
trudge back and forth across the
screen you have to control a
laser gunwhich moves along the
bottom edge of the screen. Care*
fUlly avoiding the falling bombs,

you pick off the invaders as they
gradually creep down the screen
intent on taking over. To protect

you there are several houses to
dodgebehindbut as the invaders
move relentlessly onward these
are gradually destroyed
Now and again a flying saucer

will traverse the top of the
screen offering a mysteiy bonus
Ifyou manage to hit It.

Ifyou want a few tips froman
old Invader freak, pick off a
couple of the vendcal rows to
slow down the advance and then
wipe outthe horizontal rowsone
at a time. Use the buildings as a
shield by blasting a channel
through the brickwork which
will be hard for the Invaders to

hit
The number of aliens seems to

be greater than I remember but
this Is perhaps because the
screen is emaUer or the aliens
larger than in the original. The
colours are striking in thisgame
and I highly recommend it as a
relaxing way to while awayafew
hours. It's amazing how often it

is the simplest games which
hookyou the most.

3CQRK1.IWE

Graphics
Sound
Addlctlveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

3
3
4
4
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Return to Oz
Amstrad
Kids!CUSGold/Kaos)

Some months after the release of
the film, the game finally grinds
Into life for the poor Amstrad
owners amongst ua Remamber
that the film Is a non-musical
sequel to the Judy Garland
original film about the magical
land of Oz. Oz, however, is the
theme ofa whole series ofbooks
that are extremely popular in
America — though almost un-
known over here.
The film is loosely based on

what happens next though it is

more of a ftury stoiy (or
cautionajy tale, as most fairy

stories are pretty horrific), in*

troduclng more characters from
the film — Tik Tok the Nome
King, etc.andwas a veiy popular
film Withabit ofgoodtimingOS
Goldmayjust havecaught it as it

comes around on video, though
with the unpredictability of the
Disney corporation, that could
be any time In the next ten years.
The game Is a graphical text

adventure using a menu system
(for little hands! ) with large and
colourful pictures to keep the

Interest up. The operation of the
game has likewise been geared
for the type ofmarket thatwould
appreciate the tie-In of the game
and the film
This would make an excellent

Christmas present for a com*
puter mad young kid (and there
are plenty of them, you believe

me), especially ifhehasJust seen
the film, or has received some
other form of merchandising to
go with it

An interesting concept USG. I

will have to keep an eye out In
ftiture for the next few products
from this stable.

r:



RENEWS

Title: Now Gomes 3
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Virgin Games CDomark, Mind

Games, MUcro-Gen, Virgin)
Price: £9.95

It's Christmas soon, time for
good cheer, goodwill to all men,
and dozens of compilations
based on all the games that have
been released over the last 18
months. Virgin kick offwith the
third in their 'Now Games' series
with a tape of five extremely
good games for the Amstrad.
Nick Faldo Plays the Open is a

ml&qii&l irygame ofthe golf type
that, whilst not as good as
Leadertoard or Golf Construc-
tion Set, Is still one of the better

types of golf game. Set in the
Royal St George's golf club in
Sandwich. Kent the game cap-
tures most of the action and
feeling of playinga round ofgolf.
When 1 first reviewed thisgame I

liked it and 1 still like it now.
Sorcery needs no introduction

to Amstrad owners, being one of
the most colourful, challenging
and well presentedgames ever to

be written for the machine. An
'arcade adventure*, you play a
sorcerer that must destroy the
evil of the Necromancer and en-
sure that good triumphs over
evil. Evan if all the other games
on this tape were rubbish
(which they aren't) the tape
would be worth the prioejust for
this game.
Code Name Mat II was the

quietly released sequel to the
Micromega game 'Code Name
Mat' (surprise* surprise). As
Micromega pulled out of the
software world, Domark took up
the sequel Based on the 'Star

Trek
1

games of yore, Mat II puts
you ina spaceship witha variety

of weapons and detector sys-
tems. By juggling these around
you should be able to protect the
satellites of the planet Vesta
with their valuable Karillium
mines from the evil Myon
hordes. When it first came out,

this game wasn't promoted veiy
well and so didn't do as well as it

should have. With luck it should
have a new lease of life.

Everyone's a Wally refers to a
game featuring Wally Week,
rather than the staff of Mikro-
Gen However, when Computer

Gamer had a darts match with
them, I'm not so sure . .

.
(nb. we

won 9-8). The game is a multi-

screen arcade adventure with
large colourful graphics. In the
game you switch between the
various members ofyour gang In
an attempt to get eveiything
done and get some wages, Avery
popular game when it came out.

The final game takes up the
whole of the second side of the
tape. Domark's View to a Kill is

three games in one. Based on the
film of the same name, the first

game is a map making/arcade
adventure sort of game where
you have to prevent the explo-

sion of Silicon Valley by the evil

Max Zorln To do this you must
wander around a mineand solve
certain puzzles to be able to de-

fuse the bomb. The second game
is based in San Francisco. In this

game, Max Zorin has lockedyou
arulyourcompanion ina liftand
then set fire to the building —
your job is to get out. The third
game is baaed around the Paris
chase, where the assassin who
attempted to kill Bond dashes
away. You have to catch her.

Compilations are extremely
hard to beat on value, even £>2

budget software can'tcompete as
these games were originally ftill

priced games and are now being
sold on a tape with an average
price of £2 each. Most readers
will have at least one of these
games, but they are all classics In
their own right and there is

enough of a mixture here bo
provide enjoyment for any
games player (or not even a
games player ) and for the parent
who doesn't know what to get
their son for Christmas, then
this is a safe bet.

SCOREUNE

Graphics
Sound
AddlcUveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

4
4
4
4

16
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Title: Doomdark's Revenge
Computer: Amstrad
Supplier: Beyond
Price: £8.95

The sequel to the highly success-

fulLords ofMidnight ha£, at long
last, been converted lo the Am-
strad The plot is almost Impos-
sible to describe In a sentence or
two for even a chapter) and to
this end, there 1s an audio tape
included in the package In which
some kind soul reads the story to
you Basically, Morkin has been
captured by Shareth the Heart-
st&aler, Empress of Icemark,
who Is determLned to avenge her
father Doomdark. You play the
part of Luxor and bis allies as
you try to destroy Sharetb's
forces.

The game Is a mixture of
adventure and strategy* There
aresome 6,000 locations, each of
whioh can be viewed from eight
different directions, giving
48,000 landscaped views. The
scenery includes cities and
citadels, temples, fountains, pits
and palaces. As you approach
buildings, so the perspective
changes as they loom larger.

You control three characters
initially and all commands are
entered as single keystrokes

either directly or from a menu
Moving or checking various
items are typical direct com-
mands whereas selecting the
choose option gives you a list of
the various actions available at
that time. Time plays a veiy
important part in the game
there is a limit to how muchyou
can do in a day. When you have
finished manoeuvring, you can
force the oncome of night which
is when the forces of evil make
their moves. The gome takes
some getting used to as eveiy-
thing seems very confiislng at

first, but perseverancepays offin
theend Doomdark's Revenge isa
superb mix of strategy and
adventure and the graphics add
considerable lolng to what is

already avery good cake*

SCOREUNE

Graphics
Sound
Addictrveness
Friendliness

OVERATE

6
5
4
3
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SofttWCOL.

AT LAST IT'S HAPPENED!!!
J.B. SOFTWARES NEW AUTUMN MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE IS NOW
AVAILABLE
WITH OVER — PAGES CRAMMED FULL OF EVERY KIND OF HOME
COMPUTER SOFTWARE TITLE AT AMAZING DISCOUNT PRICES.

IT'S THE BIGGEST AND BEST EVER TO HIT THE COMPUTER USER
AND
IT'S ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!!

TO GET YOUR FREE COPY JUST SEND A 22p SELF ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE TO THE ADDRESS GIVEN BELOW.

OUR SALES OFFICE IS OPEN FROM 9.00a.m. to 6.00p.m. MON TO SAT
EXCEPT WEDNESDAY WHEN WE CLOSE ALL DAY. AN
ANSWERPHONE IS AVAILABLE OUTSIDE OFFICE HOURS.

EVERY FORTNIGHT WE ISSUE OUR "FORTNIGHTLY FLYER" WHICH IS

A SPECIAL LIST OF HEAVILY DISCOUNTED SOFTWARE, BUT DUE TO
THE FAST TURNOVER OF THESE ITEMS PRICES ARE ONLY HELD FOR
TWO WEEKS AND SOLD ON A "FIRST COME FIRST SERVE" BASIS.

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU TELEPHONE OUR M.17 DEPT. BEFORE
PLACING AN ORDER FROM THE FORTNIGHTLY FLYER, SO THAT
YOUR SOFTWARE CAN BE HELD IN STOCK UNTIL YOUR PAYMENT IS

RECEIVED.

EXAMPLES OF FORTNIGHTLY FLYER OFFERS:
C64 (D) Simons Basic Extension £7.00
C64 (D) Ultima III £5.00
Spec H.E.R.O £2.50
BBC Pole Position (Atarisoft) £3.00

OVER 30,000 ITEMS IN STOCK READY TO DESPATCH.

IF YOU'RE HAVING PROBLEMS GETTING A PARTICULAR PIECE OF
SOFTWARE ASK US IF WE'VE GOT IT — YOU NEVER KNOW!!!

J.B. SOFTWARE

O DEPT. M.17 __
P.O. BOX 247

BIRMINGHAM B11 3SD
TEL: 021 236 1976



Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Glider Rider
Spectrum 48/138
Quicksllva (Binary Designs)

Since Qulcksilva were bought by
Argus Press Software, the com*
puter world has been astounded
at how one of the leading soft-

ware houses in the world was
reduced to a mere label for very
stittind rate software with
nothing ofany great importance
coming out for years. Now inone
foul swoop, Quicksllva have re-

gained a measure oftheirformer
greatness with an exceptional
game, both In conception and
execution.

Glider Rider pits you against
an enemy fortress, your only
transport a motorlsed bicycle
and a collapsible hang glider!

Luckily there Is space in your
hang-glider to cany nine hand
grenades with which to do your
deadly work.
The game has a 3D display

with all the installations,

scenery, sea, and other assorted
paraphernalia displayed on It

The scene shifts asyouapproach
one side of the screen, which Is a
bit disconcerting, but you can't
get smooth scrolling on a Spec-

trum If you want any kind of
quality in the graphics* Your
little man has his moped which
can move around the screen, but
not through the usual impass-
able objects, such as trees,

bushes, fences, and the Ilka
Conversion to the hang-glider
mode is achieved by running
down a hill and thenback pedal-
ling, it's then a good idea to tiy

andgain some height before you
crash Into a tree! It is In this
mode thatyoucandrop thehand
grenades.
The object of the game is to

destroy the external power re-

actors in order to gain access to

themain fortress—animposing
building with a high fence
around it and heavily laser

defended The trick Is to cycle
into a neaiby electricity pylon
which will make the laser go
momentarily crazy, you should
now convert to the glidermode of
operations, fly over the reactor,

and then bomb it The reactors
look like spheres, but very eatls-

fyingly ends up looking like a
cracked egg when it is destroyed!

Once all the reactors are
destroyed, you gain entrance to
the fortress, and the game sug-

gests thatyou turn into a micro-
lite by combining the bicycle'8

motor with the hang-glider, but
not having got this far I don't
know.
One interesting aspect of the

game is Its ability to detect
whether it is running ina48K or
128K ZX Spectrum. If it finds
that it is in a 128K machine it

will cany on loading a special

file after the main program. This
includes all theextra code for the
extended version of the game.
This features better sound and a
background soundtrack, as well

sarcastic /useful messages
that pop up in the middle of the
screen. This system seems much
betterthan the usual 48Kon one
side and 128K on the other or
even two separate tapes with a
higher cost forthe 128K version

Overall this is an extremely
challenging game, with the
emphasis more on the tacticaJ

side of play rather than any

other form of gama genre* The
game is fun to play and very
puzzling, and should provide a
difficult game for even the most
experienced Gamer reader.

Welcome back Quicksilval

SCOREUNE

Graphics
Sound
Sound
Addict!veness
Friendliness

OVERALL

S
5(128)
2 (48)
4
3

17(128)
14 (48)
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TELE-GAMES
The leading Video game specialists offer -

o
ATARI
2600

(Nintendo)

rsTTro coLEca
LHiiJfcJ vision
Send for lists (state make of game)
TELEGAMES, WIGSTON, LEICESTER, LE8 1TE

(0533-880445)

CUT PRICE SOFTWARE
Spectrum
Elrti

El H
Uchi MftiM
Trivia^ Purauit

WAR
Hardoail

Gf«fl Beret
j.ic*. irm Nipper
Du«n I SI . I

Hum

RBPPRICE
1495
7 95
-* -t .

14 95
795
3 95
: rl

T.95
796
g ?

:

.

B 9 i

Graphic Ad Croat 2? W
Ecp'udiny rial 2

Gieai Escape
P*puTt>oy

Su^cd Hairier
[. . >.,

Mnttii ViCO
5uitl A MMIion 3
Ace
1942
Ncnv Games 5

FuM range

1 H
795
795
795
995
795
9 95
9 95
7 95
995

1QJ9
5.50
6.95
1095
5.50
650
ISO
530
S.SD
700
G50
lfl.00

6 50
5.50
5.50
5 50

b as
5.50
6 95
725
5.50
I K

Comm6412fl CASS
.- tralor 25

650
Dan Dace 6 95
Now Games 3 ' 95
Leaae'lx'. 695
Durells Big 4 7 00
Double Take 50
Green 6m"
Cobra S 10

Paperboy
E*p<ir| ? Cartridge
Graphic Arj Great 17 95

Exploding Fist 2
.it Rider

.

sold A wn
its a K O
Tnv*a l Py'5^1
,-

. . ..

Allnycal
M«ami Vice
Ucn< Mflrm

BBS
11 M
M00
n oo
6,95

Mirti Office ? (D) i?95
Transact 5 !

Li'

G M
t? ft]

id

a so

696

ol MaaterlroriK & Firebrand budget ranges no* avariabie please ring tor dermis

Tha la iust a small uioction irom our t\oc%% please ring For details.

Cheques & P'O made? rayatite to C PS ana sent to

Cut Prlc* Software IDept 3) 166 Westii<*ia Harlow. Ea*c> CMlfl 6AJ
Ttfc (0279) 24433 (24hr Ant4phone} ^^mOr 31956 During Olltc* Hours. tTM

n Accc&v Vii* Ordeo Welcome —Oversoas Orders please add 75p per iap«**HHB

DISK
10+95
10.00

N'A
N A

10 H
10 95
N'A
10 03
N.'A
hi A

2ZM
1QJS
10.00
N/A
1095
N A
16.96
10.00

N:A
10«
1055

CASS
650
650
10.95

695
700
£ 95
650
650

Amnlrad
Miami v>ce
tisa K O
Trivial Purauit
Dan Dare
Dwells Big 4
Leaderboard
Batman

GfMn Bf rel

'/. ' -

Pa pr; iboy
: \ a

Toma^aWM i82*j*o

Sold A Million 3
El re

' n«f QajntUJ

B K
6 95

DISK
lect-

io.00
lOJfl
N/A
1049

9 95
N/A

10.00

10.95
n: 16

11.95

m 95
lata
17.95

Itog

irus
1495
MA
N A

THEULTiriflTE CHALLENGE
Released on November 5th tor Ihe BBC Micro,
Acorn Electron, Commodore 64/128 and
Amstrad 464 6646128 computers.

Repton 3 Includes;—

• A Screen Designer - devise your own puzzles tor Repton
to solve

• A Character Designer — alter any or all of the game
characters.

• Many New Features - poisonous fungi, time bombs, time
capsules, golden crowns

• 24 Fascinating Screens- a prize competition is being held
tor playerswho complete all of the screens

Avoid the rush—advance orders being taken now!

v'fofrumM VCQRlNSJFr
/_ / limited /

Begem House Sk*nne'l£ine Leeds L571AX Telephone 0532459453

From the lesendary co-creator of

THE DUNGEONS & DRAGONS GAMER

GARYGYGAX
and the associate producer of

THETRANSFORMERS SERIES™

FLINT DILLE

Comes a new series of solo

role-playing adventures

HERO'S CHALLENGE™

GAMEBOOK IM

Three game books out now in

Corgi paperback

14
COKQi





Will Gremlin blaze a trail to the top
of the charts? We check out their

latest brainchild.

Every now and then a game
comes along that la so simple In
concept and yet bo IniuiTatingly
difficult to play that 18 develops a
cult following. Trailblazer will
prove to be such a game.
Imagine a long trail of

coloured squares suspended in
the cosmos, the chequered path
seeming to stretch forever
beyond its own horizon. Next
imagine an intergalactic football

bouncing along this route and
you have the basic idea of Trail-

blazer.

The rules are simple —
complete each track as quickly
as possible and dont fall in too
many black holes!
The game has several var-

iants. You can test out one ofthe
21 courses to see what devious
traps await you or you can play
against the computer or a
human opponent but the elite

Title; Trailblazer

Computer: C64
Supplier: Gremlin Graphics
Price: &9.9S

game Is the arcade variation far
one or two players against the
clock.

Each square of the patchwork
has a role to play In the game
because of its effect on the ball.

Seven special colours are used
green, white, red, cyan, blue,

purple andblack
Ifthe ball hitsa green square It

win go faster until a maximum
speed Is reached but touching a
white square In the arcade var-
iant will Increase this to a neck-
breaking warp speed. In the
other variations the white
squares merely cause the tall to
bounce.
Bed squares have the effect of

slowing the ball down and often
these squares come on large
blocks taking up the fUll five

square width of the track at a
length oftwo or three rows deep
By limiting the speed these also
deaden the bounce of the ball
The colourcyan Isadangerous

one to meet because these
squares reverse the left-right

controls of the Joystick. In the
heat ofa raoe the large expanses
ofcyan trackcan really takeyou
by surprise, switching your

minri into a mirror-image
response mode.
Blue is one of the most crucial

colours and generally these
appearnear giant chasms in the
track Hit ablue square at speed
and the ball will leap into the air
bridging several rows of squares
or black spaces
Picking up speed by passing

over the green squares will be to
no avail If your ball meets a
purple square. Now the ball
stops dead and springs back to-

wards the screen These squares
often form slalom sections
which must be negotiated by
swerving left and right or by
bouncing across the offending
square.

Black squares hold the key to
the game. These are holes in the
track and appear frequently in
the path of the ball both as
slalom sections and as long
Jumps preceded by blue squares
which help you to leap across
these voids. Palling Into a black
hole has the effect of delaying
your progress for several crucial
seconds and cancelling the warp
mode If you've previously rolled
over awhite square.

All sections start In a neutral
grey zone and the screen is split

toshoweach players* ball Flayer
one uses the top part of the
screen and player two, or the
computer, is shown in the lower
section.

In the practice and two-player
games the course consists of
three sections which can be
selectedfrom themenuscreen If
you really want to master a dif-

ficult section It can be selected
three times butanycombination
of three from the full 21 can be
used
A Joystick is not essential for

the second player because there
Is a specially designated key*
board control system which
some may prefer. By selecting
one of the two player games, a
solo player can try out the kqys
without jeopardising their
chance of success but you may
have to wait for the ball you'd
normally be controlling to 'die

1

.

If you select the computer as
your opponent, beware of Its

slick methods of running along
the edge ofblack holes. I've tried
and failed to emulate this and
havecome to the conclusion that
the computer cheats! This does
not mean that it is unbeatable
but It will certainly give you a
roll for your money.

It Is essential to practice each
course before trying to play the
arcade game because of the tight
time limits set As long as you
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RENEW
.Efi . TXttES 50:48 54 3E

HE LftST COURSE

i£fi a times aa;aa as'.aa as:3B =3

THE LftST COURSE

fcVER L TIMES 45 :05 03:03 00:00 QH5;I

-RETURN OF THE HftST* ZONE'
"

PLAYER E TIMES 44:35 00 ;QO 00:00 QVt :Qfi

- RETURH OF THE HftSTY ZOHB

keep to schedule, each track
cycles round In alphabetical
order in groups of three. At the
end of each group you enter a
veiy difficult but rewarding
bonus screen-
To gain the high bonus score

you have to watch the aoresn
very carefully. The ball appears
and bounces on three of the
squares on a portion of track in
the foreground, then its your
Cum As you move the joystick
arrows appear at the top of the
screen, select the ones which
will lead the ball to the first
square of the sequenceand press
fife, then to the second as so on
until the pattern has been
drawn The maximum is reached
If you get five correct answers
and you move on to the next

routewitha fat scoreunderyour
belt.

The time limit Is very tight
Indeed giving no time for del*

iberation You're either right or
wrong and ifyou're rightyou get
a bonus and a new challenge.
Each new sequence adds an
extra move on to the previous
sequence in this visual version of
SimpleSimon untilyou fell to get
it right.

Each course hasa namewhich
often gives a clue to the main
feature of that track. For exam-
ple, Easy Going Is the starter
track. Woolly Jumperhas lots of
leaps. Change Lane Now and Get
in Lane means switch about
from left to right, and Meet the
Cyan Zone can easily be guessed.
During my review session the

best arcade achievement was
43,300 for which I had to reach
Zone G. No doubt youll soon beat
this but It does give you some*
thing to go for.

The main ftim of the arcade
game Is to hit those rare white
zones and avoid the pitfalls

while warping along the course.
This is notvery easy because the
faster you go the more blurred
the whizzing track becomes.
With a modicum of training and
a lot of luck, a large part of the
course can be skipped and, since
time remaining adds a special
bonus to your score, the highest
scores are achieved this way.
Even ifyoumiss thewarp square
it Is possible to complete the
course but only witha lot ofskill
and experience.
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PLAYER V TIMES B3:44 11:33 HE :QS EQB .

- JUMPS GALORE -

I said Initially that this was a
relatively simple concept but I

thinkyoucan see that there is a
lot on offer In this game. Pro-
grammer Shaun Southern ofMr
Chip Software has done a mas-
terly Job for Gremlin, especially

when you consider that It was
originally written for the C16.

It's not often that a game
successfully makes this trans-

ition to the C64 but this is an
exceptional game. Not for a long
Lime have I been so hooked and
several times iVa been forced to

drag myself away from writing

this reviewjust tocheck on afew
finer points of the game, you
understand.

Although I've yet to see the
Sepctrum, C16, Amstrad, MSX
andAtari versions ofthisgame, I

await them with great anticip-

ation andfrom what I saw at the

PCW Show I don't think IT1 be
disappointed Well doneGremlin,

this deserves to be the biggest

blockbuster of 1986.

scoRELnra

Graphics
Sound
Addictivenau
Friendliness

Overall

4
4
8
5

ie

ii

F
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THE

MAClC CAUtDROH
Title: Asterix and the Magic

Cauldron
Computer: C64
Supplier: Melbourne House
Price: £9,95

Melbourne House serve up their
latest game with a liberal helping of
Gallic, Was it to our taste?

Back In BOBC when Prance was
called GauL the nasty Roman
leglonalres were In chargebut a
small pocket of resistance still

defied their might The indomltr
able occupants ofa small village

held a secret elixir which turned
wimps Into warriors and under
the influence of this drink they
could move mountains, let alone
Roman Invaders.
The greatest warrior lnthe

village was a small Gaul called

Asterix who added his own
brand of shrewdness and cunn-
ing to the elixir's magic. His
friend, Obelix, had no need for
the potion He was dropped In a
vat ofthe stuffas a childandnow
the effects are permanent. Al-

thoughamenhir deliveiymenby
trade, he will drop everything to
folow Asterix into battle. This
can be veiy palnftil for anyone
nearby because a menhir Is a
large, heavy stone block!
Whether itwas a side-effect of

the potion or a twist of fate no*
one knows by Obelix Is as bereft
of brains as he is blessed with
strength- It was this dullard's

impatience which set Asterix on
the quest for the shards of the
Magic Cauldron

One day as the village lined up
for their portion of potion,

Obelix Joined the queue,
forgetting that he was the only
one who didn't need the drink.

When Getafix, the local druidand
potion brewer, saw Obelix he
grew annoyed

"I'm sorry tout you
should know by now
I*m not giving you
any, now move on!

GAULISH 'JILLflGE

Obelix, a man of great
sensitivity, turned and swung a
dqjectod kick at the cauldron
contianing the potion Such was
the strength ofthis casual action
that the cauldron shattered into
eight pelces which were scatter-

ed far and near, even to Roma
itself!

The tribal chief, Vltalstatlsttx,

was horrified, without the
potion the Romans would over-

run the village. Asterix was
charged with the quest to find
the pieces of the magic caudron
so that Pullyautomatix could
reforge It In his blacksmith's
workshop.
As luck would have it, one

piece of the cauldron was left

behind and it held enough elixir

for a single dose for Asterix
Getafix tipped this into a gourd
and gave it tohim to help himon
his journey fo find the other
seven pelces.

Wheresoever Asterix goes, so
follows Obelix and this is where
Melbourne House takes up the
stoiy. The game of Asterix and
the Magic Cauldron begina
The adventure starts In the
Gaulish village and you must
lead Asterix throughout Caesar's
Roman Empire, On the way foes

will be encountered and must be
tafinied ov avoided With only
one dose of potion great judge-
ment must be exercised as to
when this will be most
beneficial.

The graphics screens are
magnificently colourful and true
to the original cartoons try

Underzo. The only problem Is

that they take a little while to
draw and cannot be aborted if

you accidentally move to a new
screen This can get a llttte

Irritating and slows down pro-
gress unnecessarily. Td like to
s^y that it's worth it for the
Indisputable quality of the
superb graphics but I can't I
much prefer continuous action
and I can see no reason why a
new screen can't check for a
cancellation signal and redraw
the previous screen instead
Each screen has an iconised

status display at the top. These
indicate the details of items
carriedbyAsterix, thenumber of
lives remaining and the score.

At the beginning, Asterix has
the gourd of potion and three
hams. The hams are an essential
item because without them
Astelx will lose a life or the
morale-boosting company of
Obelix who loves food, especially

ham When supplies run low
there are plenty of wild boars In
the forests but firsttheymustbe
caught

"May Toutatis gowith
your
Combat follows similar lines

to the Way ofthe Exploding Fist.

When Asterix encountersa boar,

or an enemy, at close quarters, a
window opens up and an ex-
ploded view of the battle is

depicted Using the keyboard or
joystick to select your moves,
battle Is joined and the strength
meters at each edge of the
window start to fell aseachblow
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REVIEW

is landed The first one to recta

zero Is the loser and If this Is

Astertx a lite la lost.

When the defeated opponent la

a boar, It will turn Into a 1mm. It

may be picked up be steering
Astertx towards it and an extra
ham Is added to the correspond*
lng Icon value. The maximum
number of hams which Astertx
can cany Is five. As Melbourne
House say in their instructions
"You try canying six hams
around!"

TcJionk

During their wandering the
heroic duo will visit three major
Roman encampments: Aquar-
ium, Totorum and Compendium-
Here, and in the nearby
counuyslde, centurions and
legionaires are on patrol and

thlfl means more fighting action
for Astertx
The legionairesare fairly easy

to overcome and this Is reflected

in the speed at which they
meander about the screen. In
battle Astertx must emulate a
Gallic MohammedAllby floating
like a butterfly and stinging like
a bee. If the assualt Is pressed too
strongly he will be defeated

quickly but Ifhe fights and runs
then returns he can recover
some of the energy that the
battle has taken from him.
Even ifthe legionaire starts to

get the better of him Asteix can
run away by moving out of the
window away from his foe and
tiy to find a place to hida For
their own preservation. Spect-
rum owners should note that
this applies to the Commodore
version only. Spectrum

Astertxee don't have a yellow
streak and will see it through to
the death!

Centurionshave big sticks and
they are very strong. This Is the
biggest threat to ourhero andhe
must choose When to flee and
when to stand his ground
In the encampments the

grappling Gaul may find a key
wichi will help him when he
arrives in Boma* The key allows
access to placeswhich may be of
use to him
Somewhere there Is the prison

and exploration may lead to an
appearanoe in the CoUosseum
arena against the biggest,
meanest gladiators in all the
Empire. If Astertx can survive
this galling opposition, he can
survive anything! Pass the
magic potion, will you?
To find all seven of the caul-

dron pieces Astertx will have to
visit every location but the first

piece is very near to the village.

There are other goodies such as
gold and food to be pickedup too.

The ned of the game is very
disappointing. Instead of fan-

fares and rose strewn victoiy
celebrations, you are greeted
with a simple message across
the top ofthe screen, "ByTouatls,
you have done itl" At least they
could have invoked the correct
go. Touta&ls, Melbourne House.
Toutatis! Qoscinny will not be
amused
This Is the sort ofgame which

will appeal to the Martial Art
maniacs who are tired of Just
bashing anopponents lights out.

The exploration of the country-
side takes time because it does
not follow a simple mapping
technique.Areas within the map
wrap around so that you appear
tobewalking round in circles at
times. The game will challenge
battle hardened veterans as they
beat up the Romans to the
accompaniment of a galloping
French ditty

Score Line

Graphics B
Sound 4
Addictiveness 3
T^i 1fmrtUnn— 3

Overall 15
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HIWRE
Game System Scorer Score ^m ^^^^k SvB^^^^ki ^r^^lsS

Action Biker C64 M McGovera
•

257629
Action Biker Atari Nigel Clarke 237462
Hyper Sports Spectrum David Stein 415980
Hyper Sports C64 Terrence Nichols 131600
Pole Position Atari Dominic Anderson 136680
Pole Position BBC David Brown 183380
BUte BBC Robert Booth 214748364
Elite Electron Craig Burbridge 1100476
Elite C64 Jason Kennedy 4289573IB
Elite Spectrum Alister Jackson 253210.6
Brace Lee Spectrum Sam Swift 6000000
Bruce Lee CM Keith Nicholson 1186850
Who Dares Wins II C64 Julian Bryant 112550
Who Dares Wins n Spectrum Shaun Bowes 410880*
Raid Over Moscow C64 Adrian Watson 423300
Bald Over Moscow Spectrum LeeTarver 345350
Zaxxon Atari Simon Jones 199130
Zaxxon CM Simon White 216650
Exploding Fist C64 Simon Johanessen 814000
Exploding Fist Spectrum Kobert McKane 8B3200"
Exploding Fist Amstrad Chrla Rasteiro 94800
Exploding Fist BBC Andrew Butler 58100*
Exploding Fist Electron Simon Drew 88700*
Yie Ar Kung Fu C64 Jeff Barber 10860480
Yie Ar Kung Fu Amstrad Bobert Montgomery 350230O0*
Yie Ar Kung Fu Spectrum Paul Malum 2750000
Yie Ar Kung Fu BBC Ian Cameron 778100
Yie Ar Kung Fu Electron Colin McGowan 787100
Commando C64 Steve McDonald 9607500
Commando Spectrum rreyr Kolbeinsson 17163150
Commando Electron Tony Victor S27400*
Soul of a Robot Amstrad R Messenger 83%
Repton2 Electron Scot Dormer 13946
Highway Encounter Spectrum Christopher Preston 100840
Chop Suey Atari Giancarlo Massironi 833630
Rambo C64 Adrian Watson 1880800
Hunter Patrol C64 John Watson 138380* AH entries to our on-going hi-
Gyruss C64 JohnChasey 335880 score competition should be on
Oyrusa Atari DavidTownsend 320300' the official entry form and only
MrEee BBC BichardMillroy 816660* one entry per person per form.
The Eidolon Atari Aaron Hardwick 19499 All entries should be witnessed
Bombjack Spectrum Cliff Joseph 768800 and filled in correctly andon the
Bombjack Amstrad Craig Thomas 794630 most recent ( dated) form.
Paradroid C64 Rick Oberoi 64470* In the comments section you
NOMAD Amstrad Neil Fonton 8800 can include any points that you
BC'a Quest for Tyres C84 BjornEgUHalsan 11385 would Uke to make about the
International Karate C64 Glenn Vyse 147000 game, how you did it, a hint
Fractalus Atari Martin Craven 220723 perhaps, use an extra sheet if

Green Beret Spectrum Mark Robertson 129800 necessary . The best hints will go
Green Beret C64 Neil White 78800" into our main hints section.
Green Beret Amstrad Loucas Thomas 7668000* A star next to the score means
AlienB BBC DCodrington 76% that it has changed, or Is a new
ACE C64 Colin Robinson 11480 entry this month
Slamball C64 Peter Tucker 667460 All entries, as usual, to:

Dragon's Lair C64 Colin Haywoxd 3278*
Karate Combat Electron Indro Marcantonio 188144* Computer Gamer
Kung Fu Master Spectrum Paul Woodward 900000* Hi-Scores
Theatre Europe C64 Aris Gharapetian 98%* Argus Specialist Publications
Defend or Die Amstrad Anthony Welsh 859060* 1 Golden Square
Uridium C64 Morten Neilsen 1263820' LondonW1R SAB
Ghosts and Goblins 064 Michel Crucke 203500*

1

Kane Amstrad Anthony Welsh 20970* , Good luck . .

.

H Send to: HI Score. Computer Gamer, 1 Golden So, London W1R Game
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Trained to kill, you must penetrate the defenses of
Abraxas, destroy the terrorist H.Q. and glide to safety.

Contact Mike Se|rue or

Duncan Lowthian. VMTIFCtW
Qulcksllva Ltd.. Victory House.

Leicester Place,

London WC2H 7NB.

Tel: 01-439 0666



Title: The Legend of Sinbad
Computer: C64
Supplier: Superior Software
Price: £9.95 (cass) £11.95 l&lsk)

Title: BMX Simulator
Computer: C64
Supplier: Code Masters
Price: £1.99

With their games coating £1.99,
it ta obvious that the new Code
Masters are going for the Mas-
tertronic/Flretaird market. This
is hardly surprising when you
realise that their principal pro-

grammers are the Darling
brothers, of 'Last VB' and 'BMX
Racers' feme.
Programmed by Richard Dar-

ling, BMX Simulator shows an
aerial view of a series of seven
courses which Increase in com-
plexity asyou progress from one
course to the next Each course
has its fair share of berms,
banks, whoops and ramps in
circular and figure of eight
configurations.
Each course featurestwo bikes

ina race againstthe clock as well
as each other. The second bike
can be controlled by either the
computer or an opponent using
a second joystick or the key-
board. I always find that the two
player option Is the best way to
evaluate these types of games
and its addictive qualities cer-

tainly showed through.

Fbr most courses three laps
must be completed Ina very tight
time schedule in order to pro-

gress to the next course. The
bikes are difficult to control and I

chewed a heck of a lot of cinders
as I zeroed time after time.

Perseverance paid dividends and
I was soon thrashing round the
berms like a hero.

As each race finishesyou have
the option to replay the race and
see just where you went wrong.
Personally I didn't see much
point to this, apart from having
a good laugh at your opponent's
mistakes as he or she Is sent
sprawling again after colliding

with yet another obstacle.

The graphics are weU-pro-
duoed but the colours are a bit

dull, there again I never did find
soil that Interesting anyway.
Apart from the berm banks
which helpyouturn at speed, the
terrain varies In texture. Rough
ground slows you down and it's

really difficult to avoid these
areas without going totally out
ofoontrol-

As a first product this augurs
well for the ftiture, especially

when you consider the budge*
price. iVe seen many full price

games which would be put to
shame by this program.

SCOREUNE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

4
3
3
4
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Sinbad the merchant spent so
muchtime at sea thathe became
known as Sinbad the Sailor. If

youbuy thisgame you'llbe at sea
tool Despite my initial worries
that this was going to bore me
stupid, I found the game to be so
challengingand compulsive that
rve been playing it for hours.
The game is in four parts, to

you four and a haifl Sinbad has
been capturedby Sultan Salabim
andthrown into a dungeon. Bent
on revenge, Sinbad resolves to

escape and rob the Sultan blind
The first part of the game Is a

maze in which Sinbad must
escape from the dungeon by col*

leoting two keys. To get the keys
he must first collect eight pieces
of treasure scattered about the
dungeon.
The passageways are protec-

ted by death gates which open
and close as Sinbad wanders
about. To reach the treasure and
the keys he must wait until the
gates are open and then dash
through quickly. This is not
helped by the fact that there are
strange creatures down In the
dungeon.
Apart from patrolling guards

there are snakesand fastmoving
vultures to contend with. Sinbad
can blast these with some mag-
ical power or other but only if

they are directly In front of him.
The power only works horizon-
tally on the screen, not ver-

tically.

There are also two magic
lampswhich have the dual effect

of doubling Sinbad's speed and
allowing him to gain bonus
points by passing through an
enemy.
When both keys have been

collected and the locked door
opened, Sinbad must face the
palace guards.
We now enter a platform game

in which guards appear from
behind closed doors. Sinbad,
armed with a scimitar, has to
chop down all of the guards Ifhe
is to escape.There is also a tough
leader to overcoma
Each time a guard is hit the

tally at the top of the screen

reduces but if Sinbad is hit the
tally at the top of the screen Is

Increased If this reaches four

then Sinbad loses one of his five

lives. If the guard which hits

Sinbad is the leader the result Is

instant loss ofa life

Every so often a magic lamp
appears, if Sinbad reaches the
lamp his hit taJly is reduced to

zero and he can start scything
his way through the enemy
afresh.

The leader is harder to defeat

than the ordinary guards. Four
hits are needed before he dies

and, if Sinbad loses a life In the
meantime, all of the leader's hits
are healed The best tactic Is to
avoid thin green meanlft until

last
Next, Sinbad steals a carnal

caravan from the Sultan and
must guide it across the desert to
his home in Baghdad As he
crosses the desert there are
hordes of creatures intent on
bringing the camels to their

kneea Sinbad must kill these
creatures using an infinite sup-
ply of stones and protect his five

camels as they traverse the
screen one at a time.
To speed thingsup he can also

hit the camels which makes
them trot fester fora little while.

The Sultan is obviously an-
noyed about this theft and
despatches the giant Roc birds
and his personal bodyguards to
kill Sinbad in a ferocious aerial
ehoot-envup.

Seated on a magic carpet,

Sinbad has to shoot the guards
once to kill them but the Rocs are
tough old birds ami take three
hits. Once the enemy have been
destroyed In thisway, the Sultan
himself intervenes riding on the
back ofa dragon.
This Is the second half of this

scenario and the dragon must be
hit 15 times before death results

and the safior wins the game.
Each section of thegame must

be completed once to find the
special passwords which allow
entry to the next screen when-
ever you play the game again. If

you succeed in defeating the
Sultan you are exhorted to try
again without using the pass-

words.
This is harder than it may

appear because the time limits

on each stage are very tight To
succeed In time you have to give
a fruitless performance and
there is a certainelement of luck
which makes the game annoy-
ingly addictive.

Further encouragement to
complete the game Is given by
the easternpromise ofa prize for
the first person to reveal the on-
screen message at the end of a
completed game without the use
of passwords.

3C0RELINE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

3
3
3
4
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RENEWS

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Leaper
C16
Bug Byte

It comes as a refreshing change
to find such a simple but highly
challenging game as Leaper. The
task of getting a cute rodent-like
creature through a series of
moving gaps to the top of the
screen does not sound the most
difficult of games. However, as Is

the case with most things in life,

things are not quite as simple as
they seem.
Leaper*s ambition is to see his

name In lights. YourJob is to get
Leaper to the top of the screen
and lightup the letters that spell

out his name one tjy one. The
hazards blocking his claim to
fame are many. Firstly between
the letters and Leaper are seven
platforms through which he
must pass TO get through these
he must Jump through moving
gaps that appear in the plat-

forms but these gaps are
continuouslymoving to different

platforms and cause serious
headachea Sometimes you are
lucfcy and can find fourgaps in a
straight line above you. thus
enablingyou topassthrough the
levels in oneJump*

Problems arise when you are
one level from the letters and a
moving gap comes along the
platform and you fell down all

the platformsyouVe JustJumped
through. Aa well as these
hazards there's also an energy
meter which rapidly decreases
every time you fail heavily and
there are the nasty Grlbblies.
These Giibblies are a collection

of weird objects, ranging from
Cupid'sarrow to UFOs, that pass
along the platforms and try to
kill youby making contact

It all contributes to a fast-

moving game that has some
splendid sound effects and
graphics* It deserves to be part of
any games enthusiast's colleo-

tioa S.K.

SCORELIME

Graphics
Sound
Addlctlveness
Friendliness

OVERALL
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4
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The first tape contains Rocket
Roger, 3-D Waterski, Hyper-
clrcultand Guardian* Thegames
on the Smith's tape are Z, Eagle
Empire, Tales of the Cat and
Knockout,
Rocket Roger is an early

arcade adventure in which you
are searching for 99 crystals
which will give you enough fuel
to get back to earth. Some of the
ciystals are in empty caverns
with others being protected fcy

an assortment of nasties. There
are teleports to whisk you out of
trouble and the rooms vary
between shoot-em-up screens
and platform game settings.

Waterskl 3-D Is a rather sim-
plistic simulation with you and
your boat hurtling round a
twisty course trying to avoid
rocks and mines in fear of
becoming shark fodder. There
are bonus points to be earned if

you manage to leap from the
rampa
Whizzing round the wires ofa

circuit board blasting anything
that seems remotely hostile is

the aim of the game in Hyper-

Tales of the Cat is a sort of
Progger variant as you try to
manoeuvre your moggy (com-
plete with 9 Uvea) past cars,
falling bottles and plant pots,
break dancers and a huge black
dog as you go in search of such
delights as fish bones, mice and
bird seed Not a veiy goodgame.
The final title in this collection

is Knockout, a boxing simula-
tion that looks quite attractive
initially but plays dreadfully.
The only controls that you have
are move leftand right, left hook,
right hook andguard

Ofthetwo tapes. ActionPack is

a lot better value for money than
its W. H, Smiths counterpart
with only one poor game
(Waterskl) as opposed to three
poor titles on the other (all

exceptZ ) t Make surethatyouget
the right one*

SCORELIME AQ1
Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

4
3
B
4
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Action Pack 1 and 2
C64
Alligata

With Christmas Qrmly in mind,
two compilation tapes for the
C64 from Alligata, each contain-

ing four titles. One is on general
release whilst the other is

available onlyfrom W. H, Smiths

circuit You are actually trying to
defend a number of bases and
one unusual effect is the way
that you can fire round corners!
A fast and furious shoot-em-up.

Probably the pick of the four
gameson the tape is Guardian* It

is a Defender clone, pure and
simple, but the action is fast and
furious and you will need light-

ning reflexes Ifyou are going to
save your humanolds from the
baiters, swarmers, pods, landers
and mutants.

Action Pack 2 starts off with
another shoot-em-up and also
the shortes game title yet — Z.

Shooting the enemy causes
energy pods to be released and
you must catch these in order to
break through the force barrier
in order to access the trans-

porter to the next zone.
Eagle Empire is a version of

the old arcade game Phoenix as
you blast your way through
waves of hostile birds, eggs and-
war eagles until the final battle

with the mother ship. All this at
the same time as dodging their
bombs or using your shield to
protectyou

SCORELINEAG2

Graphics
Sound
Addlctlveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

3
2
4
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Title:

Computer;
Supplier:

International Karate
C16
Endurance Games (System 3)

Since the release of Melbourne's
Way of the Exploding Fist, vir-

tually all other software houses
have tried to cash in on its suc-

cess with different Interpreta-

tions of the karate theme. Many
have produced total rubbish,

others "Gave bettered and some
have releasedgames not quite up
to the standard of Melbourne's
but still entertaining, as is the

case here.
The basic formula of thegame

is the tried and tested one -- to

either beat your opponent or to

tackle the computer. The action

begins against a colourful back
drop of Sydney Harbour com-
plete with Opera House and a
'wise old

1

judge. Joystick re*

sponse is very good and enables
you to quickly dispose of your
opponent with some precise
blows. The computer then loads
in a new opponent and location

and you soon find yourself in

sunny Hong Kong. This oppo-

nent is a lot harder to beat and a
certain score must be reached
beforeyou progress further.

The sound effects were a little

disappointing but the graphics
were of a good standard All tho

various movements are smooth
scrolling and flicker-free and
combined with the locations the

game is visually very good.
Although the karate theme

has been dreadfully over-

exposed, thisone is certainly one
of the better releases and should
rekindle the interests of C16
game players, S-JC

SOOREUNE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness

Friendliness

OVERALL

4
2
3
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Speed King Is a rather dismal
attempt by Mastertronio to pro-

ducea motorcycle racinggame of

the same calibre as Atari's Pole
Position. Even the options to

chooseone of four tracks, set lap
records and beat nineteen op-

ponents does not detract from
the fact that this game quickly
becomes adead bore*

The game begins well but ends
miserably. After selecting your
track, you find yourself at the
back of a pack of twenty riders.

Careftil gear changing and wise
use of the accelerator and brake
enables you to quickly join the
leaders of the pack. Having
found yourselfup with them it's

not too difficult getting past
them and reaching premier
position. If you've managed to

get into first place after one lap

then the boredom sets In With
another four laps to go you'd
think the game offered a tough
challenge in remaining in the

top spot but sadly this is not so.

The riders behind you remain
there and offerno threatwhat so

ever but the most amazing thing
is that there are no other

random bikes anywhere to be
seen, so to win the race you
simply have to keep up a good
speed and guide the bike around
the course. It gets so boring that
1 found myself reaching the top
speed of 250mph and sending
the bike ploughing into the
crash barriers so the riders

behind could catch up.
Overall a very disappointing

game that could have been so
much better* S-K.

SCORELrNE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL
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Title:

Computer;
Supplier:

Price:

Pub Games
C64
Alligata
£9.95

I limuis

A pub with no beer may not be
such abad idea ifAlligata'e latest

compendium is anything to go
by. Grab a bottle of shandy and
away we go.

The result of many years of

serious research, PubGames has
all of the traditional pastimes
which these oases of alcoholic

obUvion have to offer. Darts, bar
billiards, dominoes, pontoon,
pokerT table football and skittles,

with so many games who needs
the amber nectar anyway?

1 admit that I didn't think I'd

like this collection when I first

saw it advertised but the sheer
quattty ofmost ofthe games won
me over in the end All of the
games require a human oppo*
nent which adds to the pub at*

mosphere, the only thing that
theyVe forgotten is a double

image version to simulate the
last game before closing time.

Kicking off with darts, it's up
to the oche and game oil The
screen showsa dartboard with a
superblyanimatedhandranging
up and down, little finger
crooked in best bar room stylo.

As tlie hand moves you have to

find your target and release the
dart. If it finds its mark the score

is chalked upbut there's always
the danger of it bouncing off the
wire and plummeting to the

floor.

A touch of the professional
championship is givenbytheciy
of 'one hundred and eigh-ty'

when a maximum is scored It

may not be a true synthesised

voice but the 64 hums the tune
very convincingly. After three
games of 501, double to finish

(111 have to scotch ) t the results

are chalked up on the master
scoreboard and bar billiards

loads up from the tape.

Those unfamiliar with this

game may weU be satisfied with
AHigata's rules but afficionados
of the game will be disappointed

by the end game. Unlike an offi-

cial billiards table, the holes are
spread across the tablenot In the
corners- There are wooden
mushrooms placed at strategic

points.

Avoiding the mushrooms and
pocket a ball to score the point
value of that particular hole will

build up a break score. Ifyou hit

the red mushroom your entire
score ts reduced to zero but ifyou
hit one of the other mushrooms
you lose your current break
score and the next player takes

over.
In the real game a bar drops

alter about ten minutes play and
pocketedballscannot bebrought
back into play. If the red ball Is

left up at the end, asudden death
game results as each player has

COMPUTERGAMER NOVEMBER 1986



full control for up, down and
rotate. This really captures the
essence of the game more suc-

cessfully than any of the other
games and the comparatively
civilised game session suddenly
breaks into the frantic action ofa
head to head battle. After three
rounds oftense action It'sback to
the leisurely action of skittlea

Beer and skittles go together
like bread and butter. I was a bit
disappointed that the game is

not the traditional table-top
skittles but the six-pin fore-

runner to ten-pin bowling.
This collection gives good

value for money butwhere Is the
fruit machine? After alll most
pubs these days have precious
little other entertainment* Often

the dartboard Is Inaccessible ex-

cept on match nights and the
domino set has pieoes missing.
This la an idealised view of pub
entertainment complete with
the jangling piano playing all

the old favourites.
Considering my initial doubts

about these games, I was pleas*

antly surprisedby the end ofthe
session

SCORELINE

RENEWS

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL
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Title: Conan
Computer: C64
Supplier: Americana/US Gold
Price: £4.99 (disk)

Conan the Barbarian is given a
new lease of life by US Gold's
Americana label Ignoring the
wimpish Conan graphic, it's a
chaJlenging platform game
which relies on keeping your
wits about you rather than
blasting your way through The
early screens are fairlysimple to
complete with a lack of chal-

lenges.

Starting off in a castle, it is a
fairlysimple task to get Conan to

the top of the building using the
ladders and platforms because
the only problem is a lone bat
which can soon be eliminated
with a throw of a sword This
leaves the only other problem, a
jump at the top of the castle, for

you to overcome. This isa case of
finding the correct point to take
off from and ifyou fiiil it doesn't

really matter because you don't
lose a life,youjust climbback up
and try again.

The next challenge is the
forestwhich is also fairly easy to

negotiate and the game only
really takes offon screen three,

the lava pit A jewel at the top of
the screen must be collected by
teleporting up, The teleport only
appears occasionally and there
are two creatures shuffling back
and forth in and out of the
machine- Ifyou avoid them and
reach the gem you can gain an
extra life by jumping and
touching a bird, the avian ally.

Teleporting back down you
have to reach the gem holder,

avoiding a scuttling scorpion, so
thata bubble Is releasedfrom the

lava pit below. Leaping Into the
bubble, Conan is carried higher
and higher and must Jump Just
before the bubble bursts so that
he reaches the far side of the pit
Now things really get difficult

As yo\i enter a cavern of falling

platforms and water spouts,
jellyfish-like leapers hop around
the screen. Occasionally a sword
will appear which will add to

your reserve if you reach it in
time but the event Conan is

waiting for is theappearance ofa
gem This mustbe taken toone of
the two gem holders and then
Conan must return for the
second gem which will release

the key for entry to the next

As the action gets hotter still,

fire-breathing dragons appear
and as level leads to level all

manner ofdangers must be faced
if Conan is finally to face the
villainous Volta and win the
game.
Although the graphics are

crude by modern standards, this

game still has that addictive

quality missing from quite a few
of today's sophisticated games.
The game is only available on
disk and at £4.99 is worth the
risk

SCORELINE

Graphics
Sound
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Title: GodS and Heroes
Computer-. C64
Supplier: Alpha Omega
Price: £1.99

Sitting on top ofMountOlympus
all day playing at being a God
isn't everything that it's cracked
up to be. All work and no play
makes Zeus a dullboyandheand
the rest of the Pantheon ei\Joy

their fun and games as much as
us lesser mortals. Their idea ofa
good time is to setup the Ancient
Greek equivalent of the Krypton
Factor in the guise of quests for
aspiring Superheroes. All the
time that Jason was chasing
after the Golden Fleece, them
upstairs were probably making
side bets and trying to influence

the course of events by helping
or hindering the hero as thqy
saw fit. Now is you chance to
solve no less than fifty puzzling
screens,

A sequel to the excellent plat-

form game Hercules, Gods and
Heroes continues in similar vein
although a lot of the complaints
levelled at the original have been
attended to. The main grouse
against Hercules was that itwas
too hit or miss With little or no
time to think,you frequently had
to hurl yourself into space and
hope that a platform would ap-
pear and break your fall, Now,
youhavea lotmoretime to think
before making the wrong move.
There are two basic types of
screen Those where your route
is apparently obvious, in which
case it usually isn't, and those
where you haven't the foggiest

idea what to do in the first place.

There are a lot more ropes, plat-

forms and monsters than in the
original game but quite often
thgy are no more than a red
herring, temptingyou to leap on
to a collapsing rope or a
platform builtwith spontaneous
combustion in mind.
Many of the screens coniAln

invisible platforms which only
appear when you leap on them
On others, you have to collect

building blocks in order to build
a launching pad for previously
inaccessiblebitsof the screen As
well as the traditional elements

oftimingusually associatedwith
platform games, there is a heavy
emphasis on puzzle solving as
well which makes this game
stand out from the crowd All
right, so the graphics andsound
aren't exactly wonderful (al-

though they are infinitely better
than the original ) but that lsnt
important. You can slow down
or speed up the game as you
want and can choose to start on
any of the fifty screens so that
you can at least see the whole
game even ifyou can't complete
it. This game is just great fun to
playand atonly &l .99 shouldn't
bo missed.
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Title: Jack the Nipper
Computer: C64
Supplier: Gremlin Graphics
Price: £9.95

Jack the Nipper Is a bad lad and
the worse he gets the higheryou
score* Through Jackyoucan live

out your fantasies and do ail of
those despicable things thatyou
were too wimpish to do when
you were a kid.

The key to this game Is to
think reallywicked thoughts. As
you pick up a pot of glue, for
example,you have to recall all of
the shops and housesyou visited

and imagine a way to create the
maximum nuisance value.

Eveiyone knows that Jack isa
brat, though his mother prob-
ably thinks he's an angel ! Armed
with his trusty peashooter he
can take pot shots at passers-by
but he has to be prepared to run
or they'll tan his hide.

What Jack gets up to is

entirely up to you If you do
anything naughty you'll score a

few points but the real rewards
oome when you're downright
evil Wreaking revengo on the
park keeper can be ftin but
gumming up the works in a
denture factory Is wickedly
rewarding.
Although the game was well

received on the Spectrum, I felt

that it lacked a certain addictive

quality The screens look good,

the sound is fine but solving the
p\i2sles of what to do with key
objects held Little excitement for
me.
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Title: Bazooka Bill

Computer: C64
Supplier: Melbourne House
Price: £9.95

Although Green Beret was a big
seller, the graphics were a bit

coniused Not so with this GB
clone. Bazooka Bill is crystal

clear in a superb chunl^r style

and has a difficulty level way
above the original game.
Perhaps I'm putting it a bit

strongwhen I say 'clone
1

because
BB does have unique features
which sets it apart from Green
Beret, but the influence is

obvioua
Bazooka Bill has to fight his

waythrough battalions ofenemy
soldiers in a variety of land-

scapes from urban desolation
through fields and seafronts to
reach his goal.

Unlike the Green Beret, Bill

has all his weapons at his com-
mand from the beginning and
you can select from the range at
will Hand fighting, knife throw-
ing, machine gunning, flame-
throwing and (of course)
basooka-ing his way along,

Rambo Bill has to run the
gauntlet of enemy troops while

under the hail of bombs being
dropped ty helicopter gunshipa
The graphics are large.

colourfiiJ arid well animated as
Bill passes in front of, and
behind, the landscape features.

There is a true cartoon quality

about the way Bill moves es-

pecially when his enormous fist

punches out at an onrushing
soldier.

I've been a bit disappointed
with Melbourne House's output
of late but this could be an
indication of a re-awakening of
their golden era With a lot of
potential blockbusters in the
pipeline, this could mark the
start ofsomething big.
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One ofthe most interesting snooker games around is up
for grabs, as well as a few more goodies in the Computer
Gamer/CDS Steve Davis Snooker competition.

Steve Davis Snooker was first

releasedon the Spectrum almost
two years ago. Since then It has
been convertod onto 13 compu-
ters and has sold more than
100,000 copies. Now you have
the chance to win a copy of this
game.
By answering a few simple,

very interesting questions you
could win the first prize fo a
Steve Davis cue. video,bookanda
copy ofthe game. 20 runners-up
will receive a copy of the game.
Some of the features that have
made the game so popular in-

clude very accurate control of
the cue with Ml spin control, a
demonstration mode, where the
computer can play both sides

a bit like BBC2 really — a lilgh

break table, and an "oops* option
that lets you take back that last

awful shot.
Steve Davishasboonone ofthe

most successful snooker players
of all time, winning his first

major title in 1980, Since thenhe
has won over 40 major titles*

Last year his succes can be seen
by over £260,000 he won m
prise money. As well as snooker,
many readers will remember his
other great sporting success
with his massive scores at Wil-
liams' Defender when whining
his first world title.

What you have to do
Printed below are five simple
questions about Steve Davis. All

youhave to do Is put the answers
on the coupon below, fill In the
coupon stating which computer
you own, and pop it in an en-
velope addressed to*

Snooker Competition
Computer Gamer
1 Golden Square
London W1R3AB.
You should also write the

answers on the back of the
envelope.

The Questions
Answer these questions and a
Steve Davis cue couldbe yours:

L Which of the following did
Steve Daviswinas his firstmajor
competition?
( a) Cora! UK Championship
(b) Embassy World Professional
Snooker Championship
(O) fiothmans Grand Prix
(d) The British Junior Cham-
pionship

2, What la the title of hisChannel
4 TV show?
(a) Pot Black
(b) A Frame with Davis
( c ) The Steve Davis Show
(d) Cue for aChat

3. Who is his usual partner in the
World Doubles Championship?
(a) Joe Davis
(b)TonyMeo
(c) Jimmy White
( d ) Hurricane Hlggins

4. Where does Steve Uve?
(a) Cardiff
(b)Hampstead
(c) Runcorn
(d) Romford

5. What middle name did Spitting
Image invent for Steve?
(aj Whirlwind

i Superlative
(c) Interesting
(d) Dauntless

Rules
Nobocftr connected

Coupon

thewith
publishers or CDS is eligible,

Z. The competition is open to all

UK readers of Computer Gamer
and all entries must be
RECEIVED by the end of Nov*
ember. Proof of posting Is not
proof of receipt

Vinners will be notified by
post
4* All entries become the prop-
erly and copyright of Computer
Gamer.
5. The prizes will be awarded to
the first Zl entries judged to be
correct after the closing date.

The Editor's decision is final.

6* These rules and the Instruc-
tions for entering are the con-
ditions of entry.

i

Send to: Snooker Competition, Computer Gamer, 1 Golden Square,
LondonW1R3AR

Name

Address;...

.*•,*.*!
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REVIEWS
Title; Jewels of Darkness
Computer; Spectrum
Supplier: Bainbird Software
Price: £14.95

Level 9 have built a reputation
for good, honest adventures and
the Jewels of Darkness trilogy

brings together three of their
best known adventures In a new
and exciting way.

Colossal Adventure, Adventure
Quest and Dungeon Adventure
were originally textonly pro-
grams but now the addition of
colour graphics, a better parser
and more detailed descriptions

has breathed new life into these
well-known gamea Even those
who know the adventures inside
out may wish to have this

beautifully boxed set with its

fantasy novella by Peter
McBrlda
Colossal Adventure is one of

the most famous adventures
ever and is the archetypal
underground quest. On meeting
a travel-stained warrior in the
local tavern,you listen to his tale
of finding the tabled Colossal

Cavern which Is reputed to hold
treasure beyond belief. You
believehim because he obviously
has a fortune with him
You are curious about the

traveller's tale but others are
scepticaland plot toambush this

unfortunate traveller to relieve

him of his 'ill-gotten' gains.
Overhearing this plan, you warn
the warriorwho repaysyou with
a map ofthecavern Thepromise
of wealth beyond measure
proves too much for you. Along
the way you lose the map and so
you find yourself leaning on the
wall of a building close to the
mouth of the cave

.

, .

Adventure Quest takes place in
the same land but several cen-
turies later. The land hasbeen In
the grip of famine and now an
evil lord threatens to subjugate
the lands. Although you are a
novice wizard the lot falls toyou
to defeat Lord Agaliarept single-

handed

Travelling towards the Black
Tower on the far edge of the
world, your task is to enter the
tower, find theAmulet of Lifeand
destroy the Demon Lord's power.
To do thisyou must first find the
four Stones of the Elements and
so the adventure begins

Ifthere's no rest for thewicked
then there'seven less rest for the
good Just a dayhas passed since
overcoming Agaliarept and al-

ready you have a new assign-
ment This time your lust for

riches gets the better of you. The
Demon Lord is dead and his
hordes in flight Now is the time
to raid hisdungeons and plunder
the wealth that lies there.
This is the start of the

Dungeon Adventure but you are
waylaid by brigands, robbed of
all yourweapons and rna^lc. and
cast into the river (life gets
really tough for adventurers at
times!). Fortunatelyyou survive
and must make your way once
more to the depths of the Black
Tower's dungeons*
These are the scenarios and

the atmospheric descriptions In
the booklet The Darkness Rises'

is carried through into the ad-
ventures themselves. The prob-
lems encountered often require

the use of all of your guile and
cunning because they are not
necessarily simple 'find It and
use it immediately tasks. Some
of the otflects will hinder rather
than help but working outwhich
of your possessions Is causing
the problem createsaproblem in
itself

The new parser allows com-
plex commands which is a vast
improvement on the original
games' language which mainly
consisted of verb-noun con*
structlons* The vocabulaiy also
allows you to turn the pictures

off and on and the HELP
command gives aid to novice

There is a uiue bird Kere.
^9 i ng -nerfitv.
dt no«** E
v are at the east end of theMatt of Mists, filled with wispof ctoud which sway to and fro

as if auvt. Xh ere are Pason both sides and a narrow pa:.*^eadin^ up to a small opening
above* « 9nnd stone staircase
. eads downwards to lh« n o r t *

". p : *

adventurers. These helps are
mainly at the beginning of the
game so don't expect any as-

sistancefrom the programwhen
the going gets tough later oa
Those in dire need of help can
always use the request form to
get a veiy detailed and cleverly

constructed hint sheet which
will help you out of any situ-

ation.

Ebr the careless adventurer
there is also the OOPS facility

which allows you to undo your
last few moves. This is useful if

premature death occurs but if

the cause ofyour folly occurred
much earlier in the game you'd
be advised to keep saving your
game to tape at regular intervals*
The greatest adventure for me

is ooplng with the Lenslok seo-
urity system which la a total

nuisance and always takes me
several irritattag attempts to get
the system going. That it pre
vents piracy is debatable, surely
there must be a betterway?
Tosome the£15 price tag may

seem a little steep but rest

assured that it is money well

Invested How much would you
pay for the best part of a year's

entertainment? These are not
games which can be completed
in a oouple ofweeks (unless you
are constantly in front of your
computer). Much of the time is

spent away from the computer
worrying your friends by mutr
tering phrases like "what use is

the word Xyzzy' and 'if only I

could find a lamp all my prob-
lems would be solved'.

One thing's for sure: these
adventures will either giveyou a
sense of achievement or reduce
you to a jtbbering Idiot If you
want to experience the thrill of
adventuring take my advice, no
collection is complete without
Rainbird's trilogy.

SCORELINE
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Title; Storm
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Mastertronic
Price: £1.99

Before he went in search of a
magic box called the Pear, the
evil wizardUnaCum imprisoned
Corrine. wife to Prince Storm.
Storm's friend Agravaln Undead
has elected to penetrate Una
Gum's lair to free Corrlna
Storm is a Gauntlet game on a

small scale. The hordes erf

enemies which appear on each
screen has to be seen to be bel-

ieved Pommately for Agravain,
there are spells hidden around
the lair which will wipe out a
screenful of nasties in one fell

swoop but most times he will

have to pick them off one at a
time.

The main aim Is to find the
three snake brooches which
open the door to Una Cam's lai>

oratoiy but first the keys to vital
parts ofthe dungeon lair must be
found These can be accessed
only If the food and spells are
used wisely.Armour will protect
you for a while, scrolls and
amulets will destroy eveiy foe in
sight, but mask magic Is the
most powerful with a surprise
effect

Cabbala runes release traps

which will help or hinder Agra-
vain in his efforts. Sometimes
walls disappear, openingup new
areas of the dungeon, at other
times blocking walls appear.
A lot of the action is coveredby

wooden boards which obscure
the evil forces and the
generators which create them.
Shooting a generator stops the
appearance ofCum's henchmen,
but when the room is re-entered
the generators appear again
By far the best facet of this

game is the two player option
which gives a chance for Storm
to appearwith Agravaln,and for
thetwo heroes to fight in unison.
That this game should appear

before Gauntlet Is surprising.
That it should be at a budget
price Is truly amazing.
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Titta: Bombscare
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Firebird
Price: £1.99

REVIEWS

You were In a space station cir-

cling the planet Neptune. That
was until some nasty aliens

planted a huge time bomb
somewhere on the station. As a
result, everybody has been
evacuated and the sole occupant
of the station is the bomb dis-

posal robot nicknamed Arnold
Apart from a fair sprinkling of
aliens that is.

Bombscare is a 3D arcade ad-

venture complete with Ultimate
style graphics. You must explore
the complex, picking up tools to

help defuse the bomb and other
useful items. A maximum of five

objects can be carried ax any
given time and, as is usual with
this sort ofgame, it Is a question
of finding out exactly what item
does what and then doing every-

thing in the correct order.

Control of the robot Is a simple

turn left or right and advance.

You can also fire at the aliens

that materialise in each room
although strangely, you are only
equipped with a low-tech gun
firing slow speed bullets. There
is also a teleport system to be
discovered for eaery access
around the ship but you do not
have the operating Instructions.

There is notmuch tosay about
agame like this, There have been
many similar variants before. If

you eryoy the t&pe. though, it is

notbad value at &1.99.

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Strike Force Cobra
Spectrum
Piranha

They each know some of the code
necessary to get into the com-
puter room It Is not necessary to
find all the scientists as you are
equipped with a Digital Lock
Breaker to assist you The
problem is that once you have
entered the complex, the guards
are alerted and the program
starts running so that you only
havea limited amount of time to
complete your task and the DLB
does take a lot of time*

.

,

You control the commandos
individually, selecting them
through keys 14* They are
equipped with grenades and a
machine gun and naturally are
extremely fit so that kicking
down doors and diving through
windows present no problem
although even the fittest ofmen
do get tiredand should be givena
breather from time to time. The
complex Is on four floors and is

presented In a scrolling 3D.
Some doors do not respond to a
hobnailed size 14 boot and there
are lifts that need activating.

This Involves finding switches
cunningly marked D and L. The
door or lift Is not necessarily

near its switch, though, so there
should be a lot of co-operation
between the troops As well as
the patrolling robots, many of
the rooms have fixed defence
installations such as wall
mounted guns. Many of the
rooms have puzzles to he solved
before you are allowed to pro-

Stilke Force Cobra is an inter-

esting game that doesn't quite

work for reasons that I'm not too
sure about. Initial gameplay Is

very difficult to master and I

found the 3D effects a bit off-

putting but it is nonetheless an
original and challenging game
and with titles like thisand Trap
Door (reviewed last month).
Piranha could become a very big
fish indeed!

SCORELINE
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Too busy bickering with each
other, the governments of the
world have failed to notice that
they are In danger of yielding
power to an evil criminal mind
Known only as the Enemy, this

genius has taken control of the
world's most powerful defence
computers which he has pro-
grammed to cause an Instant
nuclear holocaust unless every
nation gives in to his demand for
supreme power. Having to decide

between total annihilation or a
state of permanent slavery,

Supreme Allied Command decide

to fight back. Not as you might
imagine by hitting the Enemy's
complex with everything they
have in their arsenal, but rather

by sending In a small team of
commandos - - four to be precise,

a team known as Strike Force
Cobra

Your initial task isone ofteam
selection. There are eight candi-

dates on your short list and you
are presented with a picture and
career details of all the candi-

dates.

Because this is a world threat,

there is a Russian rubbing
shoulders with an American, an
Israeli commando and a couple
ofBrits (onein the SAS, the other
in 2 Para, both served in the
FUlklands) amongst your
choices* Each of the candidates
has different skills and selecting

the final four is notan easy task
The Enemy succeeded in ac-

complishing his dastardlycrime
by kidnapping top computer
scientists and forcing them to
work forhim Naturally they are
anxious to destroy their captor
and so will render the team
assistance Ifyou can find them

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Action Pack
Spectrum
Alligata

This is a collection of four
Spectrum titles on one tape,

available only through branches
of W. H. Smiths. The games are
Show Jumping. Labyrinthion,
Son of Blagger and Jack Charl-

ton's Match Pishing.

ShowJumping seesyou trying
to manoeuvre your horse over a
series of fences within a specific -

tame limit and, preferably, with
you still in the saddle. There are

a number of courses and several

people can play at onoe. It Is not
an easy game to master, though.
Apart from the four speeds of

your horse (from stand to

canter), you must also get just

the right angle ofapproach from
the twelve available. You can

COMPUTERGAMER NOVEMBER 1986
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collect faults for your hoi'se

knocking down a fence or refus-
ing, and three refusals mean an
automatic disqualification.

Labyrinthion Is an arcade ad-
venture that sees you trying to
collect the nine parts of the
scroll thatshow you the way out
of the maze. Other items must be
collected as you move from
sector to sector and there Is the
usual horde of monsters trying
to kill you. These must be killed

off with one of the variety of
weapons available to you The
game* is keyboard only and suf-

fers from being too difficult

initially.

Son of Blagger Is one of the
first platform games that I can
remember playing bull is none
the worse for that. Slippery Sid Is

trying to collect golden keys
from the midst of a security

complex. All the old favourites

are here — one way and col*

lapsing platforms, chutes and
bridges that open and close.

Match Fishing is an unusual
simulationand one that does not
immediately spring to mind as
being suitable for a computer
game. The aim is to get the
largest catch in a set period of
time against other competitors.

This is done by surveying your
peg and then choosing the ap-

propriate rod and bail eta Is

likely to appeal tt> anglers only,

A reasonable selection of
games, nothing outstanding,
nothing terriblybad

SCORELDJE
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Moonlight Madness
Spectrum
Bubbletrus

Out one day Uniting for business
for your local scout group's Bob*
aJob week, you find yourself
wandering down a garden path
towards a huge mansion. Your
knockon the door isanswered by
a little oldman who issomewhat
surprised to seeyou and starts to
mumble something about booby
traps in the grounds. The shock
soon becomes too much for the
old man and he falls to the floor

gasping and clutching his chest
Heasksyou to get his pills which
are locked in his safe and which
In turn need sixteen keys to
open. Breaking the unwritten
rule of the scouts (always make
sure there is someone watching
when you do your good deed for

the day) you offer your assist-

ance.
The game is written try the

author of one of the best selling

budgetgames ofall time— Booty
— and it shows. There are doors
to be accessed, monsters to be
avoided and keys to be collected

Travelling across a room is not
particularly straightforward as
you would expect from a man-
sion designed by a mad profes-
sor. Lilts need to be activated try

pressing buttons that lie strat-

egically placed along the way.
Not aU buttons activate lifts,

though. Instead, th^y may add
crucial extra bits to the existing

masonry or energise some pre*

viouslydormant nasty. Youhave
three lives at your disposal In
your quest for the keys and
conflict with the creatures or
falling excessive distances are

the best way of reducing this

number.
Had it been released on a

budget label. Moonlight Madness
would have been fair value for

money. As it Is, It is grossly
overpriced and there are many
better ways of lightening the
load Inyour piggy bank

T
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Title: Sgrizam
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: US Gold Americana
Price: £2,99

*W*::UNH»K»1N*lsa
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i «nro *<ir

When the contracts for life are
drawnupby thepowers that be. 1
think that there must be a spec-

ial clause In them for princesses
stating that atsome stage during
their life, they are honour-bound
to get themselves kidnapped,
thus providinga plentiftil supply
ofquests for would-beheroesand
computer games playera The
latest victim is called Princess
Doxaphin and she has been
taken from the Imperial Palace
Ktndon Warriors. The Emperor
Cophenix II has entrusted you,
Mirdav, hie trusted vassal with
her rescue. Onlyyour daring and
a little bit of help from the magic
sword SGRIZAM (I think that
they get all these names by read-

lngdowna list of proprietary rat
poisons) can save her Tn other
words, all the usual introductory
blurb-

The game itself consists ofyou
attempting to move along a
corridor, dodging monsters and
fighting knighta Snakes, spiders
and their ilk must be leapt over
Zombie ducks must be ducked
(what else?) and SGRIZAM

comes Into its own as you des-

patch the warriors. You only
have one attempt at each man-
oeuvre and timing is crucial or
one of your three initial lives la

lost. There is no scoring as such
although there is a clock ticking

away in the bottom right hand
corner of the screen, Mirdav is

Emppoeod to be h oonsumxDttte
athlete which makes it surpris-

ing that whilst hecan leap In the
air and hold hisjump for several
seconds, he can only duck for a
millisecond at a time and this

proves to be by far the hardest of
your movements to perform
Poor graphics coupled with a

poor and boring gameplay make
this one a miss, even at a budget
price. I never did like princesses
anyway.
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Title;

Computer:
Supplier:

Pub Games
Spectrum
Alligata

Best described as the drinking
man's Summer Games, Pub
Gomes lets you have a go at
aeyea of the activities that your
'parents play when they nip
down the road for a quick one-

There are seven events, none of
them renowned for requiring
superhuman strength op re-

flexes.

First up to the oohe is darts,
501 straight in, double out, best
ofthree legs. Youmust positiona
constantly moving cursor over
your target and release the dart
at the appropriate moment Not
a bad simulation but you soon
get the hang of it and I was
scoring 140 and 180 fairly reg-

ularly Including a spectacular
161 finish (treble twenty, treble
seventeen, bull).

Bar billiards is probably the
pick of the games on the tape.

For anyone who has not come
across this marvellous game
before, the object is to knock
several white and one red baU
into a variety of holes (worth
different amounts of points)
without knocking down one of
the mushrooms that stands in
yourwayThegame is played for

a set period of time whei'eupon
the bar falls (hence the name)
stopping any balls returning to
the players. You must select the
position of your cue ball, the
angle and the power of your
shots.
The dominoes game suffers

from the (act that you must
make your opponent look away
from the computer every time it

is your turn to play for fear that
he sees what tiles you are hold-
ing. Another slight problem is

that the menus can coverup the
open ends so that Ifyouhave not
been looking, you don't know
whatyou can or cannot play.

Table football is quite a Jolly

simulation although there are
some horrible attribute prob-
lems and goals must be scored
exactly in the centre of the goal-

mouth so stopping all those
tricky shots off the post. Each
row of players is selected auto-

matically and all you must con-
centrate on Is moving the men
up and down the bar, preparing
to kick and kicking
Two card games come next. A

straightforward if somewhat
uninspired version of pontoon
played, I notice, according to
traditional northern rules

rather than casino rules. The
version ofpoker though Is truly
horrendous and does not deserve
tohave its name sullied insucha
manner. You get dealt Ave cards,
and can change or keep them as
you Uy to improve your hand-
There Is no betting as such, apart
from a compuisoiy initial ante.

Your winnings are then deter-

mined by what hand you have
and are paid according to a set of
fixed odds

. All I can say is that if

these are the odds, I would love
to be working for the house. For
example, the odds against get-

ting four ofa kind are over 4000-
1 against. The house pays 10-1!

Another problem is some non-
existent shuffling. I held exactly
the same hand on three occa-

slons out of ten deals.

The final game is a very sim-
plistic version of skittles. Two
markers, one at the front, one at
the back, moving at different

speeda Press a button and the
ball travels Ln a straight line
between the two, hopefully
knockingdown skittles en route.

All in all, not a particularly
inspired ooUection and the ob-
vious comment is that all these
games are hugely enjoyable
when everybody has had a
couple of pints but they lose
somethingwhen sat in front ofa
grnw.li screen with a mug of
Horlicks. And anyway, what
about the real pubgamessuch as
batand trap and dwile flonlang?
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RENEWS

Title: Light Force
Computer: ZX Spectrum
Supplier: PTL (Gargoyle)
Price: £7.96

This is the first game from the
much hyped FTL, a spin-offof the
cult software house Gargoyle
Games, creators ofsuch classics

as Dun Darach and Tir Na Nog.
Their new label is going to be
publishing fast action games,
and their first release. Light
Ftorce, is certainly one ofthem
This game is also the first to

use the much heralded ("by FID")
1asermation system to get decent
colour on a ZX Spectrum. This
firystem, when it bolls down to it,

is Just a case of taking a bit of

thought about the graphics. All
movement takes into account
the colour breaks on the attri-

bute screen, and objects are
based ona square format—your
ship is roughly square, and so
are most of the ground targets*

It's amazing that its taken this
long for software houses to
realise that 'pushing the com-
puter bqyond its limits' with the
Spectrum jxist doesn't work, and
results in games with extremely
poor presentation with flashing
squares of colour all over the
screen Yet simply program-
ming the machine to take into
account aJl of its (manyl) lim-
itations results in a game that
looks this good
The basictheme ofthisgame is

flying your spaceship through
various levels of nasties, and
trying to destroy as many of the
ground targets as possible in a
very Xevious sort of way. The
aliens come at you in waves and
formations and there are a
number of different typea Apart*
from this, there is little else to
the game However, apparent
simplicity is usually the mark of
a good action game and this is

the case with Light Force. The
patterns and interweaving of

enemies is well thought out and
all the various parameters are
well tuned to provide a fast and
exciting game.
The graphics are excellent,

both the backdrops and the
moving objects, and the colour
clashing is minimal — even the
explosions look good! Sound is

very limited, but then the whole
game is designed to run on a
Spectrum and take account of its

limitations and. on a Spectrum,
veiy little sound is better than
trying to play music through a
vibrating tin plate.

If FTL keep producing games
of tills quality with this presen-
tation then Spectrum owners
will be In for a real treat.
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RENEWS

Title: Paperboy
Computer: Spectrum
Supplier: Elite
Price; £7.98

Elite are the arcade game
conversion specialists and the
number oflicenceswhich they're

buying shows the degree of suc-

cess this policy is eryoying. Their
latest gem is Paperboy and Atari
will be pleased with Elite's faith-

ful translation of this to the
Spectrum.
As anyone who has tried the

job knows, being a paperboy can
be a pretty hazardous occupa-
tion. In the States they have an
easier job because they can get

away with throwing the paper
onto the front porch of each
house as they whizz past on
their bikea
In this game you have to

deliver papers to each house on
the street but togainahigh score
you have to throw the paper
accurately. Ifyou miss thehouse
you'll lose the owner's custom
andwon't get a bonus at the end
of the week.
You start offyour round on a

Monday morning and pedal as
fast as you dare to get the round
completed as quickly as possible.

What you don't know is that

40

there are hazards ahead Fire

hydrants stick out of the pave-
ment, a workman is digging up
the path and some homicidal
maniac is waiting to mow you
down In his vehicle. All of these
problems mustbe copedwith but

don'tbe distracted from yourjob
and keep off the flower beds.

At theend ofthe streetyoucan
have some fun try leaping walls
to score bonus points and then
your performance is assessed If

you get this far you can look
forward to the delights of a
Tuesday morning where even
more hazards await.

As the days go on you meet
exploding fire crackers, skate-

boarders, enormous cats and all

manner of problems. It'senough
to makeyou hand in your notice

but you need the money so you
can't.

Although the game is chal-

lenging and certainly addictive,

some may find It a little too
repetitive but fans of the arcade
game will certainly want to add
this to their collection.
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MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING
Britah Cod* of Advertising Practic*

Advertisements m Ihis publication are required to conform to the

British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of matl order

advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code requires

advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery

period is stated Where goods are returned undamaged within seven

days.the purchaser's money must be refunded Please retain proof of

postage/despatch, as this may be needed

Mall Order Protection Scheme

If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine
and pay by post in advance of delivery, Argus Specialist Publications

Ltd will consider you for compensation If the Advertiser should become
insolvent or bankrupt, provided

jt) Vou have not received the goods or had your money returned,

and

\2) You wnte to the Publisher ot this publication, summarising the

3*tuahon not earlier than 28 days from the day you sent yourorder

and not later than two months from that day.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us When you write,

we w*ii tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment

is required-

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the

above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been

declared bankrupt or insolvent (up to a limit of £2.000 per annum for

any one Advertiser so affected and up to £6,000 perannum in respect of

afl insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be patd for higher amounts, or

when the above procedure has not been complied with, at the

discretion of this publication but we do not guarantee to do so in view of

the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of

readers' difficulties)

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent In direct response to

an advertisement m this magazine (not, for example, payment made in

response to catalogues etc.. received as a result of answering such
advertisements) Classified advertisements are excluded
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SPECTRUM
COMMODORE
& AMSTRAD

HOME COMPUTERS

SPECTRUM
COMMODORE
& AMSTRAD

HOME COMPUTERS

WARE
Electric Dreams Software,

31 Carlton Crescent.

Southampton .Hampshire S01 2EW.
Tel: (0703) 229694

Electric Dreams Software,

31 Carlton Crescent,

Southampton, Hampshire S01 2EW.
Tel: (0703) 229694

r
THE MANAGER OF EVERTON F.C.

HOWARD KENDALL SAYS..„

"THIS MUST BE THE ULTIMATE OF
ALL STRATEGY GAMES™

EXCELLENT."

OUT NOW-.. OUT NOW,.. OUT NOW.,. OUT NOW,.,
(THE F.A. CUP and THE LEAGUE)

2 years of research has finally produced

"THE DOUBLE 11

THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED, NEVER BEFORE
HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO
Pit your wits and skills against 65 other teams which have their own
Transfers. Finances, Injuries etc, involving OVER 1000 PLAYERS
all with their individual skill levels of Passing, Tackling. Kicking etc.

22 Players 'Logically' play a game with 'live action* graphics and
Player Commentary from any of the three divisions and match pro-
grammes.

YOUR TASK IS TO
Manage a given 3rd Division team and succeed by either Promotion
or interesting larger Clubs with your expertise in winning the League
Championship or better still THE DOUBLE, Careful programming
has eliminated luck so you will need astuteness and a Managerial
mind to organise Administration, Staff & Players. Wages & Transfers
not easy we promise). Crowd Control. Policing. Scouts. Finance,
Gates, Injuries and Physiotherapy. Print-outs, individual player
reports, visits to League Grounds. Fixtures, Results and current
League Tables of ALL THREE DIVISIONS are at your disposal.

To survive you will have to be good — to impress other clubs you
will have to be very good — to succeed you will have to be excellent.

But will you achieve the ultimate of THE DOUBLE* ???

HOWA RD KENDA LL did not achieve success in 5 minutes neither
will you !

COMPETITION „. COMPETITION... COMPETITION ...

If you can bo the FIRST lo achieveTHE DOUBLE you will WIN A
DAY OUTin style at EVERTON F.C., for a fixture of your choice
and meet HOWARD KENDALL.

ORDER NOW... ORDER NOW M ORDER NOW „
DO NOT SEND MONEY or P.O. - Just send a Stamp Addressed
Envelope (stating machine) to:- f-iA (\CJOHNSON Z.1 U.yD Including V.A.T.

SCflttflTflON
LIMITED

COMMODORE 64. ATARI

39TOTTERDOWN ROAD
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
AVON BS23 4BR



As if producing "The Sports Simulation of the Decade" was not enough..

NOW AVAILABLE...

JHHH [
ATARI ST£24.95 AMIGA £24.95 ATARI £9.95 £14.95

CASSETTE DISK

TOURNAMENT DISKS!!!!!

CBM64 disk £6.95

ATARI disk £6.95

AMIGA disk £9.95

ATARI ST disk £9.95

CASSETTE OWNERS!!!
Coining Soon Tournament Leaderboard

4 extra courses £4.99 each CBM 64/128

(The Second Tournament £6.95)

U.S. Gold, Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388



THE HELICOPTERFLIGHT SIMULATOR

The Original SUPERHUEY
is Now Available for the
Atari: cassette £9.99,
disk £14.99; and the

Amiga, Apple andAtari ST
at£19.99

SIX EXCITING
RESCUE & COMBAT SCENARIOS:
"RENEGADE"Chaae the stolentJHDC before all the bases in thearea are destroyed.
"BRUSH FIRE" Use your fire-fighting capability to save homes in the burning
hills of Caufornia.
"GULF OFTERROR" Tackledetermined terrorists in theirgunshipsandsubmarines.
"BERMUDA TRIANGLE" Your mission is weather reoonnalssance, but in the
Bermuda Triangle anything can happen.
"ARCTIC RESCUE" Battle in the harshest conditions to save lives.

"OIL BLAZE" Save lives and fight the Are before the whole well blows!

AVAILABLE for the £
COMMODORE 64/128 Cassette

9.99 S.'IA
Disk x^r

.99



Piranlia, those awfully nice people that brought you
'Trap Door', are releasing agame basedon 'The Colour of

Magic', a spoof fantasy book by Terry Pratchett* Here
you can win copies of the game and the book.

Set In a fantasy world where
magic works, the book is about
the first tourist to visit those fair

climes. A young, cowardly and
rather inept wizard named
Rincewind is charged with look-

ing after the tourist (who has
more money than sense ) and his

walking luggage. Meanwhile,
Death is on their trail

The game is an adventure by
Delta 4 and promises to be as
whackyas the book. And to get a
copyof thebook and thegame all

you have to do Is answer a few

questions based on the book
They can be answered with a bit

of un-common sense or by look-

ing at the book. On offer are three
first prises of copies of the book
and game with 20 runners-up
prizes of copies of the game.

What you have to do
Printed below are five simple
questionsabout thebook All you
have to do is put the answers on
the coupon below, fill in the
coupon stating which computer
you own, and pop It In an en-
velope addressed to:

Magic Competition
Computer Gamer
1 Golden Square
London W1R3AB.
You should also write the

answers on the back of the
envelope.

The Questions
Answer these questions and The
Colour ofMagic could be yours:

LTwofioweris
(a) A gauoho tourist

(b) A country nymph
(c)A small vase

2. The Discworld Is

{ a)A club for ex-Olympic discus-

throwers
0>) A pop magazine
(c) A disc-shaped world suppor-

ted by gargantuan elephants on
a turtle's back

3. Octarlneia

(a) An eye ointment
(fr) The eight colour of the spec-

trum
(c) Qu^n of the turtle fairies

4. The Broken Drum is

(a) A Boy's Brigade nightmare
(b)A secondhand toyshop
(o)Apub

5. Ankh Morpork is

(a ) A multi-storey car park
(b ) A city on a turtle's back
(c) A pork, chop covered with a
eplqy sauce

Rules
L Nobody connected with the
publishers orPiranha is eligible.

& The competition is open to all

UK reactors of Computer Gamer
and all entries must be
RECETVED by the end of Nov-
ember. Proof of posting is not
proof of receipt.
3- Winners will be notified by
post.

4. All entries become the prop-
erty ^nd copyright of Computer
Gamer.
6. The prizes will be awarded to
the first 23 entries judged to be
correct after the closing date.

The Editor's decision is flnaL
6. These rules and the instruc-

tions for entering are the con-
ditions of entry.

lVdtl J It-- lyiitmmMHrtiiyin i
- ....,..».),„».».,( t ..*-" *+*.+ »..

Address: »41. *.».*»*.+

14

,4 4l ,4 »4l4 44l4 4,l.4»- .. »i»4l'F4 »*I1 ( «1*<I

*""*

Age: Tel:.

Answers

-..-^....Computer:.

X....*ll.4.*..«»*f NlMt4Mltt.tt..4t 0».44<<l41l44P44*l ^. ,M" t " t- "" 4*HI t Mrr. ,.l rt. t .
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f
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If an advertisement
iswrong we're here

to put it right.

Ifyou see an advertisement in the press, in print
on posters or in the cinema which you find

unacceptable, write to us at the address below.

The Advertising Standards Authority.

ASA Ltd, Dept 3 Brook House, Tornngton Place, London WC1E 7HN
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4CTHE
SPECTRUM

Paper Boy
Dragons Lair

Sf Hnrncr
Nightmare Ratty

Hpa rieottfl

D&n Dorp
Heartland
Room 10

KARQ
johnny Reb 2
Time fnua
KntgM Rid<tr

psi cnesa
Oynsmtta Dan Z
Netor
Ft9l2
Pud Games
Leactar Board
BoDby Bearmg
Drtrh Scoplre 2
TT Ractsf

MALTINGS, STANSTEAD
RRP QUR

MEGASAVErv
SOFTWARECxJ

ABBOTTS. WARE, HERTS.

795
795

: H7»

995
7«

B 9S

B 90
7to

795
7 96
B ^"L

B«
7 96
7 95
f>95

price
5.75
5.75

Ml
5.75

5.75

69*
C.99
6.f»

5.75

«.OT
5.75

5.75
s.so

5 -i'J

5.75

5.75

| N
6.99

GaMw«in 7 95 S.75
Trap Doo* 7 95 5.75
Brsmark B K 6.99
Bart or Beyond & 95 6 99
UgM Force 6 95 660
Focnoalter'Y*ar 7 95 5.75
Miami Skb 795 5 75
H^Mander7 95 5.75
Gaivan 7.95 575
Konarrn* Gori r« 575
The Great Escape 7 95 5.75

COUMOOORE 54
Super Cyde
Go For Gold

9 95 ft 99
?&9 2,50

Dar. Dare 9 95 0.95
SF harrier 3 95 fi.9»
Indus 395 fi.6€
Room 10 / H 5.75
Mti&or Elevator 9« 6,9*
Mtssiom AD 995 fi.99
Kinghi Rider -. 6.60

Aiac 9.95 6.99
Mami Vice A 95 6.60
Parallax 9.95 6.60
Paper Boy 9 95 6.99
Infiltrator 9 95 6.99
Druid 7 95 5.75
ThaiSoong 7 95 6.76
Gallvan 8 95 6.60
"in . i !-r 6 95 6.60
Gauntlet 9 95
Ftat 2 9 95
Dragon* Lair 9 95
La&derDoa/rd B 96
Ghoati & Gofcifns 9 95 6.99
Its AKO 6 96 6.60
TneGreai Escape 5 95 6 60
FooibailorvYear 7 95 5J5
Green Beret a 96 6.60
Stleni Service 9 95 MM
Mastertronic* 1 99 1.99
Pub Games ° 35 6.99

For up to date news on availability and special often ring 0920 — 670566.
All prices include Irta last delivery and same day despatch when applicable Overseas
orders odd 50n per tape. 5 :

i discount on aJL orders for seven or more tapes or to a value
oyer E45. B.F.P.O, Welcome. Cheques/ P.O.'t/E.C'e payabte to ED40\ c Q

HARDWARE

III I SOFTWARE
1 |"< SERVICE

Competition Pro
. .

tionlx Speedking
,

,

650
MOO
1000^J LJ ATARI CASS DISK CVMW CASS DISK

lent Service 11.00 Dan Dare . . .: U
Jewels of Darkness

. . ,11 00 16.00 Trap 7 20
Gemstone Warrinr 11.00 Silent Knigm .7 20
SpyVsSpy II

Ultima tv

.730 11.00 Super Cyde ..7,20

,
16.00 Psi 5 Trading Company . . .

Power Play
. 7?0

Mercenary Tnd Cry , , ,, . •

,

5 00 7.50 7 jQ
Ball Blazer T30 11.00 Hocus Focus 6 40
Screaming Wmgs

.

7.30 Strike Force Harrier .720
Games Pis* 1

Arteriole Reality

Chimera , . .3 50

9.95

16.00

. .5.00
GrapMcs Arts Deoartment . 23.00 Macadam Bumper 6 40
Cohens Tower/Cosmic Tunnel b l rui*i Pursuit .11.00 16.00
Zonn X

.

-7.30 Leaderooard
, .720

Arcnon II , ^ 11.00 Super Bowl 720
Baulderaashll 7 30 11.00 Room 10 .7 20
Rard Over Moscow . 11.00 Parraln* i i

:

NigntraidersMroy Aarowar"* ..5 70 The Arc Of Vesod 700
Panic Enprrss — ..3fi0
Kmg Of The Ring . . 7.30 950 Empire .720
Smash Hrts 5. 7 30 1100 Setjoteifl 640
Major Motion (ST only) 17.00 Arac .7 20

Time Bandit (ST only)

34 00 Irndis Alpha ..640
25 00 Tne Transformers 6 40

Mti&ic Studio {ST only)
, 25.00 Dr Who And The Mines . . .

.

.8 50
Leader board <ST oniyi 20.00 T.me Tras... .720

AMSTftAO SPECTRUM
Knight fltder

.

Oftn Dare
...640

i. 7-30 .11.00Trivial Pursuit
,

B M .720
international Karate.
Knighl Games .,

.3 70

,
.640

9.50 .5 70
..720Winer Games

9.50 Saboleur
Atlantic Challenge

6 40
.5 70Oeson Fo*

.
730

Cauldron It. , 6 40 Never Ending Story \ .

.

. f 20
Tnw a Purautt .. i

.n.oo 16.00 HeariUnd /?0
Stainless Steel — .040 ,730

720 Dan Dare ..7 20
Rescue on Fracbjius— .770

Besl 01 Beyond
Green Beret.*.

-720

Miami Vice
USX

.6 40 .720
.5 70

MSXtra .7 50 War on Want
(

.9 50
Steve Daws Snooker

.

6 60
Scrabble .7 50 Damousters .7.30
Billiards... .11 60
Alien 8 .7 50 Roc* N Wrestle 650

Cauldron H . ^:l'

Heavy on the Mag-c* . 720
Gunfrighr .. .7 50 Revolution

. T 740
Please state name

b
address, title and micro clearly wttn o*der

Overseas odd £i perjrem ChequeVPOs payable lo

J.J.B. SOFTWARE SERVICE
FREEPOBT (no stomp UK) 14 L irraine Crescent ^overseas)
tComputer Gamer} (Computer Gamer)
Darlington Dirlington
Co. Durham DL1 5XE Co. Durham DU 5TF

Tel ; (0325) 288102
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Here are a couple of Ups for

Paradroid. The first comes from
PauJ Mapp who lives In the back
of beyond - Sittingbourne, Kent
(I know, I live there too!):

FK>m the startgo from an 00

1

toa3Q2andfroma308toa4?6
with this droid eliminate every-

thing equal or lower than it's

class, from this go to a 689 or
thereabouts and then find the
999 (2nd to top level alwsysX
kill as manyhigh class drolds as
you can and then finda 831 (my
favourite droid) and finish the
rest offl

And another one by S Geddes;
The basic thing to do when

you'rea beginner is to transfer to
A3- or3 - series droid, than tnke

a 476 as soon as possible, stead-

ily moving on to the hard decks
Grst - onceyou tvegot them over
with, you're left with the easier

You may notice that on the Hi-Scores entry
coupon there is a section for comments, and in

the entry information section it says that you
canuse extra sheets of paper ifyouwant to, and
any good hints will be put together into a hints
section to run occasionally. Well here it Is:

ones so you can barge around
with a big droid causing may-
hem - but watch your energy
when looking for the last droid
on the deck (usually the speety
3031
Transfer Mode The best

thinghere is to take the oidrcuits
Lht your opponent cant reach
then use the "amplifiers" which
keeps your pulse going all the
time. Then save the remaining
ones for a while, as they will last

longer than the computer- con-

trolled drolds - they're usually
finished 80 units oftime before
time up
Using this method I have

managed to take over an 883
ftomaOOl!
I would be interested to know

If anyone can transfer from a
001 toa999.

Droid Advantage* DimadvantageB
303 VERYFtist Unarmed, low shields
476 GoodLaser Low Shields

831 Very Good Lasers
834 Very Good Lasers STV.ftist
999 Very Good Lasers Energy depeletes V quickly

Always kill the white bloke as
hegivesyoua high scowandyou
get extra weapons. Whenyou are
neava ladderanda blueisalsoby
a ladder, wait until he has gone
up or down and stab him If a
blue is behindyou lie down and
stab him, this avoids beingshot
At theend ofStage 1, ifyou have
any weapons, use them when
there are two greens. 7b kill a
green.Jumpand stab at thesame
time.

And the second from an anony-
mous reader who didn't put his

name on the piece of paper:
Keepmoving Dont stay inone

place and try to gain points,

you'll just get yourself killed

Always keep youi* last flame-

thrower, missile etc, fcr the
white commander, so you are
assured of gaining another
special weapon
Ustly from Jan Finch (I think,

the name's not clear}, comes
some Information on that ever
perennial - Chuckie Egg:

In the first eight screens all

that Is needed is to avoid the
chickens; the duck is inactive,

After thisyou return to the first

screen and the second sheet
begins, this time withjustaduck
up to level 16 The third sheet
has both duck and chickens,
whilst the fourth has the duck
and a greater amount of chick-
ens. This takesyou up to level33
The next sheet Is the same in

terms of numbers but the
chickens move much faster.

Onceyou ha ve passed level 40, at

the end of this sheet you have
"clocked" the game, so to speak
The reason why it is veryhard to
go on fbrever, which coxild be
possible, is that the screens at

the end of the sheet are so hard
(Nos. 40, 48, 66, 64, 72, 60 etc).

Thanks to eveiybody for these,

keep sending them in. If enough
ofyoudothenwell have another
page soon. Remember type them
if possible, if not make sure that

they're eagy to read otherwisewe
get your name and hint wrong,
and ifwe can't read themthenwe
can't publish them!

*

Prom Michel Crucke in Belgium
comes this hint for Ghosts *n*

Goblins:
At the last level (level 4): to

beat thelastenemybefbre saving
the girl go completely to the
right, In the right corner before
the door. There you are
untouchable for the fireballsand
you canOrethelastenemydown
atyour ease
Two Green Beret Ups next, first

from Jason George;
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The Virgin Atlantic Challenger has been one of
the most talked about boats in the history of
British ocean going traveL With the advent of
theAmstradversion ofthegamewe thoughtwe
might have a look at one ofthe most technolog-
ically advanced speedboats ever built. Mike
Roberts donned his sou'wester and waded out
to investigate.

The Virgin Atlantic Challenge is

probably one of the moat expen-
sive publicity stunts ever, for

both the main sponsoring com-
pany. Virgin Atlantic, and its

larger than life boss Richard
Branson. The whole thing stems
from the Blue Ribband, a trophy
that was awarded to the fastest

crossing of the Atlantic by a
passenger carrying vessel. The
competition dated back to 148
years ago when, in 1638, the
paddle steamer. 'Great Western*
completed the tn p between
Bristol and New York in 15d?,w

The most recent holder of
title vms the 'United States'
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which crossed tn3days 10hours
and 40 minutes, with an average
speed of 35 59 knots. However,
with the advent of regular, fast
and reliable crossings of the
Atlantic by air, the need to sail

across like the clappers was no
longer there People wanted to
take their time Ifyou are in a
hurry, it's, three hours by
Concorde!

Glngg, Glugg, Gluggt

The Virgin Atlantic Challenger
hoped to beat that The first boat

ia a revolutionary new design
of catamaran a twin hulled

boat specially built to travel
for three da^ solid at 40 knots
without shaking the boat, or the
crew, to pieces. Unfortunately.
138 nautical miles from the
shore. Virgin Atlantic Challen
ger ;urirnerged debris
and sank like a stone! it is now
sitting in the mud 300 fathoms
( 1,800 feet) underwater
perhaps in a few hundred years

will mount a Mary
Rose' type recover?
Undaunted by this, ayear la

a new cfesign emerged Based on
the more conventional mono-
hull design. Virgin Atlantic II

attempted to regain the Blue

Ribband lor Britain. The new
boat was built at a cost, of 1-5

million at Brooke Yuchts in
Yorkshire, in a staggering three
months, the company that has
built boats such us the Omani
Royal Yacht
The boat is made of welded

aluminium with a planing deep-

vee hull, this isa design that 1 lfts

a large part oi the boat out of the
water to reduce drag in a slnular
way to a hydrofoil The engines
are twin MTU V 12 turbocharged
diesels generating 2,000hp each
(N.B. an average family car
produces about 50hp-lOOhp ).

The four main fiiel tanks hold

900 gallons offUol each n
i

amidships with a trimming tank
of 320 gallons mounted m the
bowa Tliis is so that fuel can be

iped around the boat to keep
it balanced. This amount of fuel

gives it a range of about 860
miles at 45 knots All this is

packed into a boat Just short of
75 feet long which sounds big,

but LhLnk how big the Altai

ocean ia

Chips with
everything
The electronics inside the boat
are almost as impressive as tlie
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mechanical systems. Satellite
linked electronics position sen-
sors able to fix the positionofthe
boat to 28m, with a colour video
display In place of paper charts,
The whole of the Atlantic is

stored on a single 3. Sin Sony
disk. Electronic compasses and
electromagnetic logs and a
Cetrek autopilot And more
radiosthanyoucould imagine in
including one telex set and a
Racal Vodaphone, Eveiything
runs off a 24 volt supply and is

fitted into shock mountings to
withstand the tremendous
poundings thathigh speed travel
across the Atlantic will create.

The crew get to sit in craah
absorbing Corbeau seats with
Wlllans fall safety harnesses.
These recline to form some-
where to sleep — though if you
can sleep on a boat that noisy
and on a sea that rough, then

you're a better man than L The
cabin is 4m by 5m and has two
six man life rafts and Ml life

support systems for the crew.
After the disaster that befell the
first challenge, safety was at
even more of a premium this
time.

The crew was composed of
Richard Branson (Virgin's boss

)

as the skipper. Chay Blythe ( first

man to sail around the world
non-stop the hard way single
handed, and row the Atlantic), as
senior creman and decision
maker. Steve Ridgeway as
crewman. Dag Pike as navigator.
Bckhard Rasfig (from MTU, the
people who built the engines ) as
chief engineer. Lastly there's
Peter MaCann, presenter of
Tomorrow's World, who is also
shooting the film and being the
sixthcrewman.
The problems faced by the

crew included icebergs, a trans-
atlantic yacht race— coming in
the opposite direction, fishing
bouys, fog and some of the most
arduous weather conditions in
the world Well, I suppose it

keeps you off the street!

The Game
The game is based around a five
screen representation of the
boat, each screen having various
things in it that keep the little

Richard Branson character can
manipulate to keep the boat on
course. The game is basically a
veiy simple strategy gams
where you have to divide your
time between the various ftino
tlons of the boat. The engines
mustbe keptup to speed, though
too fast and they will blow up.
The Virgin business empire
mustbe kept going via the use of
a telex machine. There are radar
screens to detect oncoming
obstacles, a compass to giveyou
the light course,

A map screen shows your
progress, the position of the
r
ieftielling tankers, and your
optimum course. And there's the
galley — without which your
little character will starve and

die! The wheel house gives you a
forward view ofwhat lied ahead,
and is mainly used for docking
with your tankers — which are
sparsely if adequately repres-
ented You can also change
course and engine speed from
here.A status line informsyou of
oncoming hazards — icebergs,
fishing boats, yachts, etc, when
you are feeling peckish, and
whether your engines are hold-
ing up properly. It also tells you
when there Isan incoming telex,
which must be dealt with
promptly oryouwill lose money.
How much money you make or
lose is taken intoaccount inyour
final score-

Finish the game and you are
rewarded with a picture of the
Bishop's Rock lighthouse — the
end of the course, rve achieved
this onoe — though SO minutes
outside the record, and it is a
welcome sight
The game is veiy good, veiy

exciting, and is roughly accurate
to the challenge itself— though
not without ruining the play-
ability of the game — which Is

veiy good This is a great game,
and whilst not destined to be a
classic it is good ftinand marks
a landmark in British boat
design and British eccentricity.
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Commander Stryker unOer fire

fnthfloHy
Battling in the air An action c*o&6~up Enemy oquipmeni [Enhanced A camouflaged Botrte talma

BBC Master verHon) (Enhanced BBC Master wfilonj

STRYKER'S RUN for the BBC Micro B, B+ , Master and Master Compact.
Stryker's Run features probably the best graphics ever seen on the BBC Micro; the action Is Intense and the animation Is
superlative

The battlefield graphics Include cities, edifices, wrecked buildings, trees gravestones, bridges, despatch-posts, military bases,
helicopters and )et ships, with hills and mountains in the background. The Master-enhanced version also includes statues,
watch-towers, a neglected cafe a deserted cinema, aircraft hangars, aeroplanes, trucks and tanks.
For many years, a war has ensued between the Allied Nations and the Volgans. The battle was reaching a stalemate position,
but recently the Allies through good Intelligence work and some luck have managed to obtain the plans of the Volgan's next
offensive If the Allied Forces can caplfallse on these plans they can end the Impasse and the war. You play the role ot
Commander John Stryker commissioned to take this top-secret information to the Allies' HQ.
Your character In the game can lump run, duck, fire his laser pistol and throw grenades. He can also board aircraft and fly
them, making use of f heir more powerful weaponry.
Your opponents, the Volgans, have a variety ofweapons at their disposal comprising rifles, pistols, grenades, machine-guns,
mortars, mines, helicopter gunshlps. rocket launchersand SAM missiles.

Game Author Chris Roberts

PRICE: £9.95 (cassette), £11.95 (BBC Micro 5%" disc), £14.95 (Master Compact3V dlscjT
PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES PRIZES
H-XSY

comPle,e tne Game you can enter our competition. The prizes Includea radio controlled 4-wheel-drive off-road racer (worth
£200] complete with control system, trophies and £20 in consolation prizes.

Closing date: 31st March, 1987.

Compatible
with the BBC B,

B+, Master
and Matter
Compact
computers.

/SUPCMOft
ACORNSeFT

Limited

DepL RSI, Regent House
Skinner Lane
Leeds LS71AX.
Telephone: 0532459453. 24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWtBWGStWICt FOROROER5

OUffGUABAKTCE
• AN mailorder*aw
dwalchod within 24
hours by rim-ciaw posl

• taslage and pacing <s

bM
• Faultycoiiettes and
discs will be replaced
Immedtatety
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and sound the Board
Game has become the

world.
Now it has them

±.»'

"Over 3,000 questions of no vital importance."

1M

Available now on
Spectrum 48/128K Commodore 64 128K

BBC *B' Amstrad CPC
Cassette and Disk

<®
t r

JohnMvwtt

and all local stockists
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DRUID
Firebirdthrow downthe gauntlet in

their latest challenge for the No. 1 slot.

The Princes of Darkness have
created four evil skulls which
must be destroyed at all costs if

the land is to be freed of their
malevolent Influence. Only a
druid can break the black spell
buthemustsummonup all ofhis
magical lighting skills if he is to
succeed in penetrating the de-
fences of the sinister tower.

This is the scenario coloured
up by the Firebirdteam for their
latest all action game Druid
Though theywould be the first to
admit that this is not really a
Gauntlet clone they would. I am
sure, acknowledge that the
gameplay is influenced by the
arcade progenitor.
Fbr those who have not yet

met Gauntlet, it is a four-player

arcade mmhina game in which
each combatant controls their
own character in an attempt to
wipe out the evil masses en-
sconced in a tower of many
floors. Success depends on each
character fighting towards the
same end but there la enough
room for the odd piece of
treacheiy on each player's part
which imbues the computer
characters with real personali-
ties* This is backed up with the
feet that each member of the
team has theirown special skills

and weaknesses which give
them advantages at various
stages ofthe game.
There are similarities in Druid

but the limitations of a home
computer means that a slightly
different approach is necessary.
The most striking difference is

that only two players canjoin In
the battle but the second char-
acter can be controlled in a one
player game, unlike the solo
Gauntlet game-
Enough of comparison, what

does the Druid's task involve?We
first meet the wizard in the
green but unpleasant land con-
trolled by the Princes of
Darkness. His aim is to find the
magical spells to overcome the
ghosts and giant beetles which
patrol theavenues ofbushesand
ruined buildings of which the
area is composed

Initially armed with a water
spell, he finds that the evil
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and their contents displayed on
the screen. The opening of a
chest Is sensed hy the omni-
scient Black Princes and the
druld can only seize one of the
contents of each chest before
their magic destroys the chest
for all time.
Now the little wizard must use

hispowers ofreasoning to decide
which item in the chest willbe of
most use to hbn. Will he need
more fire, water or electricity
spells, or must he depend on
more powerfiil magic like the
Golem Spell, the Cloak of
Invisibility or the all-powerPil
Chaos Incantation? Perhaps he
should just remove a key to un-
lock one ofthe many doors ofthe
tower. The choice is yours, for
you are the druid and it Is your
decision that will save the world
or plunge it into perpetual
darkness.
What of the new spells? What

power do th£ry wield? The in-

visibility spell casts atemporaiy

hordes come thick and
Their mission is to sap all of the
life-force from the druid's soul
and this theycan only achieve at
close quarters ty touching him
Turning this way and that, the
brave druid fires hiswater spells
at any approaching foe but eoon
finds that his power is not
equally effective on all of his
assailants.

Dipping into his magical re-

sources he finds two more spells
of fire and electricity which are
more effective on some of the

foes and he soon learns that he
must control his powers accord-
ing to the enemy*
Although his strengths are

great, his weaknesses can be
fatal. A lone druld is neither feet
enough nor strong enough to
overcome the Powers of Dark-
ness which close in around him
There must be a way. there's got
to be a solution. Evil cannot
prevail)

Magical chests containing
extra spells to boost his
dwindling powers can be opened

shroud over the druld which
prevents the enemies from
sensing his presence and he can
then travel short distances
unmolested.
Chaos destroys any enemy

within striking distance which,
in real terms, means the area
displayed on the computer's
screen, but the spell lasts for
several seconds and as the druld
moves so does the spell. The spell
has a double edged effect — evil

powers are vanquished but the
power of good is increased and
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the druld receives a refreshing
dose of energy to bring htm back
to full fighting strength.
The golem spell calls forth an

ally from the nether world
Rising from the veiy clay of the
land comes a powerful golem,
strong and compliant it can
either be commanded by the
druld in the one-player game or
controlled by a second player.
Each option has its own ad-

vantages and disadvantages.
Under joystick control you

become a victim to the golem
controller's whims. The golem Is

an animated shield which des-
troys the wicked on contact Its

purpose is to guard and protect
the druld with the strength of its

body but, under the control of
another person, it may not
behave the wayyou expect.
Under the druld's control, the

golem must be told what to do
but it can get in the way in the
midst of battle. The golem is

controlled by three basic com-
mands. The usual mode for it is

following the druld, acting as a
rear guard, but at times it must
be held at bay with a "waif
command while the druld goes
about his other business.

If the golem blocks the
wizard's path, it can be

commanded to wander in the
direction indicated by the druld
but magic can only control the
golem within a limited range
and It will start to wander aim-
lessly if the range is exceeded
For the druld it is vital that he
keeps his beast close at hand as a
wandering golem is of little use.
If its energy is high when it

strays, it must be caught and
brought back to heel because a
new golem cannot be coryoured
up while another still exists.

The power of the golem drains
as it contacts and dispels the
malevolent enemy imt" the
faithful dumb creature makes
the ultimate sacrifice and his
existence ceases.
The druld is also being weak-

enedby the fighting and soon he
must restore hisenergy Achaos
spell Is precious and too drastic
to be used merely as a regener-
ative aid Fortunately, there are
Pentagrams of Life drawn on the
ground in special places. The
druld is refreshed merely by
standing on a pentagram but he
must make sure that he protects
himself from evil attacks while
the regeneration occurs*

Soon the surprise dawns. The
tower does not rise from the
earth but lies beneath ground in
seven further storeys (or
dungeons). Dashing down the
stairs must be avoided ifagolem
Is following. The result of too
hasty an assault is that the
golem will be lost forever.
Now the use and selection of

door keys becomes more crucial.

To succeed the druld must enter
manylockedrooms in his search
for replenishing magic and for
the route to the skulls which lie

on the lower floors.

On these levels there are new
henchmen ofthe Princesand the
druid must find the most effec-

tive magic with which to over-

come their power, Additionally,
there are energy sapping Dag-
stones and pools.

At its simplest* Druid could be
described as a glorified maze
game but my impression is that
It is a glorious maze game. The
time is right for a new approach
to computergames and this isan
indicator of the current wind of
change.The result is a wonderftil
game with impressive graphic
animation and a challenge
which few should Ignore.

SCORELINE

Graphics
Sound
Addlctiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

4
4
5
5
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Crocket and Tubbs have heard the word on the
streets - a contraband shipment Is due in town.
Get In the right place at the righttime and you'll find

your contact into the underworld. Its a mean scene -
shoot first and you'll lose the news, but keep your
finger on the trigger or you'll be the news
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PBMUPDATE
Hardlya month goes by without
some Interesting developments
In the ever-expanding world of
postal gaming but this month
there has been a positive glut of
news to report so I will plunge
straight into It

The biggest item of news con-
cerns the Second British PBM
Convention which this time will
be held at the Forchester Centre
in Londonon 7th February 1987
This wUl be an event that no
postal gamer can afford to miss.
For thosewho have not triedany
games but think they may be
interested it will be an ideal
opportunity to see what the
hobby is all about
There will be a variety of

events and activities and, al-

though the convention will
centre on PBM. there will also be
competitions and demonstra*
uons of computer games, role*

playing and war games. For
current players there will be
time to meet their friends and
enemies Ina relaxed atmosphere
to plan coups, organise alliances
and plan tactics.

In the next few months I will
be bringing you more details

plus the chance for Gamer
readers to take advantage of a
special cut-price ticket offer.

In the past, several magazines
have tried to run their own PBM
games but with limited success,
We at Gamer have always be-
lieved In leaving the moderating
ofthe games to the experts sowe
have arranged with Sloth En-
terprises to run special games of
Kings of Steel especially forour
readers. We wil 1 try to organise it

so that all players Ina particular
game own the same type of
computer. This should have the
effect of promoting diplomacy
because all the players will not
only have to contact each other
to plan their game tactics but
will also be able to swap tips,

software etc.

In addition to this, there wUl
be a special game that I will run
ata slightly reduced price and It

wU3 bo featured in PBM Update
every month- This special game
will be for the first 14 players
who apply and will feature a
Gamer trophy for the eventual
winner.
What Is Kings of Steel all

about? Sloth describe it as a 14
player fantasy wargamfc set in a
mystical world of magic and
superstition You control a race
ofbeings whose aim is to destroy
all life except their own in a bid
to become supreme. Along the
way you will probably wish to
form alliances with one or more
ofyour neighbours butyou won't
be able to trust anyone, nor they
you. There are 14 separate races

The ultimate Science Rction Fantasy Game.
Galactic exploration, negotiation and combat

in the vast unknown of the far future.

Become a King
of Steel with
our special
postal game
offer

(SO

to choose from ranging Cram
humans through elves, dwarves
and ores to the mysterious
coven, with each type having
their own strengths and weak-
nesses.

Rounds cost £1.60 but If you
join now through this Gamer
offer you will be entitled to a
startup and three rounds for
only ££ or five rounds for a
modest£6.Remember that ifyou
are one of the first 14 to apply,
you will be entered into the
special game at a reduced price.

Worthy Ventures
The featured game for this
month is Lands ofthe Crimson
Sun fromJon Woodall'sPhoenix
Games. Jon has always been a
fanatical player Che plays
twenty games to my knowledge)
and he has used all that
experience to produce a super
game.
At first glance LOTCS seems

veiy similar to a lot of other
games- It is a single character,
lkntasy role-playing game and
from the rule book appears to be
a Saturnalia clone, but lookscan
be deceivingand In thiscase they
arel

On playing the game the dif-

ferences become plain In many
games, player characters seem
to be almost Invincible and,
although they will suffer set
backs, they will seldom be killed
off Not so in LOTCS, for this Is a
harshworld where a player is no
stronger or tougherthananyone
else and as he will be an adven-
turer out to seek fame and
fortune, the chances are that he
will not last very long. This adds
a sense of realism that is quite
refreshing and it has proved so
popular that Jon has almost
given up his freelance computer
programming work to run the
game fall-time. He also tells me
that no player who has lost a
character so far lias failed to
start up another one.
You start thegame in a village

or smallholding among your
familyand friends, knowing veiy
little ofthe outsideworld Armed
with some basic equipment, a
weapon and a few coins, you set
off into the unknown After that
It is really up to you You can
become a fighter, thief, murder-
er*, bandit, priest, soldier or even
a bank clerk. You can visit dun-
geons, castles, cities or monas-
teries and mix with paJadlns or
black-hearted scoundrels.
Always remember that in this

game brains can be far more
portant than brawn There Is

magic in this world but it is a
forgotten art and spell scrolls
are hard to find but if you can
harness the power ofyour mind
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there are other forms of magic
thai m^ybesought
Jon is an excellent games

jnaster and, as well as long and
involved rounds, he Is always
willing to chat for hours on the
phone aboutLOTCS ( oranything
elsecome to that ), At£1 a round
It is a professional game at an
amateur price and 1 would thor-

oughly recommend it to every-
one from beginners to experts.

The starter pack costs only
£1.50 and Includes the first

three rounds.

PostScript
There is only space this month to

give little more than the briefest
mention to the newgames that I

have come across. The following
threegames are all fantasy based
and all look quite good I am sure
that ifyou drop the companies a
line they will be pleased to send
you some information and may-
be even a free rule book The
oddly titledAES (pronouncedAy-
us) is a new one from my old
adversaryBob Moss, now calling

himselfLegend Incorporated
Realms of Darkness comes

from Pegasus Games and Land
of the Bmlllfllr is the first

offering from Operation Basilisk-

This lastgame is certainlyworth
a look because if you mention
Gamer, they will send you a free
rule book and a couple of free

rounds.
It is always sad to report on

the demise ofa friend but I must
do so now. For I have recently
heard that Mitre Games have
scrapped their space game,
Starmaster. It seems that the
number of players has dwindled
since the halcyon days of a
couple ofyears ago. The reason, I

assume, is that the competition
from younger, cheaper games
has been too much but it is,

nonetheless, a sad day. I

understand that Lloyd Gold has
been declared the winner and
has received an enormous cash
prize (which he spenton his bus
fere to the last pub meet).
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The other piece of news is not
of the death of a game but the
problems of a company that
have become a victim of their
own success. Regular readers of
this column will know that I

have a lot of time for Vengeance
Games. Apparently they have
been absolutely swamped with
new players at their startup
price of &1. So much so that it

had become difficult to process
all the rounds that were coming
Itl Consequently the price has
gone up to £5 and each round of
Orion's Fingernow costs £2.25.
My feeling is that the price rises

are a bit steep but are still not
bod value considering the
standard of the games.
Those nice people at Jade

Games have sent me details of

their 1986 Autumn Tour. On
November 1st they will be at the
Bristol BMSS Show ai The
Watershed, the following Sat-

urday you will find them at
Oamescon 66 In Basildon's
Towngate Theatre and the 16th
sees them pitching their stall in

Kensington Town Hall for The
Old Guard On Parade, They will

be happy to talk about PBM and
in particular their computer
moderated wargame, Arcadia.
While on the subject of

Arcadia, ifyou decide to play the
game remember to leave some of
your troops in your home city.

Apparently about half the
players forgot to do so and were
wiped out before they really got
started
Thanks to everyone whowrote

to me via Saturnalia. 1 think
that the idea ofa Gamer Alliance
Is still agoodone but it is difficult

for me to organise as 1 am sit-

uated on the Island of Qhan
whilst most of you are on Biy-
thiria. bo why not organise it

yourselves? I will be happy to
report on your progress in PBM
Update. Among the players who
have expressed an interest and
are Gamer readers are Nazir
Brandybuck, Milenor Khazadum
Volkirn, Red Boiy, Beowulf
Shaeffar. Dalkor the Swift,

Caranor, Prismo De Silverstreak,
Allanon. Luss Chaosword and
Jacom the Turgid.

Review Team
Lands of the Crimson Sun. our
featuredgame is also our review
team game this month. If you
would like to be the Gamer rep*

resentative for this* why not
drop me a line at our Golden
Square address. To make things
a little harder here is a little

teaser to answer. My character
in Saturnalia Is called Adam
Lambsbreath and believe It or
nou I did not make the name up.
Where did I get itfrom? Asa clue
to those with a literary bent. It

would help If you know where
somebody saw 'something nasty
in the woodshed\
Next month there willbemore

news of the PBM Convention, I

will be selecting my Top 12
games and suggesting a few
startup packages thatyou might
like to And in your Christmas
stockings.

Sloth Enterprise, FKEKPOST.
Southampton S09 1BH.

1 Phoenix Games, Stoneleigh,

Holly Lane, Upper Ellwood, nr
lOoleford, Glos GL16 7LZ.
Legend Incorporated, 38 Over-

ton Drive, Chadwell Heath,
Romford, Essex RM6 4FA
Pegasus Games, Ponderosa,
Church St, Merriott, Somerset
TA16 5P8.
Operation Basilisk, POBoxSH24,
Sheerness, Kent ME12 3QU.
Mitregames, 189 Balham High
Road, London SW1S
Vengeance Games, 6 Rose Farm
Fold, Atofts, Normantoa West
Yorfcs WF6 2QD.
dade Games, PO Box, Southsea*
HantsPo4 0NA.
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UNES
Everybody drones on about new software releases at the
PCW Show, but the show has always been a springboard
for newmachines. Mike Roberts investigates . .

.

Over the past, couple ofyears the
PCW Show has been dominated
by software. This has beendue to
the virtual monopoly of the top
1111*66 computers since the early
part of 1982. Before then, hard-
ware used to be predominate,
with new machines being
launched almost daily, and new
companies and products coming
into the public eye before you
could say ^staFFle^^-
Thisyearalmost sees a return

U> those halqyon years of my
youth — if not in numbers of
machines, at least in their sig-
nificance.

Amstrad hadtwo hxige stands,
one for the new IBM compatible
*business rmachinesand another
for the 'games' machines- The
business machines will probably
not Interest anyone reading this,
and their business capabilities
will be well reported elsewhere.
However, it is significant to note
that in America the IBM PC is

considered to be a home com-
puter, and has a huge range of
games available for it

Indeed, Amsoft is bringing out
a range of games for the new
Amstrad PCs prioed at around
&2Q ( instead ofthe £S0-£60you
would expect to pay for these
normally). Games available in-

clude Cyrus n chess (arguably
r.he best and best looking chess
program around) and Winter
Gaines (well known to eveiy-
txxfy, I hope).
The new computers start at

&400 for the one disk, mono-
chrome, 256K model (640 * 200
graphics in 16 colours or gr^y
shades). So at that price, and
with the number of games
available for them <even Elite is

being converted), a dual purpose
is definitely on the cards.
On the Amstrad Games stand

were the usual plethora of CPCS
running various t^pes of soft-
ware and the much awaited and
totally unsurprising Sinclair
machine.
Unimaginatively ( in the usual

Alan Sugar kind of way) called
the Spectrum 128 I 8{doesthat
make it a 130 perhaps?) and
looking like an unholy union
between a CPC6128 and a Spec-
trum+ , with a tape recorder

Einstein 866

Commodore 64C

thrown in, this new machine Is

the closest that any Sinclair
machine has ever come to look-
ing like a reaJ computer The
keyboard is very similar to the
6128 and the tape recorder Is

similar to the 464 — complete
with the false keyboard kqys to
operate it. You can type at
almost normal speed with the
new keyboard which will make
the usual, torturous, method of
playing adventures soom barb*
aria Mind you, the old Spectrum
keyboard has probably done
more to Increase the popularity
of icon driven games than
almost anything else*

The case is in a tasteful grey
with all the connectors of the
- 128 sacking out the back Out
of one end sticks the long
awaited joystick sockets. How-
ever, if you think that any old
joystick will fit them — forget it,

all the connections are different
The idea being that you have to
buy the economically designed
and in equally tasteful grgy, SJSI
joysticks. But, as these are vir-

tually useless as far as joysticks
are concerned, a phone call to
Cheetah is probably more in
order.

Their new range of joysticks
are not tastefully grey, but do
have autoflre switches on them,
and alsohavetwo D9 plugs at the
end of them. The normal black
one that will fit any other Joy-
stick port And another, tasteful
grey, one that (yes, you've
guessed it) sticks into the side of
a Spectrum f 2 — quite hand?
that
Heading the 'doing just nicely'

department were Tatung. After
selling around 160,000 Bin-
steins over the last couple of
years (they only planned to sell

50,000 to take up spare capacity
in their IV manufacturing
plant), Tatung went on to take
the terminal marketby storm in
an Amstrad sort of way. selling
high quality terminals at
reasonable prices, accompanied
by a range of monitors for all
applications.

Also on the Tatung stand was
the all new Einstein 888. This
computer comes with its own
RGB monitor and built In disc
drive. Using the new Texas
instruments video chip to get
640 K 424(1} graphics with 512
colours (with the usual boring
limitations of palletting of
course, but 192K video RAM
alleviates most problems). 64
multicoloured sprites, and 80 *
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Spectrum 128 I £

AnustradPC 1512

25 text
The video chip has 182K

which can either be used for the
screen or as a Bam disk The
computer gets 64K for Basic (an
extended version of Xtal Basic)
and a souped-up version of CPM
(but still compatible) called

Xtaldos. Utilities allow It to run
Amstrad CPM software straight
off the disk, and a greater level of

Amstrad emulation is being
aimed at for the future
Tatung were also proudly

boasting about the number of
games now available for the
Einstein (the new Einstein is

compatible with the old), now in
the hundreds, and most ofthem
are veiy well known — even
Elite is apparently on the way
from Mr Micro.

Atari were out in force (an
\mderstatement— ifyou were at
the show you will know what I

mean). As far as hardware went,
the only new face was the VCS
7BOC Also shown at the Atari
show, this blastfrom the past ( it

was designed in 1983) uses
Maria chips to drive the
graphics.For the uninitiated, the
Maria chips are the direct
ancestors ofthe chipsused in the
Amiga to provide the excellent
graphics there* After the project

that they were originally des-
igned for (the son of the 800X1
before Tramiel took over) was
shelved, they went over to Atari
Coin-Op where they festered in
machines like Ciystal Castles.

The new machine has games
created fay Lucasfilm, Epyx,
Broderbund, and Atari itself. It

also haa the ability to run VCS
2600 cartridges. Perhaps the
Nintendo games machine won't
have the easy ride that every-
bodythought it would. .

.

The VCS 2600 also has a new
lease oflife.At£30 Itmust be the
vest valuegames machineon the
market, cartridges can be found
for as little as £5. Atari are just
releasing the firstnew games for
it for years. Look out for Star-
gate , Jungle Hunt, Pinball and
others. All these games are ex-

cellent ( especially Stargate) and
make the original VCS games
look prehistoric (which they*

are).

Atari's arch enemies Com-
modore had very little to say for

themselves. Their stand was
hidden away in the business
sectionandyoumight miss their

'new' computer if you weren't
looking for it.

Almost burled under a huge
number of Amigas, the Commo-
dore 64C looks like somebody
took a C64 and a C1S8 and put
them in a car crusher. Apart
from a cheaper keyboard and a
slightly more up to date appear-
ance it is identical to the C64.
The only spot of interest is the
disk operating system that it's

not going to get bundled with,
GEOS is enough to make a
Macintosh owner vomit. Icons,
pointers, windows, it's got the
lot Speeds up disk handling too

The revitalised (and profit
making) Acorn were present,
though their educational stance
put most people off ( as would be
expected) but their new Master
Compact was attracting a fair

amount of attention and it looks
like the software support is

going to be there for the new
machine in the new format
Micro Power (remember them?)
are releasing a disk of 10 of their
more popular older games, that
new owners may not have seen,
for around the £12 mark
With Amstrad-Sinclair, Com-

modore. Atari, and Acorn re-

leasing new machines, and with
'sleeper* Tatung on the band-
wagon. It looks as ifthere maybe
a bit of life in the old computer
market yet. Perhaps in another
five years time some real new
machines will get launched on
an unsuspecting public, rather
than just repackaging or re-

vamping tired old machines to
give thema longer lease of life.
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KJC Games. Britain's leading Play By Mail company, introduces to you our new Play By Mail game of Xenophobia. Conquest, and Space Warfare called

BRITAIN'S MOST ADVANCED COMPUTER MODERATED PLAY BY MAIL CAME ..AN EXCITING NEW CAME

*W^^

Capitol features
• A strategic space warfare game, completely computer
moderated. . - w Z * +
•Approximately 35 players per game. **,

. •• J
• Players design their own race's characteristics and •

•* 1
description * • /

•construct bases on your planets for protection and ^
production.

• Design your own starshfps and build them at your star
bases.

• Expand your empire and conquer other races. . ,

•An 'advanced stage' of the game Introduces new
technologies of stargates and improved ship movement

, - capabilities. .• - • *.-/'''•;

•Capitol's simplified order formats are easy to". "• *'.'*

remember No coding your orders onto computer cards,
or other gimmicks. **-'

^—- •Capitol has an easy to understand rulebook. complete
with numerous examples.
• Capitol was subjected to the largest playtest of ANY -

commercial pbm game Over 100 players played over
- • 1500 turns of Capitol prior to release. .

-'

, ' •RunsonanlBMPC,using5l2K.
• ^ "Capitol Is fast becoming the standard against which^^ other space warfare games are compared."

• With each rulebook you receive a set of overlays to use »<-'

- •"' in mapping the game and moving ships " ;*'

•Mapping capttol Is extremely Interesting, using the
• computer printed maps you receive with your turn

. results.

•No due dates. Capitol allows you four turns per month.
j Most other computer moderated games have the usual

-< one turn every two weeks. *
-/ * * -

. " / KJC Games has been running Play By Mall games for * *
' ^r about five years now and our reputation for giving good,

• f exciting games and a first class service is second to none
.M •Our team of professional Gamesmasters will usually reply

f.
' to.your turn within 48 hours «

•. »* •", * * *

. Readers in North America should write to Adventures By
Mall, PO Box 436, Cohoes, NY12047. for information on »

fc~ Capitol.

£ Js

WWOOD
25 players compere ro be theV ultimate ruler by controlling an the developed

cities either Angularly or with an alliance A typical game will last about
18 months, with the first knockouts usually starting after six months

Each player ts either a king of a fantasy race or a powerful charismatic character
You can recruir troffc wiidmen and control powerful creatures such as dragons
Your characters win capture and control ernes upon wh*h you can spend gow to
improve security workshop production, defences and maintain and enlarge

your army With gold, your wizards undertake magrcal research spies search out
enemy strongholds and then attempt acts of sabotage, theft and assassination

These are lust a few options available to a player tn Earthwood
Earthwood is computer moderated but the turn sheets and replies

are written in plain English

No need to look through compiei charts and code books to understand this game

Europe's most popular Play By Mali game
the fantasy campaign game with over

i .000 player parties already par t icipating.

o enter, send £6 00 for rules, secup. first

three turns and copy of latest newsletter
Further turns £1 75 each

CAPITOL

i

ro enrol in Capitol send a £6 00
cheque/PO/lnternatlonai Money Order
payable to KJC Games. For this you win
receive trie rulebook setup and first two
turns Each turn of Capitol costs £1.75 for

the first 60 orders Each additional 30
orders costs 75p European players are

welcome.

EMtfN WOOD
To enrol in Earthwood send a £5 00
cheque/PO payable to kjc Games
For this you receive the rulebook

setup and first three turns
Future turns are £1 50

Send ro KJC Games, PO Box 11
Cleveleys, Blackpool,
Lancashire FYS 2UL

Welcome On - (0253I 866345

GAMES
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RENEW

With a wave of their wand Palace turn their pumpkin
into armour. Eric Doyle trie« it on.
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Title:

Computer;
Supplier

Sacred Armour of Antiriad
C64
Palace Software

11. After the holocaust in the year
£066 theworldwaaplunged Into
a new DarkAge which lasted for
centuries until a new stronger
and hardy race of human beings
arose

Little was left of the doomed
o ivilisauon from the distant past
hut* one artefact survived and
tantalised the new barbarian
race. The document portrayed a
suit ofarmour which, through a

freak chance, became known as
the Sacred Armour of Antirtad
Centuries before It would have
been recognised as an anil*
radiation or anti-rad suit but a
tear in the blueprint created an
extra T and so itwas renamed

Life was simple and peaceful
for the new barbarians and the
armour was not important,
When raiders from the skies
enslaved the people something
had to be done to break the grip
of the tyrants and so It was that
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the search for a strong warrtor
began. Of all the strong young
men noone could compare with
Tal and It was he who was
chosen to seek the armour and
destroy the alien stronghold
deep within a volcano.

Palace Softwarehave builtupa
reputation for novel games that

are strong on graphics but the

days of the Cauldron and the
pumpfcin patch are well and
truly gone. Now the inspiration

oomee from scl-fl sources, but
their flair for novelty remains
strong.

Like many screens before it,

Anttriad has a scoreboard/con-

sole panel beneath an action

screen but the approach is fresh
and the graphics are ajoy to the

We Join Tal as he leaves the

meeting of the elders and enters

the forest which is populatedby
mutant forest creatures and
alien invaders. Glad only In a
loincloth and armedwith stones

he must seek out the resting

piece for the bo*Jy armour of the

anti-rad suit FOr the player this

is also vital if a score is to be
achieved at all The console area
is dark and lifeless because It

depicts the belt of the dormant
anti-rad milt which must be
activated as soon as possible.

Leaping from bough to bough
and running along the forest

Qoor, Tal must be guided to the
suit Once inside the console

flickers and crackles into life

after centuries ofdormancy. For
some reason I And this part of

the game absolutely fascinating.

The gradual awakening of the

3uit Isa great Idea adding a touch
ofrealism to the gamewithsome
very clever graphic tricks.

In the safety of the suit Tal can
recover his drained stamina, but
as yet the milt Is still unusable.

Its sheer weight means that Tal
cannot budge from its resting

place and must search out the

special anti-gravity boots which
will allow him to complete his

mission. Forsaking the shelter of
the suit, Tal has to be guidedback
through the forest until the

boots are found
At least life is easier now

because the console displays

TBI's stamina level andyou have
some warning when he Is in

danger ofloslng another life. Not
that this Is of muoh use unless

you can get back to the suit to

recover!
Once the boots, the suitand Tal

are brought together the second
phase of thegamecan be entered.
Tal is totally armless, so his next
task la to locate aweapon in the

shape of a powerful pulser beam.
The suitcan levitate andcany

Tal into a ruined city at the foot

of the volcano but he mustdodge
the aliens whenever possible to

avoid draining the suit's energy
reserves. Recharge cells can help
to avoid being grounded and if

the suit doesrun out ofsteam Tal
can usually clamber out and
bring a cell back to the suit's

resting place
For his next tasks two more

Items mustbe collected The first

is a particle negator which pre-

vents heavy power drains when
in the vicinity of the aliens'

reactors and the second is the

implosion minewhich will bring
victoiy in the end Because the
mine is radioactive* the suit's

safety mechanism locks Tal in-

side so energy must be grstib&l

whenever possible.

These last two items liewithin
the volcano itself and dragon
faced vsntfl belch bursts of flame
across Tal's path. Timing Is

crucial and there are stUl more
aliens to fight.

Although Palace have tried to
make this game easier to com-
plete than their previous games,
it does not constitute a Sunday
outing. Finding the correct
routes takes some time and
many restarts before the battle is

finally won.
The game was stoiylined and

designed by illustrator Dan
Malone andhe has also included

a small comic which tells of the
events leading up to TaTs quest

Graphically, this is one of the
most sophisticatedgames I have
seen. The scenes have a solidity

and depth to them which few
have attempted and the ani-

mation is thoughtflUly detailed

RichardJoseph'ssound effects

and music form a suitable ac-

companiment to such a well

executed game and I predict

another success for Palace
Software or 111 eat my antigrav
boots.

SCORELENE

Graphics
Sound
Addlctlveneee
Friendliness

OVERALL

B
4
4
4
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Spy Vs Spy the Arctic Antics

takes place in thewintry

conditions of the Arctic

completewith igloos, polar

bears, penguins, snow
blizzards and other natural

hazards. >bur mission is to

find a space helmet

navigation chart uranium

cube and the "master

carrier". Onceyou have
recovered all these items

you can enteryour rocket

and head for outerspace.

GAME ELEMENTS
Boobytrapped ice,

snowball fights, water

buckets, snow shoes,

saws, TNT, ice slicks,

drifting snow, deadly

icicles.

PROGRAM FEATURES
Full scrolling screens.

Simulvision- both players

active at the same time.

Booby trap construction.

Joystick or keyboardOne
or Two playeroption and
forthe first time in the Spy
series there is Interiors and
Exteriors, where Spies can
enter igloos.

^
Real Time Animation,

Available for Commodore 64/128, Atari 400/800/XL/XE48K ram
cassette 9.95 disk 14.95

Available from all good computer stores or post free from:

Databyte, 15 Wolsey Mews, London NW5 2DX Telephone 01-482 1755



Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Silent Service
Atari (Disk)
US Gold (Microprose)

This game has been heralded as
the most accurate submarine
simulation ever written. I'm

afraid that I must agree!

The game is based around the
American submarine service

and its exploits in the Pacific

during the second half ofWorld
War II against the Japanese
navy ;

Because Japan Isan Island
nation, half of Its Initial

6.000.000 tons of shipping was
needed just to keep the civilian

population alive — so the

destruction ofits merchant navy
wasamusU
To this end US subs sank

5,320,094 tons of shipping —
more thanby all the other forces
put together (ships, mines, air,

eta). Silent Service givesyouone
of these suba
The instructions are oom*

posed of a history of the
American submarine service,

the operational problems that

the early captains faced — non-
working torpedoes, bad equip-

ment, etc. Diagrams and maps
are dotted about to make the
presentation excellent Another
sheet gives the actual Instruc-

tions of the game.
In the game you can choose

one of three options: practice,

tactical situations, or patrola
Practice Is exactly what it

sounds like and lets you get the

hang of all the weaponry. Tac-
tical situations puts you Into set

pieces under pre-arranged con-
ditions to get the hang of all the
equipment under widely differ-

ing circumstances. Patrols are
where the game really takes oft

You startby picking the patrol
youwantfrom alist offive.These
patrols actually existed and a
brief history ofeach Is givenThe
type of patrol dictates you:*

starting positionon the map, the
sort of ships that you will come

up against, and the type of sub
thatyou will have*

It's then up to you to pick a
route through the areas thatyou
think will have the heaviest

shipping.
Whenyou pick a battleyoucan

then call up anumber ofscreens.

Gauges letyou see certain status
information, the log lets you see
your current score. The bridge

gives you a wide view of what's
up ahead, and the periscope is

fairly self explanatory. The map
has a zooming effect to let you
see what Is happening further
afield — though If you can't see

it, It doesn't appear on the map
And damage reports let you see
the current sea worthiness of

your sub.

This game Is marvellously put
together and excellent to play
Last month I reviewed Submai^
lne Commander from Sparklers.

I still maintain that that Is better

value as Silent Service Is so
expensive and only available on
disk, but this is by far the better

game.
A definite must, there's as

much depth to the game as Elite

— Mid that's saying something.

Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

BC's Quest for Tyres

US Gold

BC started life as a cartoon
character and his computerised
alter ego carrieson the feature of

hi-tech In a lo-tech world.
Although the wheel has been
invented no-one has thought to

put two together to make a
bicycle so BC goes around on a
monocycle.
For reasons best known to

himself, he Is travelling up a
precipitous mountainside a*ying
to collect clama His enemy,
Grog, Is also collecting clamsand
If the two meetGrog calls out his
name in a veiy loud voice and
makes BC leap off the cliff In
fright.

The mountain is linked to

other peaks bya rope bridge but
a toll ofclams must be paid The
race between Grog and BC Is

furiousbecause there isa limited
number of clams and they're

both collecting them like mad
Controlling BC Is tricky. As

you mayImagine a monocyole Is

not the most simple vehicle to
steer. SeeingBC splat against the
cliff face or disappear over the

edge might be graphically am-
using but It means the loss of
another life*

To collect all the clams BC has
to enter a cavo full ofstalagmites

which must be avoided in the
light ofhis lamp Theclamsseem
to love the dark and so there are

rich pickings for BCwhich Grog
can't get because he's afraid of
the dark.

There Is amap so thatyou can
see where Grog Is at any time
and hopeftlUy avoid him.
As you progress from peak to

peak horrible taredactsrle block
your way. These are small squat
creatures but their speedcan be
astounding. BC has to learn to

steer at speed if he's going to
dodge them and often the sim-

plest action Is togoback theway
you came until you're forced to
meet the challenge.

Quest for Tyres Is a well pro
grammod game with small de-

tails which raise It above others

but I wonder how addictive it Is*

There is little variation In the
gameplay and It could become
quite boring.

SCORELINE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

4
3
3
3
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Title: The Jewels of Darkness
Computer: Atari XE/XL 3 tapes/1 disk
Supplier: RainbirdCLevelS)
Price: £14.95

REVIEWS
This is a compilation of three of
Level 9f

s earlier adventures. For
the Atari, these games haveheen
givenathorough re-workingand
are up to the current 'spec' of
Level 9 adventureswith pictures
being drawn as the description
and response Is being processed,
a thousand word vocabulary,
and hundreds of illustrated
locations— all In dill colour.
The package includes three

tapes for the three games, or a
single disk. This Is accompanied
ty a rather thick novella/

Instruction book, and the
infamously notorious 'Lenslok'
device (cue clap of thunder, and
discontented rumblings from
thegods ). However, In this game,
Lenslok iseven more ofa pain to
use. Usually you have to go
through the loading sequence a

few dozen times until you guess
the squiggles right, but with this
game you have to use it every
time you resume a saved game,
and halfway through the game
as well! After yoxir 19th unsuc-
cessful attempt to use Lenslok
look up at your rack of tapes/
disk and see all the 'copies*

sitting there and mull over the
tact that the computer game
buying public has brought the
curse of Lenslok on itself

Doesn't mean I have to like it

though, and the excellent pack-
aging, presentation, and the
book would have been sufficient

to make the original game
desirable had it not been so
expensive, butyou getswhatyou
pays tor - . -

Out of soapbox mode now,
perhaps I can comment on the

game itself. As saidearlier, there
are three games in the package.
Thesecanbe played as individual
games or in a sequence. Max-
imum points can only be
achieved if you play all three
games In a row. The first is

Colossal Adventure, which is

also known by the names of
Colossal Caves, or just Adven-
ture. This is the first adventure
ever written (in Fortran by a
couple of American students in
about 1973) and has been mar-
vellously converted by Level 9,

The book creates a plot around
this adventure that the second
one "Adventure Quest' picks up
on, with toe final destruction of
the baddy. Dungeon Adventure Is

the last in the trilogy, with you
trying to retrieve all his riches
and wealth.

This pack will keep hardened
adventurers at It for weeks and
ordinaiy mortals will be con-
fused ibr years. Combined with
the excellent packaging and
presentation this sort of game
will provide an excellent
Christmas present for almost
any games player, whether they
like adventures or not M.H.

SCOREUNE
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Title: Greatest Hits Vol 1

Computer: Atari Cdisk)
Supplier: Data Byte (First star)
Price: £12.96

Title: Bald Over Moscow
Computer. Atari
Supplier: US Gold (Access)
Price: £9.95

This is a collection of three
games on one disk — Astro
Chase, Bristles, and Flip & Flop,
Andablggerloadofcodswallop I

couldn't findanywhere If I tried!

Astro Chase is a 'pretty back
grounds, shame about the game*
shoot-em-up with your crudely-

depicted craft pitted against
other crudely depleted craft In a
rather overcrowded galaxy
where you bounce off asteroids

and planets alike- Takes about
thirty seconds to get totally

bored, but aa a martyr to the
cause of software reviewing I

almostwent sparewith boredom
trying to find any redeeming
features in this game- However,
after long deliberation 1 have
come to the conclusion that
there aren't any.

Bristles is a painter game.
Nothing more, nothing less. If

you have an obsession with
paintergames, thenyou possibly

might be entertained try this for
minutes at least. I am not so
obsessed.

Flip& Flop is the only light at
the end of a rather gloomy and
damp tunnel, and even then it's

only a penllght FfifF is a maze
game where you cover some of
the squares in a 3D(ish) maze
whilst being pursued tjy various
nasties, which you can delay on
the delaying squares* Finish one
level and then it's onto the next
Alternate levels Invert, so that
you are playing upside-down,
and in-between levels there is an
attempt at a ooln-op style inter-

lude. This game Is OK, but
nothing more. About the same
standard as some of the more
mediocre Mastertronic stuff.

Overall this is a useless

package, unlessyou live In Outer
Mongolia and this is the only
software thatyour local stockist
has, then I suggest that you
avoid it, despite its compila-
tion pitching. YuJl

SCOEELINE

Graphics
Sound
Addictiveness
Friendliness

OVERALL

2
1

1

3

Ftor some Inexplicable reason it

has taken three years to release

a tape version of the smash hit
game that was the one that
really made UB Gold what It is

today, especially strange when
you consider that the game was
originally written for that
machine.
Also amusing to note is that

now the fuss has died down
about the mame, and all the
large, femaU, CND protesters
have packed up their primus
stoves and stopped their vigil

outside US Gold's offices, It has
gone back to its original con-
troversial, amusing, and highly
apt, title. Gorbachev took outl
The game is identical to the

Commodore version in most de*

tails. You still have to perform
the near-impossible task of
extracting your attack planes
from the space station, then
guiding them through the
almost impenetrable Soviet
defences and then the attack on
the Kremlin itself — all good
jingoistic stuff However, this
piece of American hysteria.has
actually provided a varied and
interesting game
The plot and game will be so

familiar to younow that I shan*t
waste space by rehashing it all

over again. However, it is good to
see that the Atari is getting some
games at last M.IL

SCORELINE

Graphics
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Price:

Preppie!

Atari
Americana (US Gold/Star
Systems)
£2.99

This isa re-release ofagame that
appeared under a Kill price label

a while back. Now under a new
lease of life 'Preppie' Is on the
new(isb) cheap(ish) US Gold
imprint- Americana,

Firstly, it is probably wise to
describe what a 'preppie' (or
^prepster') is. as It is a term that
is only In common usage In that
abomination ofour fair language

that is spoken in America If I
were to mention the phrases 4

Ivy
League

1

, 'Green Wellies', 'Sloane
Rangers', and 'Farquars', Tm
sure you'll get my drift.

The game itself is a variant of
Frogger (remember that?) and
the plot is that of retrieving golf
balls from across alligator In*

fested rivers. Apart from that
there isn't a lot that I can say

about the game — you all know
what Frogger looks like!

The graphics are very good
and the instructions are verbose,
informative, and useful. The
gameplay Is likewise up to
scratch. If you like 'Frogger'
games then here's one with a
difference that won't set you
back a bundle. M.R.

SCORELIKE

Graphics
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Some years from now, the mas-
sive Xxarlon Star Corporation
placedan energy gridaround the
sun This grid produced crystals
of pure energy to power inter-
stellar spaceships between the
stars. Soon, sixteen energy grids
were In operation across the
galaxy — providing fuel for
Interstellar commerce.
However, at the start of the

22nd century, there is amassive
build up of unstable disruptive
energy pulses. The normaJ col-
lection craft for the crystals
proves to be unsuitable for the
job. So a new, heavily armed and
armoured supply craft has been
designed and constructed to
collect the crystals that the
galactic economy needs so badly.
You, ofcourse, have been drafted
to fly this incredible beast Thus
the scene is set
As I implied earlier, the game

is based on gr-ids, with the top
half of the screen showing your
forward view and the bottom
various status information in-

cluding your short and long
range scanners. The energy
crystals, grid walls, hyperwarp
gates, and disruptor pulses, are
all represented as coloured
squares on the scanner. These
same colours are reproduced on
your forward view. The effect of
this forward view is one of
driving across ahuge patchwork
quilt of coloured squares. This
style limits the graphics to a
great degree, but what it loses In
detail (largely unnecessary in
this game) it gains in speed and
franticness as you pursue the
various ot^Jects around the grid

This is a well thought out
game that really has tobe played
to be believed as it is very last
and challenging. With luck. It

will get transferred to the more
popular machines, but I can't
help thinking that, like most
gajnes written specifically for
the Atari, it will lose something
in translation — but that's
life!

SCORELINE
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

The Goonies

Konanii

RENEWS
Since the launch of MSX,
Konaml have managed to keep a
constant stream of high quality

cartridges flowing onto the
market. This is hardly sur-

prising when you consider that
they are the largest program-
ming company in Japan.
The Goonies Is a platform

game based on the film and to

say that it is fresh into this

country would be an under-
statement The version I got still

has Japanese instructions!

Naturally, the game which
appears in the shops will have
English instructions, 1 only
mentioned this to excuse myself
if I omit one or two finer points
of thegame.
Enough of the grovelling, the

game's hero has to release his
trapped friends by locating the
keys to their cells. On hisway he
will meet skulls which will sap
his energy unless he thumps
them into submission first,

water outflows which will really

dampen his enthusiasm, crash-
ing bouldersandtheenemygang
who are out to shoot him The
latter two problems are always
fatal and you have to take care

not to fall foul of them.
Some of the locked cages hold

objects which will help you to

attain your eventual goal, while
others hold the other members
ofyour gang.
The first area you explore is

fairly simple. It spreads over
three screens In a horizontal

way and there's no chance of
losing your bearings. At the end
of the cavern you go deeper Into

the maze "by entering the mouth
ofa giant skull. This takesyou to
progressively more complex
areas which spread out in all

directions andyou reach a point
where you may have to resort to

003300 VI

T
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mapping ifyou're going to stand
a chance of survival.
The graphics are simple but

effective, though I feel that the
game fails to reach the standard
of KonamTs Kings Valley game
as far as gameplay Is concerned
even though the screens spread
over a wider area

SCOBELUTE
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Title:

Computer:
Supplier:

Nemesis
MSX
Konaml

Nemesis is one of the most
popular games ever to hit the
arcades and it's the MSX owner's
good fortune that the game is

one of Konaxni's rich catalogue.

This means we get the thrill of
the game before the less fortu-

nate owners of other machines.

Nemesis is an earth-like

planet under attack from the
Bacteriona Your mission is to
defeat the enemy by battling
through wave after wave of Bac-

terion defences until you reach
their superfortress, Xaerous.

Flying theWarp Rattler hyper*
space fighter you have to wreck
the enemy defences and steal

their power capsules. Each cap*
sule collected moves a cursor
across a range of booster
weapons displayed along the
bottom of the screen The extra
weapons available are speed up,

missile, double, laser, option and
a force-field barrier.

Speed up increasesyour ship's
manoeuvrability { eight different

levels) and the barrier makes
you invulnerable to enemy at*

tack- MissUe and double arevery
similar, giving the power to fire

upwards or downwards at an
angle in addition to your ever-

present forward facing pulse
cannon Laser changes your
pulse cannon into a high pene-
tration laser, a very powerful
weapon indeed

Selecting Option creates a
Sidewinder unit which has the
same weaponiy as the current
complement of your Warp Rat-

tler, These units hang like beads
itomyour craft andyoucan have
a maximum of two units, trip-

lingyour firepower!

Thesuperweapons can beused
in conjunctionwith oneanother
with the exception of laser and
double where the latest unit
selected replaces the unit you
had before.

All this choice turns the
Rattler intoavenomous fighting

machine of awesome power but
to attain the maximum fire-

power you have to stay alive. If

your ship collides with the
oncoming enemy, or the ground-
based guns manage to shootyou
down, your ship returns to
normal and you have to start all

over again building up from the
basic Rattler.

If you buy this cartridge it is

worth making sure you have a
proper MSX Joystick, It will

make the game slightly easier to

play because it uses both fire

buttons for separate functions.

The action is fast and furious

and 1 would certainly nominate
thisas the MSXgame oftheyear.
I'd even go further and say that
this is the MSX game of all tlmel

SCOREUNE

Graphics
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C16- PLUS 4 CENTRE
Books - Games - Budget Games

Text Aventures - Graphic Adv
Sport Simulators - Flight Simulators

Utilities - Music Makers - Paint Prog

Graphic Designers - Data Bases

Spread Sheets - Word Processors

Business Progs - Joysticks

Ram Packs - Dust Covers - Leads

Interfaces

In fact anything to do with

C16 or Plus 4.

Send S.A.E. for a detail leaflet.

C16/Plus 4 Centre, ANCO Marketing Ltd,

4, West Gate House, Spital Street,

Dartford, Kent. DAI 2EH. Tel: 0322 - 92513/92518

24 Hour hot line: 0322/522631

JR SOFT
76a Downham Road,

WARE
London, N1 5BG

Tel: 01-241 3288
C8M64 - SPECTRUM C16
*C* tr.Ao Ace . * £7.40 European Game* .

.

£5.95
Crusade in Europe

.

£11*75 Command £5.as Wmter Events £5.95
Cauldron 2 C6.70 Dragons Lair * . . £5 95 Mnt'i» la*ro^nnp £5 95
Com ft* flido £7*40 Dynamite 2 £595 Monty on The Run

. £595
Decisions rn the Oin Dare . . . — **..£7.40 Yie Ar Kung FU . *£5.95
Desen (Di C14.95 Elite

.

„• £11.75 Dirty On f*5.95

Desert £14.95 Gnosis A goblins £5M Azimuth Head
Dan Dare l; ao Green 8eret . * * * £5.95 Aligner £670
Dragons La»r . .. .

£7.40 GAC .. t17*95 Ace * . .

.

£7.40
tr^namitr Dan 2 - K7 AQ id Coach .* £6*70 lambo *.. £5 95
Elite til.75 H ifl Land . * £7*40 Dram Beou £5.95
E*odus Ultima J iD) 114.95 I CUPS . £6*70 Hyper Sport* -I19S
Green Bwert IS.7D tack the Nlppe* „ £5*95
GAC £17 95 Johnny Reb II £7.40 BBC
Graham Gooch £7.40 Knight Rider £5**5 Paycasiria £5*95
miDIS ALPHA u ra Kung Fu Master.. £5.95 Trivial Pursuit. £1175
Johnny Rob II £7 40 N-ontmare natiy

.
£5*95 Graphic Adv

JtMti of Darfcnaas £11*75 NExOft £5.95 £17.95
tOught FUdej £fi70 Room 10 .

.

£5.95 GaltllttTfr £7 40
Kung FuMosjer. £7.40 tribe Force Ra»d over Moscow ..£7*40
HmgM GamM £6 70

| U tiki £7*40 Spy HuntOT
Rebel Pianel

.
£7*40

Leede*8oard .. £7 40 Stainless Sieet**. £7« £5.96
£7 40 Trivial Pursuit .... £11,75 Commando *

.

£7.40
Miami Vice £670 Time Tra* *. ... £7.40 Vi« Ar Kung Fu £5.95
Mercenary £7,40 lenntfi . £5.95 The Quill £12*00
Paraltau £6 70 Thaatre Euroii- £7*0 Bothams Grichef

.

.

£5 95
Power Play . £7.40 Cauldron 2 £7.40
Room Ton £5.95 Way of Thn Tiger £7.40 ATARI
SurfCtuinp _ £ft 95 intl Kami* £5 25 Ra*d Over Mostu* £7.40
Sirilce Force Qatvan - £5.95 Jewels of Darkness £11 75

*£7*40 KnnarmiGoll ... £5*95 GnosiDusters *.£7*40
Super Cycle C7.40 Botnamn Cncfcei . £5 95 Realm ol

Sidings 5te«H . . u u Pub gamw ...C7.40 i-rip..-,,. unties \D\ u .£9.70
Second City £4 95 Summer Games. . . £7.40 Decision m In©
in.iiii Punvutt E11.T5 TSAM II £7*40 Desert |D T * C14*«*
Tou Cell a <o V ...C4» Gemstone Warner
Uridium £6 70 Turbo Esp"' £4.95 <D> £11 75

Wayol The Tiger „ £7,40 Sabnletr ..*.£4*95 Ultima VI iO>
Grnntost Hits

£11*75
infJHramr £740 Parana* £595
EleMraGlid* £4 95 Miami ViO .. .£5*95 Vol One -£7*40
Thrt Grnal Escape. £670 Polar Piane

International Karatq
. * £7*40
£4M

Wo now have a better supply ol software andean offer you any game available at Mmrrp
Also* Any game that || r

i
-.

.-T y:-i reieasod w»can guarantee to send it you i^n duss post ao that
you will pel ! an the release day Guaranteed'
Send SA.E for lists and posters AH payments in sterling postage. Free in Irte u K. £l for
Europe and £3 elsewhere overseas per item
We also have a *e*y faiae range ol budoet software and sloe* software for all machines
including GSM5+ At BBC Eloc. Vic 20. One. C8M129 and Plus 4 Comp Pro £1450 Konu
Sjwed King E9 95 ftovn Hotihol £10.50 Kepato* Pro Interface £9 95

JR Software
Dep!. CG. 76A Downham Road T London, N1 5BG.

Tel: 01-201 3288

rP^\ BARGAIN SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES - PLUS AS AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER

R-0Ba\ T ALL COMPUTERGAMER READERS- BUY GAMES OR ACCESSORIES TO THE
_^,^^^VALUEOF£9.95 OR MORE AND RECEIVE AN LCD WRISTWATCH FREE!!

t Yii^SOFFER OPEN TO END OF NOVEMBER 86.

C Ntf|||lWATCH SUPPLIED MAY DIFFER FROM THAT SHOWN DUE TO DEMAND.
ACCESSORIES
SPECTftUU

Lad 'Joysbch Ifttertace runs any Software
com<ii-i~ ffiin tree oame t . 9*95

Sp*w.jin*mK f^owtif Pacta 7*95

SPECTRUM COMMODORE SKpHSS.'SS." K
TITLE RPP OUR PRICE TITLE RRP OUR PRICE «JX 6» Ham pac*s fi4K

1J.95

Papnrboy 7.95 5.95 Astenx arKJ Magic Cauldron 9*95 7*95 ** *owt' P~** 7.95

GUdor R.der 8.95 6.95 War S.95 6.95

Best ol Beyond B H 7*95 Miami V,ce I « 6.95 commudor^
^ ^ ^^^

Dinamito Oan II 7.95 5.95 Parana* fl.95 6.95 un«ts.- ?ft9S

Tennis 7.95 5*95 Mission AD 9.95 7*95

Knight Rider 7,95 5.95 Oan Date 9-95 7.95 BBC
Heartland 9*95 7.95 Suh Champ 11*95 9.95 j.^*: :. inTerTace and troa gomo - . 4.25

Icupn B.95 6.95 Knight Rider H.95 6J5
Dan Dore 9*95 7*95 Super Cycle 995 7.95 J0V5T ,CKS
JohhnyRebll 9.95 7 t95 Leaderboard 9*5 7*95 Omckahol 1 M5
Head Coach 8*95 6.95 Power Play 9M 7*95 . .

.
UH

TT Racer 9.95 795 Harvey Smith 9.95 4.95 4.'M*\V °!\r£p,f ,
?«

Dragons Ulf 7*95 5*95 8Cs OuMl Forties 9.15 2JJ9
Ulfl

^^{c^Tr?; ^^rd' Atan Type to Cl«
N-ghtrtiere Rally 7 95 5 95 Pyjamaramn 9.95 2*99

Strike Force Harrier 9*95 7.95 Music Studio 1M5 i 'Jb

Kung Fu Master 7.95 5.95 Polo Position (CArtrldge) 29*95 7.99 AM?™° ^ rantiir^t tA«
G«oB.«i 7« S.9S Man.cMino, 7.95 2 99 VtSKffSSS." ^1
Bobby Bearing 7.95 5.95 Tappai 9*95 LM Memory t*pension 79.95

Equinox 8.95 4.95 Rochet Roger B.B5 299 Fuli Rango ot DK Tforucs Acc«ssor»«s available At mamu*
Geolf Capes Strongman B. 95 7M Paperboy 9*95 2.99

discount:.

ELECTRON
Hhja I t*paOB*OH Unn ... 36.95
Plus 3 Expansion -.in. 1 ... . . 128O0

THIS IS A SMALL SELECTION AVAILABLE FROM OUR MASSIVE CATALOGUE. FULL CATALOGUE FOR SPECTRUM. COMMODORE 64.

ELECTRON. VIC 20, C18 - 4. ATARI 4Q0'8OO XL ETC. AMSTRAD. MSX, BBC, WILLBE SENT WITH FIRSTORDER, OR SEN022pSTAMP FOR FREE
CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP TO OUR SOFTWARE CLUB BRINGING YOU AMONTHLY NEWSLETTER AND MAGAZINE WITH LOTS
OF CRAZY OFFERS AND MASSIVE DISCOUNTS. P&P INCLUDED ON UK + BFPO ORDERS - OVERSEAS ADD £l PSP. PER GAME.

ORDERS AND CATALOGUE REOUESTS TO:

NEW FUTURE SOFTWARE
(DEPT CG) 4 • 5, ROWANBURN, CANONBIE, DUMFRIESSHIRE DG14 ORH.



ACTION

3M00A

SIMULATION
CBM 64/128

Cassette

£9.99
Disk

£14.99

ATARI

Disk £14.99
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it^msi^aoiiLS Vacant

All work should be
submitted to The ED,
Computer Gamer,
ASB Ltd, 1 Golden
Square, LondonW1R
SAB. We undertake

not to use any work
submitted without

the author's express
permission but ifyou
want your work
returned you must
^ rt1"de a stamped

jssed envelope.
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Spectrum Amstrad
Commodore
Cassette
£8.95

Amstrad Disc

£13.95 1
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tt?&X2£K
Racing games are not new, neither

are motor bike games. So what's
new about TT Racer from Digital

Integration? Mike Roberts went all

the way to Silverstone for the
British Motorcycle Grand

Prix to find out.
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Titl*:

Computer:
Supplier:

T.T Racer
Spectrum
Digital Integration

Digitial Integration are well
known for their exciting and
accurate simulation programs
with hits such as Tommahawk
and Fighter Pilot They pre-
viously had a motor cycle game
called

v

Speed King* which has
just been re-released by Master*
tonic. TT Racer however, is the
result ofa collaboration with the
Heron-Suzuki team overa period
of two years in an attempt to
produce as accuratea simulation
ofmotor cycle racing as possible.

Is this the two wheeled answer
to

4
Revs*?, possible— but read on

anyway,
TT Racer comes with the now

notorious 'Lenslok* system
whioh renders most games un-
loadable unless you have acute
myopia, and reduces piracy by
the same amount that a very
stern copyright message does.

But, Digital Integration seem to
be dedicated to It so I suppose
well have to live with it.

Also in the double size cassette
box is a colourful manual with
lots of information in it about
the bikes, the riders, the tracks,

and the races — complete with
the track records for all the
various sizes of engine. The
relevant Information for the
game is also well presented with
colour pictures and diagrams of
the screen layout and hints on
racing technique.
The game itself starts on the

right foot with an option screen
full ofeveiy conceivable twiddle.
Four engine sizes are catered for
(80. 1S5. 350, BOO cos). Club,
National, European and Grand
Prix rules are selectable. This
changes the skill level of the
opposition and affects the
hfLfiffling of thfl blkfl tfl ;i QSPt&lQ
extent
There are twelve different

tracks to switch between, cover-
ing most of the 1986 Grand Prix
series. This included Silvestone,

Hockenheim and Monza.
The number of laps is also

alterable, as are the controls
(keyboard, Kempston etc, etc).

But, the most interesting set of
options is thatwhich enables up
to eight riders to compete
against each other at the same
time via networked Interface Is,

To manage this you have to
give each terminal a numberand
nominatea master controller, as
well as telling it how many ex*

ternal bikes are on the circuit.

Thenwhen you raoe, some of the
computer controlled bikes aren't
there.

When you have worked out al 1

the options It's time to practice.

This is where you can try to

improve your lap time and this
improve your grid position. You
can also work out the configur-
ation of the bike. This oonng-
uration section letsyou alter the
six gear ratios, steering speed,
tyre compound, allows you to
select automatic gear change,
and lets you change between
road and track racing.

The main difference between
these two options Is that in road
racing mode you get wing mir-
rors, a speedo, tyre wear
indicators, and a fUel gauge. In
track racing mode you are lim-
ited to a tachoanda temperature
gauge, with a gear indicator to
keep you company. These inst-

ruments are also available on
the road racing dashboard
The organization of the screen

and the dashboard is very well
thought out The lower thiiti is

the view of the bike that you
would see if you were actually
sitting on it, complete with a
section of the fuel tank with the
Suzuki logo on it.A section ofthe
handlebars is also visible and
when you use the clutch, brakes,
or accelerator, these controls
actually move in the appropriate
manner.
The rest of the screen is ded*

icated to the 3D display of the
track. This shows the track
receding off into the distance,
and the surprisingly detailed
opposing bikers, as well as the
scenery, grandstands and pits

area The most realistic thing
about the game is the way that
the bike leans around the cor-

ners with the horizon lurching
to one side

The screen update rate is four
frames a second which isn't

extremely fast, but Is about the
minimum that you could expect
to get away with without the
screen looking too jerky. As far

as playing the game goes, it is

extremely realistic, this was
proved when watching bikers
play the game, Paul Lewis the
person endorsing the game —
had never played it before, orany
computer game before, but after
a few minltes to get used to the
control he was completely
thrashing hardened games
players. When a simulation
game needs the skills pertaining
to the activity being simulated to
play it properly, thenyou can be
sure that it's accurate.

It is this accuracy that may be
the downfall of thegame. Revs Is

an excellent racing simulation,
completely accurate, and
absorbing if you are used to
racing- I've driven Formula Ford
racing cars so thegame appealed

REVIEW
to me. However Pole Position, or
Pltstop II will always be more
popular because they are games,
and fun to play.

Whilst TTRacer is good for an
experienced biker to play, the
personwhohas not riddena bike
any great amount will initially

have great trouble playing the
game. This is where games like

Speed King, Super Cycle and Full

Throttlewin out in thatthey are
great to play with only the
minimum amount ofaccuracy to
detract from the gameplay.
As far as recommending this

game goes, it is excellently pres-

ented, well put together, and

marvellously programmed. If

you are a bike fanatic, then I

couldn't recommend this game
more. However, lfyoujustwanta
motorbike game then I suggest
that you at least look elsewhere
first

SCORELINE
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CAPTAIN 1

RAMPAGING ROBOTS \NERE BLOCKING KELLYS
1 ACCESS TO THE OXYGEN STORE .

WITH ONLY MINUTES LEFT HE HAD TD BREAK
THROUGH , BUT IT WAS AIL IN A DAVS WORK TOR. COOL
CAPTAIN HELIX.*

... AND THEN THE TELEPORT MALFUNCTIONED!!!

Contact Mike Segrae or

Duncan Lowthian

ii^r*v» Qulckflilva Ltd., Victory House, Leicester Place,

London WC2H 7N B.

M Ca-439 0666
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CBM 64 Screen shois.

bOXOTf*»V«.hlV*0«
th»

pounding thav -'^
from the kicks and punches

,o the fac. and body. F«t

and fu.ious act.on m
b.-ngs to lit* on* of

„h.ch has lust one «m

Victory I

CBM 128 Disc 11.95

CBM 64/128 Cass 7.95 D«c 9.95

CBM PLUS 4 Cass 7.95

SPECTRUM Cass 7.95

AMSTRAD6128 Disc 13.95

AMSTRAD 464/664 Cass 8-95 Disc 12-95

MSX ^ass 93b

ATARI ST Disc 19.95

VOICE MASTER

fttf**>sa
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KOUfl COMPUTER CAN TALK IN YOUR OWN VOICE. Not a synthesizer but
a true digitizer thai records your natural voice quality, in any language or accent.
Words and phrases can be expanded without limit from disk. Speech Edit
program alters or improves sounds.

WILL IT UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU SAY? A real word recognizer for groups
of thirty two words or phrases with unlimited expansion from disk/tape memory.
Speech playback and word recognition can work together. Have a two way
conversation with your computer

Easy to use with new basic commands tike SPEECH, LEARN. VOLUME etc.
Machine code programs and memory locations for more expenenced
programmers

Totally transportable software. Speech recorded on a CBM 64 using a V,M. can
be loaded into another CBM 64 via tape or disk and reproduced without using a

EXCITING MUSIC BONUS. Lets you hum or whistle to write and perform.
Notes literally scroll by as you hum! Your composition can be edited, saved and
printed out. You don't have to know one note from another in order to write and
compose!

NEWI DEMO SPEECH DISK AVAILABLE an introduction to Covox speech.
The disk gives several general vocabularies that you can use in any of your own
programs Sample programs include a talking keyboard, calculator, clock and
more. English, French and German selections. Samples of level 1 and 2 speech
editing. Twenty eight page booklet included.
Price £2.50p Available from ANCO.

Dealers write to us on your letter headed note paper for a FREE sample of the
talking disk,

ULTIMATE HUMAN TO COMPUTER INTERFACE - You will never find better
value.

AVAILABLE FOR: COMMODORE CBM 64/128, ATARI 800/800X L/130XE, APPLE He/He-

l^Ki

y\ VI

ANCO SOFTWARE. 4 WEST GATE HOUSE. SPITAL STREET, DARTFORD
KENT DAI 2EH. Telephone: 0322 92513/8 Telex: 892758 ANCOG.

3il HmtG PBfrCllt rAQn«:CDi/i(^c MTi c-neii



While waitingfor Startrek, youmight liketo samplethe
qualityfrom the backlog of Beyond.

Fbur games on a tape for £9.95
may not be unusual in the pre-
sent climate of budget bargains
but four games from Beyond
can'tbo ignored
The Spectrum and the Com-

modore versions both contain
the Shadowflre/Enigma Force
twin acUon adventures pro-
grammedbyDenton Designs, On
the Spectrum these are teamed
with Mike Singleton's Doom-
dark's Revenge with Its accom-
panying audio tape stoiyand the
Kick Eatock and Simon Welland
collaboration, Sorderon's
Shadow.
The Commodore version has

Mike Singleton and Warren
Poulkes' Quake Minus One
coupled with Pal Warrior.

Keeping the best until last, IT1

look at thegameswhich differon
each tape, starting with the
Spectrum version.

Doomdark's Revenge is the
follow-up to Lords of Midnight
and has retained the special
'landscaping' feature of its pre-
decessor- The strongatmosphere
of the tapes results from the
imaginative use of graphics
coupled with verbal description.
The landscaping feature allows

you toview thesurrounding area
through the eyes of Luxor the
Moonprince or through those of
the characters he controlsby the
power of the Moonring. The
scene can be scanned at eight
points of the compass before
deciding to move on Asyou meet
and befriend more controllable

characters the game becomes
more and more complex
The storyline continues the

tale of the Lords of Midnight but
many moons have passed Shar-
eth the Heartstealer has sworn
revenge for the death of her
father, the vanquished Lord
Doomdark, and plots the down-
fall of Luxor, his slayer.

Such is the nature ofthisgame
that 1 can say little more of the
alms and aspirations as much is

left to your own desires. At the

lowest level you can seek out
Luxor's son* Morton, releasehim
from Shareth's spell of en-
chantment and then return
home to the Gate ofVarenorm.
The greatest victory Is the

destruction of Shareth and the
safe return of Luxor, his son and
his main allies Tarithel and
RorthrorL
Whatever degiiee of success

you settle for, the game can
hinge on the life of Morktn.
Shouldhe be killed, Luxor has no
other recourse than towreak his
revenge on Shareth at all costs
This is all the more difficult

because Luxor is weakened by
the grief of his son's death-
Commands are issued by

single key presses which will
either move a character or
deliver Information on the
locations and armies thai you
meet. Because thegame is played
against the computer it is dif-

ferenteach time and recruitinga
character in one game doesn't
mean he will be as co-operative
in the next. All the time you are
moving about making alliances
and fighting battles the com-
puter is behaving in a similar
way.

All this results in a complex
but eryoyable game which
should have paved the way for

historically-based strategy
games to follow. Alas? wo still

await these heights of perfec-

tion.

Sorderon's Shadow Is similar
but simpler in concept to
Revenge yet still hasa lot to offer

because its otgectives are more
defined.

There are nine tasks to be
completed andeach is detailed in
the game's leaflet along with a
few hints as to how best these
may be achieved. Your ultimate
goal Is to wrest the Scroll of
Immortalityfrom the evil tyrant
wizard, Sorderon.

The map for the adventure la

based onaveiy large grid which
allows movement to eight com-
pass points. Each location Is

accompanied by an excellent
ima^e of the scene and as days
pass this is markedby the scenes
changing from bright day to
moonlit night. A skull also helps
mark the approach of night as it

gradually rises in an icon screen
until Its eyes flash when the
powers of night are abroad.

Part of the game is the
planning of the order inwhich to
achieve your tasks and in the
selection of objects which will be
of use to you. Mapping Is also
Important and I deftr anyone to
complete the game without
resorting to this.

I can think of no other game
with which to complement
Doomdark's Revenge.

Specifically64
Quake Minus One is a strategic
battle of the ftiture. The Robot
Liberation Front are trying to
seize the Titan power station
deep beneath the Atlantic. Their
aim Is to sabotage tho Titan
complex and cause widespread
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destruction with the tidal waves
created by Uie resultant earth-
quake.
The complex Is controlled by

five computers which command
a series of assault weapons. At
the start ofthe game only one of
the Titan computers is under
your control and the mission Is

to take charge of. or destroy, the
other four. When you take con-
trol of a computer the vehicles

and warning systems also come
underyour control
The console aJlows you to

switch from vehicle to vehicle
hut you must maintain control
over Hermes, your only compu-
ter. If the renegades take control
thegame ends.
To gain control of the other

computers, you must first

recapture the junctions of r.ho

routes passing through the
oomplex. To do this you first

examine the expanded map and
choose a vehicle close to an
occupied junction. If the road is

controUed by your forces this
shouldn't cause too much
trouble but If one of the roads is

controlled by the RLF you can
expect some serious opposition
from other vehicles and the
surrounding installations.

Each vehicle has a complex
control system which must be
mastered so that you can flick

from panel to panel to attack,
ftre~and run. You must manage
the defence systems of the
vehicle expertly when under
attack so that you don't lose too
many vehicles to enemy
weapons.
Thegame takes alotofeffort to

understand but it is the kind of
game which makes you come
back for more as new strategies
occur to you The action screens
are ajoy to behold and it's a real
mean game.

mental power to overcome them
and increase your strength.
Development brings new powers
so that the warrior can levitate,

teleport and render himself in-

visible to the Source's powers.
There are all manner of

ramps, falls and jumps which
may damage your hover plane
and affect your speed The plane
Is self repairing but this takes
time leavingyouopen to attack
Of all the games in the two

compilations this was the least
satisfying and I found it too
repetitive to really merit
inclusion in such an exceUent
collection.

Enigmatic Enterprises
Now we come to two of the best
games ever written: Shadowflre
and Enigma Force. Both the
machine versions are so similar
that they can be discussed
together.
The Enigma Force is an elite

fighting team who have been
chosen to rescue Ambassador
Kiyxix from the inquisitors of
General Zoff Zoff knows that
Kjyxbc has the plans to a new
craft, the Shadowfire, which
would allow its owner to planet
hop. If the General gets his
handson these plans theEmpire
would be at his mercy.
The Enigma team consist ofa

motley crew of aliens and droids-

Each have their own special

background of gun running. He
is an excellent scout and is an
expert in explosives and
weapomy.
Sevnna Maris is the only

woman on the Warn and is also
the most dangerous. On Torik's
recommendation she was re-

cruited (torn the death cell on
Kerol because of her skills as a
locksmith and markswoman.
Maul Isaweapons droidwhich

is slow moving and, though ex-

cellent at self preservation,
untested in combat
The final member Is another

droid called Manto. Its prime
function is to operate the tele-

porter and, as a vital key to the
team's success, must be protec-
ted at all costs

The mission is icon driven
with each cliaracter being con-
trolled separately. The graphic
display is impressive with each
selected character being shown
in abox to the right of the action
screen.

After using Manto's skills to
beam theteam aboard ZoffV,you
must control the team as they
search the ship for Ambassador
Kiyxlx. A selection of useful
weapons have been allotted to
each member during a selection

session before beaming aboard
Now is the time to see if your
strategy will work
Enigma Pbrce continues the

stoiy after Kryxlx has been

HTT

as allies. This is done by
contacting their leaderand then
you can fight alongside them to
conquer ZofTs hordes,
Meanwhile Zoff is making his

way towards an escape craft
which he hopes will whisk him
off the planet before the
approaching destructor tugs
totally wipe out the planet Only
the Enigma Force can stop him.

in asimilarway to Shadowfire
the team members are control-
led by Icon selection The system
is far better than before because
the actions can be strung
together for each character. On
the Spectrum the buffercan take
five commands but the Commo-
dore can hold eight Even when
you deselect the character in
favour of another one, they will

still perform their pre-pro-
grammed tasks.
The action screen shows 3D

animated scenes and the char-
acters can be moved about at
wilL Each time a new character
is selected the scene changes to
their current location. If an un-
selected character comes under
attack a speech bubble appears
over their icon stating what the
problem is*

This is aveiycomplexgame to
play but the rewaids are some of
the most exciting action scenes
ever seen on a computer screen.
As battle Is joined the Enigma
Fbrce, insectolds and reptiloids

Psi Warrior Is much more
esoteric asyou battle against Psl
and Id creatures that have taken
over the circular terraces inside
a sUo, The Psi Warrior patrols
these levels on hover plane
which can only be described as a
futuristic skateboard
The silo is controlled by the

Source which must be defeated
by Increasing your psi and Id
energy This is done by netting
the creatures and absorbing
their energy. If the creatures
elude your nets they will drain
some ofyour energy*
As you progress to deeper and

deeper levels the creatures
become stronger and you must
have sufficiently developed

skills which will help them
overpower the guardians of Zoff
V, the General's starshlp.
Zark Montor is the team

leader and has seen plenty of
battle service* This has taken its

W>U on his body and he sports a
cybernetic arm and many plast-

oid internal organs. Zark's
special skills include a thorough
knowledge of weaponry com-
binedwith outstanding unarmed
combat skiUs and the ability to
speak many galactic tanguagea
Syylk is Zark's deputy and has

skills which almost equal his
senior officer. Syylk is an
Insectoid who hates Zoff for
enslaving his home planet.
Tomk is an Avian with a

delivered into the Empire's safe
hands. ZofC though captured,
has triggered offan intergalactic
warand the Force, minusMantoT

are escorting him to face the
wrath of theEmperor
As their craft passes over

Syylk's home planet, Zoff con-
centrates his psl powers causing
engine failure and the team
plunge to a crash landing in the
underground cily on the planet
A battle rages here between
ZofTs reptiloid storm troopers
and the insectolds. When the
Enigma Force recover con-
sciousness, Zoff is gone.
The mission once more is to

apprehend Zoff but first the
insectolds must accept the team

can all be seen in pitched battle
against one another.
Although I dont wish to

detract from the excellence of
either version, I must say that
the Spectrum game Is easier to
control and visually more
appealing than the 64 game.
The package generally is lack-

ing In the quality of the docu-
mentation. It takes quite some
time to understand the rather
complex descriptions and the
Enigma Force duet are particu-
larly confusing and bitty.

As you may gather, I have a
great deal of respect for the
Beyond programmers and this
collection is one of the absolute
essentials for any Christmas list
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Spectrum in October, Amstrad in November, Commodore 64 in December. All £8.95
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software getting harder si
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The Story
On the outer fringesofthe galaxy
Lies a small planet known as
Ram_The inhabitants led a use-
less existence, and there was
nothing special about its mining
or scientific resources either, it

was a pretty boring place really.

That was until the IntergalacUc
builders of space casinos and
suppliers of concrete water
wings tac, decided Itwasjust the
place to build a new casino, it

was certain to bring a lot of
undesirable people to Ram.
The Ramons were not pleased

at this and decided to do some-
thing about the casino. They
liked living on a boring planet
that was not the centre of
attraction, and so Itwas decided
that the casino must be des-

troyed A plan was drawn up
which involved cutting off ail

energy supplies to the gambling
complex. This would have to be
done by destroying the power
gridwhich was the actual power
supply to the casino.
A highly manoeuvrable fight-

er craftwas developed for thejob
by the only maker ofweaponson
the planet. John E Nastie, supp-
liers of really violent blood
thirsty space weapons and
electric tooth brushes Ltd

The Nippon Attack Craft" was
s&fit into action

The Grid

To deactivate the grid each
section (there are 423 in all)

must have its power supply cut
off. This is achieved by passing
over the power control devices,

which are in the centre of the
screen Some control devices
may be more difficult to destroy,

though, and it may be necessary
to cause a negative energy field

around tt (this is achieved by
i

ievolving above it) and thus
destroying it.

To move onto a new section of
tlie grid leave the screen by using
one of the channels that travel
either up, down, left or right.

Note: Do not stray beyond the
edges of the Grid — you will be
destroyed instantly.

Control
Pushing thejoystick left or right
will rotate your ship In that
direction Moving forward is

achieved by pressing the fire

button

Power Lasers
These are the only weapons that
your ship is equipped with. They
will destroy any energy defence
sphereson anyone section ofthe
grid. Unfortunately, because
they &re so powerful there is

only 4 shots per craft. They are

by GavinAdair

depressing theactivated by
spacebar.

Energy
Your craft will lose energy eveiy
time it collides with another
object. When your energy
reaches zero, you lose a ship* A
bar at the top of the screen
shows your energy level.

Options
After the titlesequencean option
screen is displayed to exit press
space. Ifyou do not wish to view
all ofthe title sequence or option
screen, press any key during the
titles.

PROGRAM LISTING 1
1 PRINT" (CLR) (BLK) PLEASE W
AIT": :POKE53270,PEEK(53270)OR16
3 POKE53280 . : POKE53281 , ; POKE53282 . 1 1 :

P

0KE53283.12
10 DATA169.48. 133.56, 133.52. 173,14,220.4
1,254.141,14,220.165.1.41.251,133,1,162
20 DATAO. 189.0,208. 157.0.48. 232, 224.0. 20
6 . 245 . 189 . 255 , 208 . 157 . 255 , 48 . 232 , 224 ,

30 DATA208 . 245 . 173 . 255 , 209 . 141 . 255 . 49 , 16
5. 1,9,4.133. 1,173, 14.220,9. 1.141. 14,220
40 DATA169,29,141,24,208.96
70 DATA96 . 162 . , 189 . 32 . 78 . 157 . 8 . 50 . 232 .

2

08,247. 189.31
80 DATA79. 157.7.51.232.208.247.96.-1
120
130
140
150
151
160
161
165
167

1-40000
READA: IFA=-1THEN150
POKE I -A:I-I+l:GOTO130
SYS40000
POKE53280 .11: POKE532B1 , 1

1

FORI -0TO279 : READA : POKE I +20000
FOKE53280 . 15 : POKE53281 , 15
SYS40071
FORR-0TO511 :A-PEEK(12288+R)

) -0OR(RAND6l-0THENA-INT<A/2)
168 POKE12288+R,A:NEXT

POKE53280 .12: POKE53281 . 12
DATA170 . 170 - 170 . 170 . 170 . 170
175 . 175 . 175 . 175 . 175 . 175 . 175
DATA255 . 255 . 255 , 170 . 170, 170
255 , 255 . 175 . 175 , 175 . 175 . 175
DATA90.90.90.90,90.90.90,90
90.85.85,85
DATA170 . 170 . 170 . 170 . 170 . 85

,

.127.95.90,90.90.90.90
210 DATA175.175.175. 175

A: NEXT

: IFIRAND2

170.170

1,70.170

90.90.90

85.85.255

175.95 .87.85.85

169.169.1
170 . 234 . 234 , 234 . 234 . 234 . 234
220 DATA85. 169. 169.169,169.169
69.169.169.169.169.169.169,255
230 DATA234 , 234 , 234 . 234 . 234 , 234 . 234 . 255

,

85 , 170 . 234 . 234 . 229 . 238 , 238, 238
240 DATA85.169. 169.169.89. 153. 153.153.15
3.153.153.249.169.169.169.255
250 DATA238 , 238 . 238 . 239 . 234 . 234 . 234 . 255

,

170. i70;l70,170. 170.165. 173. 175
260 DATA170.170.170. 170. 170.90,90.90.175
. 175, 175, 170. 170, 170, 170. 170
270 DATA90 . 218 . 250 , 170 . 170 , 170, 170 . 170 .

2

55.170,170.170.170,170,170,170
280 DATA170,170,170,170. 170, 170, 170.85,1
06, 106.106, 106. 106. 106.106,106
290 DATA171.171
255. 171. 171,171
300 DATA255,106
106. 106.106. 106
310 DATA171.171
5 . 170 , 234, 234, 234. 234, 234, 234
320 DATA85. 128. 192, 192, 192, 192,192. 192.8
5. 1,1.1,1. 1,1. 1,1. 1,1, 1,1, 1,1. 255
330 DATA192, 192.192. 192.192. 192,192,255,
85 . 1 25 . 1 25 . 125 . 125 . 125 . 125 . 85
350 DATA0 . 0. 0, 0. 0. 0,0, 0.0, 0.60, 0,0, 235.
,3.170.192,3.170.192,3.170,192.3.170
360 DATA192 ,0, 235. 0.0. 60. 0,0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0
.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
370 DATAO.0,0,0.0
380 DATA63.255. 192,213.85, 112.213,85,92,
215.245.92.215.15.87,215,0,215
390 DATA215. 0.215. 215 ,15,87.215.245.92,2
13.85.92.213.85.240.213.127.0
400 DATA213, 112,0. 213,92,0,213,87,0, 215,
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85,19 2.215,213.112.215,53,92
410 DATA215. 13.87.215.3,87.255.0,255
420 DATA15. 255. 240, 53, 85. 92. 53. 85. 9 2, 53.
85.92,213.255.87,213.195.87,215
430 DATAO. 215. 215. 0.2 15, 215. 0.215, 215,0.
215,215,255.215.213,85.87,213
440 DATA85 . 87 . 2 1 3 . 85 , 87 . 2 1 3 . 85 , 87 . 2 15 . 25
5,215,215.0.215.215,0.215.215
450 DATAO . 215 . 215 , . 215 . 255 . . 255
460 DATA60,0,15.55.0.55,53. 192.215.53. 11
5 . 87 . 53 . 93 . 87 . 5 3 . 85 . 87 . 5 3 , 85 . 87 . 5 3 , 2 1

3

470 DATA215. 53, 247. 215. 53. 204. 215. 53. 192
,215.53, 192.215.53. 192.215.53. 192.215.53
480 DATA1 92. 215. 53. 192, 215. 53. 192 ,215. 53
,192.215.53.192.215.53.192.215.63.192
490 DATA255
500 DATAO .0.0.0,0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.
0.0,0,0,0.0.0,0,0.0,0
510 DATAO .0.0.0.0.0,0.0.0,0.0.0.0
520 DATAO. 0.0,60.0,0, 215,0.3.85. 192.3.85
,192.3,85,192.0.215.0,0.60,0
600 FORI-14720T014782:READA;POKEI ,A:NEXT
610 FORI - 14784T014846 : READA : POKEI . A : NEXT
620 FORI -14848T014910: READA: POKEI , A :NEXT
630 FORI-14912T014974;READA:POKEI .A:NEXT
640 FORI -14976TO15038: READA: POKEI ,A:NEXT
3000 1=38000
3001 READA: IFA--1THEN3003
3002 POKEI .A: I-I+l :GOTO3001
3003 1-49152
3004 READA: IFA--1THEN3171
3005 POKEI , A: I-I+l :GOTO3004
3010 DATA120.169.159. 141,20.3. 169.148.14
1.21,3,169.128.141.5.212.141.12,212.141
3020 DATA6 . 212 . 141 , 13, 212 , 169 . 21 . 141 .4 ,

2

12.169.21
3030 DATA141.il .212.169.50.141 ,15.212. 16
9. 15.141,24.212.88.96,173
3040 DATA168.2,201.0,240.15,201. 1,240,32
,201,2.240,48.201,3
3050 DATA240.56.76, 199,148,238,1,212,238
,8,212,238.1.212,238
3060 DATA1 .212, 238. 1.212, 238, 8. 212. 76. 49
, 234. 234 . 234 , 206 , 1 . 21 2 , 173
3070 DATA1, 212. 201. 1,208. 241, 169. 15. 141,
1.212,76,199.148,206
3080 DATA15 , 2 1 2 . 238 , 8 , 2 1 2 . 206 . 1 . 212 . 76 ,

4

9.234.206.1,212.238,8
3090 DATA21 2 , 238 . 8 . 212 , 232 , 224 , 8 . 208 , 248
.238, 1,212, 173, 1.212.201.40.208
3100 DATA197. 169, 0,141, 1,212, 76, 199,148,
234.-1
3110 DATA1. 1,0, 0,0. 0,1. 1,0, 1,1, 0,1, 1.0,1
,2.0,0,1,0.1.3,0. 1.1.0. i;2.0,l.l,0.1.1.0
3115 DATA1, 0.0, 1,0.0

DATA1. 1.1.0.1.0.0.1.1,1,4.0,0,13120
.2,0
3125
3130

1,0.0.1.1. 0.0. 1,1, 0,3, 0,0, 0,1
DATA1. 0.1. 0.1.0
DATAO .0.1.0.2,0.1,0.0,0,4,0.0,1

.3.0,1.1.1.1.4.0.0.1.0,1.1.0,1.1.0,1
3135 DATAO. 0.1, 1,3.0

DATA1. 0.0. 0.4. 0.0.1. 1.0; 2, 0.1
0.1,1,0,1.0.1,0.0.1,3,0,0,1,1

1,1
1.4.0

3140
.3.0
3145
3150
.3,0
3155
3160
.2.0.0
3165
3170
3171
3172
3173
3175

0.0
2,0

0,0.1
0.4.0

DATAI.0,0. 1.3.0
DATA1. 0.1, 0,4, 0,1. 0.0, 0,2, 0.0, 0.1.0

1.0.1.0,1
1.1.4,0
1,0.5.0.0.1
1.0.0.1.1.1
1,0,5.0

i

2

1

a

0,1.0.0
DATA1.0
DATAO ,

1

1.0.1
DATAO .

DATA-1
1-39000
READA : I FA—1THEN4000
POKEI .A:I-I+1:G0T03172
DATA173. 0.220. 160.0. 162

136.74.176.1.200,74
3177 DATA176. 1.202, 74. 176
2.224.1.240.14,224

1.1,0,0,1,0.0.1.0

1.0.0.1.0.1
0.0,0.1,4,0

0,74.176 ,

1

1,232. 141 .167.

3179 DATA255 . 240 . 28 . 173 . 167 . 2 . 201 , 6 . 240

,

40.76.168.152.238,248
3181 DATA7. 173.248.7.201.216,208,26.169,
208.141.248,7.76,168
31 83 DATA152 . 206 . 248 . 7 . 173 . 248 . 7 . 201 , 207

. ^08.8.169.215.141.248
3185 DATA7 , 76 . 168 , 152 . 96 . 173 . 248 , 7 . 201 ,

2

08.208.4.162, 1,160
3187 DATAO. 201, 209. 208. 4. 162. 1,160, 1.201
.210.208.4.162,0
3189 DATA160. 1.201. 211. 208. 4, 162. 2. 160,1
.201.212.208.4.162
3190 DATA2. 160. 0.201. 213. 208. 4. 162. 2. 160
. 2.201 .214.208,4
3191 DATA162. 0,160. 2. 20 1,215, 208, 4. 162.1
,160.2.224,1.208
319 2 DATA40 . 206 , . 208 . 17 3 . 16 . 208 . 20 1 . 1 .

2

40. 10. 173.0.208,201
3193 DATA30.208.67.76. 103. 153. 173.0.208.
201. 255.208.57. 169.0
3194 DATA141.16.20B.169.255.141.0.208.76
.68. 153.224.2.208.40
3195 DATA238 . . 208 . i 73 , 16 . 208 . 201 . 1 . 208

.

10.173,0.208.201.30
3196 DATA208. 23,76, 103.153. 173. 0.208. 201
.0.208.13,169,1.141 -

319^ DATA16. 208. 169. 0.141. 0.208. 76. 68. 15
3.192.1.208,13,206
3198 DATA1, 208. 173, 1.208, 201. 30. 208. 3, 76
.103.153.192,2,208
3199 DATA13 , 238 . 1 . 208 . 173. 1 . 208 . 201 . 200 .

208 . 3 . 76 . 103 , 153 . 96 . 169 . 1 . 141 . 169 .

2

3200 DATA-1
4000 FORI-0TO63:READA:POKEI+(208"64) ,A:N
EXT
4001 FORI-0TO63:READA:POKEI+{209*64) ,A:N
EXT
4002 FORI -0TO63 : READA : POKE I + ( 2 1 0* 64) , A :

N

EXT
4003 FORI -0TO63: READA: POKEI +(211-64) ,A:N
EXT
4004 FORI -0T063: READA :POKEI + (212-64)- , A :N

EXT
4005 FORI -0TO63: READA: POKEI +(213*64) ,A:N
EXT
4006 FORI-0TO63:READA:P0KEI+(2l4-64> ,A:N
EXT
4007 FORI-0TO63:READA:POKEI+(215*64) ,A:N
EXT
40 1 DATA0.0,0.0.0,0.0,0.0.0.0.0,0,63,0.
0,213,252,3
4020 DATA21 3. 112. 3. 181, 112. 14, 19 1,252. 14
,215.92,14,215,92,14.215.92.14,191
4030 DATA252.3.181.112.3.213.112.0,213,2
52,0.63.0.0.0.0.0,0,0,0.0,0,0.0.0.0
4040 DATAO .0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0,63,0.
0,235,192,3,175,112.3.183.112.14
4050 DATA215.92.15.245.220.13, 119.220. 13
,93,124, 13,93.124.3,87
4060 DATA1 15. 3. 87. 115, 0.21 3. 192.0.63,0.0
.48,0.0.12.0,0,12.0.0,0,0.0
4070 DATAO .0.0.0:0.0.0.0.0.0,0,0.0.63.0.
0.234,192.3,170,176,15,191.176.15.247
4080 DATA252 . 13 . 1 19 . 92 . 13 . 1 19 . 92 . 13 . 127

.

92, 13.119.92.3, 119. 112,3
4090 DATA 119.112.3. 247 . 240 .3,63.48.3.0.4
8,0.0.0.0.0,0,0,0,0.0
4100 DATAO. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0,0. 0.0. 0.0. 63.0.
0.250.192.3,122.176,3,126,176,13.119
4110 DATA172. 13, 215. 188. 6 1.213. 220. 61. 11
9.92.207.95.92.3.93,112,3 •

4120 DATA93. 112. 0.245. 192.0.63.0.0.3.0.0
.12.0.0. 12.0.0.0.0.0
4140 DATAO. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0,0. 0.0. 63.0.
6 3

.

2 i 3 . 1 92 . 3 . 85 . 240 , 3 , 87 . 176 . 15 . 255
4150 DATA172. 13, 117, 236. 13.117.236.13.11
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1390 SYS39000:SYS39500:IFPEEK(V+31) AND1T
HENGOTO1360
1400 GOT08000
1899 END
1900 PRINT" (HOME) (WHT) SCORE: (YEL) "SC"

(

LEFT)%(RGHT) (RGHT> (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (R
GHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(WHT) LEVEL: (YEL) " :ST$- "NORMAL!

"

1905 IFSC<10THENPOKE1032,48
1910 IFSC>9THENPOKE1061,40+LE:GOTO1915
1911 POKE1060.48+LE
1915 PRINT" (DOWN) (WHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) LAZERS (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (R
GHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) ENERGY"
1920 PRINT" (DOWN) (YEL)3-(CYN)

(CYN) (YEL) -3"

(YEL)2-(BLU)
(BLU) (YEL) -2"
(YEL) 1- (RED)
(RED) (YEL)-l"
(YEL) 0- (RED)
(RED) (YEL)-O"

FORI-1TOLA:POKE1350-(I*40) .0:NEXT
FORI -lTOEN:POKE1378-( 1*40) .0:NEXT:I

FLA-0THENPOKE1310 , 32
1926 PRINT" (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (WHT) STATUS:

(

YEL) "STS" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
> (WHT)ZIPPO'S: (YEL) "LI
1927 RETURN
1950 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT i (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BRN) l~

1921 PRINT"

1922 PRINT"

1923 PRINT 1

1924
1925

1951 F0RI-1T013:PRINT"(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (BRN) "»«*********«* I ":NEXT
1952 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
> (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BR
N) -I I I I I I I I I I I I I II II -v

"

1953 RETURN
1960 PRINT" (HOME) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

BRN) l

-"

1965 F0RI-1T04:PRINT"(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) "**« I ":NEXT
1966 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) .-***»*!

1967 RETURN
1970 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (BR
N) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (R

GHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (R
GHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) I

'

1971 F0RI-1T03:PRINT"(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG

HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT1 (RGHT) (RGHT)*«***
tt*»i ":NEXT
1972 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) < RGHT)' (RGHT) (RGHT
IRGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG

HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) -I I I I I I I h

"

1973 RETURN

1980 PRINT" (HOME) (BRN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)
(DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOW
N) 'I

.-"

FORI-iT03:PRINT" -********«": NEXT
PRINT" -I I I I I I I I

•"
1981
1982
1983
1990

RETURN
PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN

) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BRN)**
«***~"
1991 F0RI-1T03:PRINT"(RGHT) IRGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) *"***** ' " :NEXT
1992 PRINT"(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT1 (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) -I I I I I

-,

RETURN
RETURN
POKE5-4287 . 30 : P0KE54276 , 21 -.POKE54283

1993
1995
2000
.21
2010 POKE54296,VO:FORI-0TO220STEP6:POKE5
4273. 1 ;POKE54280.1 :NEXT
2020 POKE54296.0: RETURN
2030 SYS38000 : POKE54296 . VO : POKE680 . 3 : POK
E54276. 17:POKE54283. 17:GOTO1360
2040 SYS38000 : POKE54296 , VO : POKE680 . : GOT
01360
2050 SYS38000:POKE54296.VO:POKE680. 1 :POK
E54287. INT(RND(0) *50) :GOT01360
2060 SYS38000 : P0KE54293 , VO : POKE680 . 3 : GOT
O1360
2070 SYS38000 : POKE54296 . VO : POKE680 . 2 : GOT
O1360
2080 SYS38000:POKE54296,VO:POKE680.1:POK
E54276 . 17 : POKE54283 . 23 : GOTO1360
2100 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) " :F0RX-1T04
2110 PRINT" (BRN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) '-'* '-"t '-* '-'* '-' '- "

2120 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (BRN)'>0-*v.L.»M_*M_txL»\MDOWN) ":NEXT
2130 RETURN
2200 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) " :F"ORX-1T04
2210 PRINT" (BRN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) l

2220 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT)-I I I 1 I I I I I I-. (DOWN)": NEXT
2230 RETURN
2300 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) " :F0RX-1T04
2310 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (BRN) I-* I-* r» l~* r* I—
2320 PRINT"(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT)-~w*—*—,—.*—.*.—, (DOWN) ":NEXT
2330 RETURN
2400 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) ":F0RX-1T02
2410 PRINT" (BRN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) I-

—

*** I

2420 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHTl ( RG
HT)~ I

1»**~
I "I

"

2430 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT)— I— I !**— I— I I

"
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2440 PRINT'(RGHT) (RGHT) ( RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHTi (RGHT) fRGHT) (RGHTl (RGHT) (RGHTI (RG
HT)—-I -. I I ft*—-I -.11"

2450 PRINT" (RGHT> (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
> (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) IRGHT) (RG
HT)~-I I I-. I***~-I IM"
2460 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) IRGHT) (RG
HT1-I I I I Ktftft-I I I I I- ":PRINT"(DOWNr': :NEX
T
2470 RETURN
2500 PRINT" (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)

(

RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) I— ":FORX-1T07
2510 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BRN) •"»***«******

t ":NEXT
2525 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BRN) (UP) (UP) (UP) (UP)~(WH
T)KILL KILLfBRN) I (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

"

2520 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) -I I I I I I I I I 1 I

-,
"

2530 RETURN
2600 IFPEEK (53248) < -40ANDPEEK (53264) -OTH
ENPOKEV+0.45:POKEV+16. 1 :GOTO2700
2610 IFPEEK (53248) >-48ANDPEEK (53264) -1TH
ENPOKEV+0 , 45 : POKEV+16 . :GOT02800
-2620 IFPEEK (53249) -<55THENPOKEV+l. 210: GO
TO2900
2630 IFPEEK (53249) ->215THENPOKEV+l . 60: GO
TO3000
2700 PRINT"(CLR) "j :TY-TY-6 :G0SUB1210:P0K
E53265. PEEK ( 53265 )OR16:GOT01350
2800 PRINT" (CLR) " ; :TY-TY+6 :GOSUB1210:P0K
E53265. PEEK ( 53265 )OR16 :GOTO1350
2900 PRINT" (CLR) "; :TY-TY+42 :GOSUB1210:PO
KE53265, PEEK ( 53265 )OR16:GOTO1350
3000 PRINT" (CLR) "; :TY-TY-42 :GOSUB1210:PO
KE53265. PEEK ( 53265 )OR16:GOT01 350
6000 A-PEEK(V+21) : IFPO-1THEN1360
6001 IFLA>0THENPO-l:SYS39500:FORI-12TO28
:POKE53283.I :NEXT;POKEV+21 . A-62 :LA=LA-i
6005 IFLA>OTHENSYS39000:FORI=1T04-LA:POK
E1150-MIM0) ,32:NEXT
6006 IFLA-0THENPOKE1310.32
6007 IFLA>OTHENST$-"LAZERS! " :PRINT" (HOME
> (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (WHT) STATUS: (YE
L> "STS
6010 FORI -VOTOOSTEP- . 6 : SYS39000 : SYS39500
:POKE54296. I :NEXT:GOT01382
6020 P0KE1352.32:GOTO1382
7000 SYS39500:P-1;E-E-1:SYS39000: IFECOTH
ENE-8 :EN-EN-1 : 1FEN< >0THEN7010
7003 IFEN-OTHENGOTO8000
7005 GOTO1360
7010 SYS39500:FOR!-1T04:POKE1376-II'4C>

,

32:NEXT:SYS39500
7015 SYS39000 : FORI - 1TOEN : POKE) 378- (1-40)
.0:NEXT:SYS39500
7020 SYS39500:GOTO1360
7100 A-PEEKIV+21I
7101 IFPEEK(TY+5)-lTHEN7000
7105 IFL-OTHENPOKEV+21

, 65 : POKEV+30 . : IFP
EEK ( V+ 30 ) AND65THENL- 1:0-1: GOT07 120
7110 POKEV+21.A;GOTO7000
71 20 SYS39500 : SYS39000 : POKEV+21 . A-63 : SC-
SC+3 : E-E+U : I FE-8ANDEN-: 5THENEN-EN+ 1

7125 POKE680.3
7130 SYS38000:POKE54296.VO:FORl-12TO28ST
EP2:SYS39000:SYS39500:POKE53283. I :NEXT
7140 SYS3950Q:3T$--'BRILL !"; PRINT" (HOME)
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left:
7150
7151
7160
8000

(DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOW
N) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (D
OWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)
(DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) '(RGHT) (WHT) STATUS: (YEL
) "STS
7149 PRINT" (HOME) (WHT) SCORE: I YEL) "SC"

(

%" :POKETY+5,l
IFSC< 10THENPOKE1032 ,48
:TSO99THEN8500
SYS39500:GOTO1360
STS- "DEAD !

! ":PRINT"(HOME) (DOWN) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (WHT) STATUS: (BLK) "STS
8001 POKE680,3:IFEN-0THENPOKE1338.32
8002 SYS38000:POKE54296.VO:FORX-0TO09:FO
RI-0TO7:POKEV+37. I :SYS39500:SYS39000
8003 POKE54280.X*I*2:SYS39500
8004 POKE2040, 208+1 :NEXT:NEXT:FORI-12T02
8:POKE53283. I :SYS39000 :SYS39500 :NEXT
8005 POKEV+2 1 . 254 : SYS38000 : POKE54296 , VO
8006 FORI -0TO3 : FORX-VOTOOSTEP- . 8 : POKE542
96 . X : POKEV-f 38 . X : SYS39500 :NEXT : NEXT
8010 POKEV+21,0;GOSUB1000
8020 POKEV+38.0:LI-LI-1: IFLI-OTHEN9000
8030 POKEV+37.2:EN-4:LA-4:E-l :O-0:L-0:GO
SUB1210:POKEV+21.0:POKEVU6,0
8035 POKE53265. PEEK (53265) OR16
8040 GOSUB1070:POKEV+21 ,A:POKEV+0, 150:PO
KEV+l,120:GOTO1350
8500 PRINT" (CLR)"; :POKEV+21 . : PRINT" (DOW
N) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (D
OWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (RGHT) (BRN> I

8510 PRINT"(RGHT] (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) IRGHT) (BRN) "(WHT) LEVEL : "LE+ i

" (BRN)
I

"

8520 PRINT" (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT). (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) IRG
HT) (RGHT) (BRN) -i I I I I I I I I I I I

-.
"

8530 POKE54296 , 15 : POKE680 . 3 : SYS38000 : FOR
I -0TO2 : FORX-15TO0STEP- . 2 : POKE54296 ,

X

8540 NEXT; NEXT :LE-LE+1 :U-U-1 : IFU>0THENGO
TO1200
8550 U=0:GOTO1200
8999 END
9000 PRINT" ( CLR) " ; : GOSUB1070 : POKE680 . :

S

YS38000 : FORX-1TO150 : POKE54283 ,

X

9010 FORI=OT01NT(RND(0
:NEXT:H-INT(RND(0) *28)

9) : PRINT" (DOWN)

"

9020
9030
9040
T
9050
9060

PRINTTABIH) " (BRN) I

PRINTTAB(H) "* (WHT) GAME
PRINTTAB(H) "-I I I I I I I I I I

SYS38000 : POKE680 .

3

FORI -OT02 ;F0RX=15TO0STEP- , 2 : P0KE542

OVER: (BRN) I

-

t (HOME) ':NEX

96.X:NEXT:NEXT:PRINT ,, (CLR)"; :RUN

8u



7.236.15.255,172.3,87,176,3
4160 DATA85. 240. 63. 21 3, 192. 0.63. 0,0 -0.0.
0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0,0.0
4170 DATAO. 0,0, 0,12. 0.0, 3. 0.0. 3.0.0.6 3
92 .0.221. 192. 3. 93. 11 2. 195. 87. 112.61. 95
4180 DATA92. 61, 117. 220. 13. 21 3. 252. 13. 213
.236,13.119.172.3.94.176.3.122
4190 DATA176. 0.251. 192.0.63.0.0.0.0.0.0.
0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0
4200 DATAO. 0.0. 0.0. 0.3.0.48. 3. 0.48. 3.er.
48.3.247.240.3.119.112.3.119.112,13
4210 DATA119.92.13.127.92. 13.119.92, 13.1
19.92.15.247,252.3.191.176,3.166
4220 DATA176. 0.234. 192. 0.63. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
0.0.0,0,0,0,Q.O
4230 DATAO. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 3, 0.0. 12, 0.0. 63.0
.0.215.192.3.87,112.3.93.115,13.93
4240 DATA127. 13. 119. 220. 13. 117.220. 15. 21
5.92.14.183.92.3.173.112.3,173.112
4250 DATAO .235. 192,0,63.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.
0.0.0.0,0,0
4251 DATA162 . . 189 . 170 . 2 . 168 . 192 . 1 . 240 .

7

.192.2.240.24.76,198.154
4252 DATA222.2.208,222.2.208.189.2,208.2
01.50.208.29.169,2.157
4253 DATA170 , 2 . 76 . 1 35 . 154 . 254 . 2 . 208 . 254

.

2 . 208 , 189 . 2 . 208 , 201 . 255 . 208 , 8 . 169 ,

1

4254 DATA157 . 1 70 . 2 . 76 , 135 , 154 . 189 . 171 . 2

.

168.192.1.240.7,192,2,240,24
4255 DATA76.198, 154. 222.3. 208.222.3.208,
189.3.208.201.29.208,29.169,2,157,171
4256 DATA2. 76, 192. 154. 254. 3. 208, 254. 3, 20
8. 189. 3, 208, 201, 22G, 208. 8. 169, 1.157
4257 DATA171, 2. 76, 192.^54,232,232, 224. 10
,208.136.96,-1
4258 1-39500
4259 READA: IFA--1THEN4270
4260 POKEI ,A;I-I+1:G0T04259

PRINT" (CLR) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RED)P
SHIFT/RUNSTOP."
FORI -0TO63 : READA : POKEI + ( 216* 64) , A :

N

FORI-0TO63: READA :POKEH- (217*64) .A;N

4270
RESS
5000
EXT
5010
EXT
5020 DATAO .0.0.0.0.0,0.0,0,0,0.0.0.0.0.3
.255,192.3.170,192.3.170.192,3
5030 DATA150. 192,3.150.192.3.150.192,3.1
50.192.3.170,192.3.170.192.3,255,192
5040 DATAO. 0.0. 0,0. 0,0, 0,0. 0.0. 0,0, 0,0,0
.0.0.0
5050 DATAO .0.0.0.0,0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0,3
.255.192.3,85.192.3.85,192,3
5060 DATA105.192.3.105, 192,3. 105.192.3.1
05.192.3.85.192.3.85.192.3.255,192
5070 DATAO ,0,0.0.0.0.0,0,0.0.0,0,0.0.0,0
.0.0.0

PROGRAM LISTING 2
1 P0KE39276 . 96 : P0KE49 156 , 5 : P0KE49 186 ,

5

2 F0RI-0TO7:POKE12288+I,255:NEXT
3 POKE39247 . 55 : P0KE39264 . 215 : POKE39 166 .

4

0:POKE39210,48
4 P0KE49l86.1:P0KE49186+6,5
5 CLR:V0-15
6 P0KE53272 . 29 : P0KE5 3270 . PEEK (5 3270 ) 0R16
: P0KE53283 .12: P0KE53282 ,11
651 POKE532B0.12:POKE53281.12
654 POKE650.128:PRINT"(CLR) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (BRN) ":GOSUB1000:SYS38000:POK£680.4
:POKE54296.0:LI-3
655 PRINT" I

656 PRINT" ~** '-'* '-'4 ^'* -'* '"-'* '- * t -•» '-*

* '-* "-'I "

657 PRINT" "«f'-L*\LtNL* L* Lf.U L.'t „-
*M_* .)..** I

'

658 PRINT" -***4************************
444*****1 ••

661 PRINT" "*****
I—-9*9** i

"

662 PRINT" ***** ~*******************.m*.»

663 PRINT *****-**********'»***********
I***** l

"

664 PRINT" "~**44*~**********************
** 1*****1

»

670 PRINT' ~****4"*** |—

—

**i*****! '"
.

-a

- -•
I 9

'
>

I I
I -,*l*

680 PRINT" ~** "4~***-* l~

** I* - **i

"

685 PRINT **-L*~4**"*
**l* i 9* i

"

690 PRINT "****"*** **************** |*
**!*****> "

710 PRINT" "'*****-***-* |-

**!***** I

"

720 PRINT ** - *~4**~*-l
4*1* -**|
730 PRINT" ~**'l_*"***--l I I I M l I I ! I I l l 1 l ,*
** I *\L4* I

"

735 PRINT" ""*****"**********************
** I *****!"

Ml!

-*l*

••,*!*

"***** **********************

'*****"'**********************

'*****•-!

'****************************

** '-'* '-'* '•'* L * >* '^Q "^1 V',

-**-!_* .i_* l.* L»SL*\L*\L«\L*\L

1 I I I I I I l I

740 PRINT"
4*1*****1

"

745 PRINT"
4*1***** t

'

750 PRINT"
I I ^4***4! "

760 PRINT"
********!

"

761 PRINT"
* '-* -4* I

"

762 PRINT"
*vL_* L**l "

763 PRINT"
I I

I I I I I I -. ":CLR:V-53248
770 POKEV+21.0:GOSUB1070:PRINT"(HOME) (DO
WN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT
) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (WHT)BY GAVIN
ADAIR(BRN)"

771 FORI -0TO24 : POKEI +54272 . : NEXT : POKE54
277 . 1 28 : POKE54284 . 1 28 : POKE54278 . 1 28
772 POKE54285 , 128
780 POKE2040 , 231 • POKE2041 . 232 : POKE2042 .

2

33
790 POKEV+38 . i POKEV+37 . 6 : F0RI-0TO2 : POKE
V+39+I.7:NEXT
800 F0RI-1T05STEP2:.P0KEV+I . 29 :NEXT:P-138
: FOR I -0TO5STEP2 : POKEV+ 1 , P : P=P+-35 : NEXT
810 POKEV+28 . 255 :POKEV+ 16 . : POKEV+21 .7
820 C-PEEK(V*0) :E-PEEK(V+4) :G=PEEK(V+0)

:

H-PEEK(V+4) :0-3
825 FORI-0TO1500:NEXT: I —9 : P0KE54296 . 15:
POKE54287 . 4 : POKE54283 . : POKE54276 . 23
830 P0KE54273.I+9:GETA$:IFA$O""THENV0-l
5:LI-3:GOTO1190
831 I-I+l : IFI >0THENPOKEV+l . I :P0K£V*3
OKEV+5.I :IFI-139THEN845
832 POKEV+38,

F

C-C+0:E-E-0:IFC>H OR CXGTHENO—
P0KEV+J . C : POKEV+4 . E : GOTO830
CLR:V-53248
FORX-15TO0STEP- . 2 : P0KE54296 . X ; NEXT

I:P

833
840
841
845
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91 POKEV +38 . : P-0 ; POKE680 , ; SYS38000
915 E-PEEKfV+-Ot :F-PEEK(V+3) :G-PEEK(V+4)

:

A-PEEKfV+1) :B-PEEK(V+5)
920 E-E-7:G-G+7:IFG>255THENPOKEV+16.4:G-
G-255
930 POKEV+0 , E i POKEV+4 . G : POKEV+1 . A : POKEV

+

5 . B : IFP-0THENF-F-7 : POKEV+3 .

F

931 IFF'29THENP-1
932 IFE<5THENPOKEV+ 21.0: FORI -15TO0STEP-.
2:POKE54296. I : NEXT; GOSUB1 000 :GOT0934
933 GOTO920
934 CLR:V-53248
940 PRINT" (CLR) ( DOWN) ****t***t* ********
********************* "

; : POKE5 3280 .12: POK
E680.4
941 LE-0:PRINT" I

942 PRINT" " "i :POKEV+21,0

I
I

943 PRINT" ~t-l I I I I I I I I I

I I I I II »* I
"

;

944 VO-15:LI-3:FORI-0TO15:PRINT:' ~#l
"*l "::NEXT

945 PRINT" ~*l
,*l ".

946 PRINT" _
****************************

********( "
:

947 PRINT" -I III I I I II | | | IIIMM I I HUM I

I I I I I I I I
-, "

;

948 PRINT" ******************************
********* "

s :GOSUB1070:POKE53281,12
951 PRINT" (WHT) (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT
> (RGHT) ( RGHT) PRESS 'Fl' TO INCREASE VOLUME
: "VO" (LEFT) "

: : IFVO>9THENPRINT" (LEFT) (BR
N)~"
952 PRINT" (WHT) (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) PRE
SS'F3'TO INCREASE LIVES : "LI

;

953 PRINT" (WHT) (HOME) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN
) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (RGHT) (RG
HT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) PRESS' F5 'TO INCREAS
E LEVEL :"LE;
954 GETAS: IFA$-" "THEN954
955 IFAS-"(F1) "THENVO-VO+1:IFVO-16THENVO
-0
956 IFAS-" (F3) "THENLI -LI+1 : IFLI -6THENLI-
1

957 IFA$=" (F5) "THENLE-LE+1 : IFLE-3THENLE-

958 IFAS-" "THENGOTO960
959 GOSUB2000:GOTO 951
960 PRINT" (CLR)."; :FORX=0T0280 :POKEX+1280
8.0: NEXT
961 PRINT" (BRN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN)

(

DOWN: (DOWN) (DOWN) (DOWN) ";
962 PRINTTABO) "

I

'-

96 3 PRINTTAB(8) "~
I

»

964 PRINTTABO)"^
I

965 PRINTTAB(8)"~ ~ II"
966 PRINTTABO)' II"
967 PRINTTAB(B)
968 PRINTTABO) "~ -I I I I

969 PRINTTAB(8) '—

970 PRINTTAB(8) "-I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I
-,

"

971 GOSUB1070: PRINT" (UP) (UP) (UPl (UP) (UP)
(RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGH
T) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (WHT) PRE
PARE TO DIE! ":POKE680.3:SYS38000
972 POKE54296.V0:FORI-80TO255STEP.23:POK
E680.3:POKE542B3.I :NEXT
973 SYS38000 : FORX-VOTOOSTEP- .13: POKE5429
6 , X :NEXT : POKE54296 . VO
974 FORX-VOTOOSTEP- .13: POKE54296 . X : NEXT

:

P0KE54296.V0
975 FORX-VOTOOSTEP-. 13 :POKE54296.'X:NEXT

I HI I

976 PRINT" (UP) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (R
GHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT) (RGHT1 (RGHT)
(RGHT)
978 GOSUB1000:PRINT"(CLRl":
980 GOTO1190
999 END
1000 FORI -1TO280STEP4: POKE! 2608+ I .0:NEXT

FORI -2T0280STEP4 : POKE1 2808+ I . i NEXT
FORI -3TO280STEP4:POKEl 2808+ ! . 0:NEXT

1005
1010
1020
1060
1070
0000-

1080

FORI -OTO280STEP4 : POKE12808+
I , : NEXT

RETURN
FORI - 1 TO280STEP4 : POKE1 2808+ 1 . PEEK I 2
I) :NEXT
FORI -2TO280STEP4 : POKE12808+I . PEEK (

2

0000+1 ) :NEXT
1090 FORI-3TO280STEP4:POKE12808+I .PEEK (2
0000+1) :NEXT
1100 FORI-OTO280STEP4:POKE12808+I ,PEEK(2
0000+1) :NEXT
1130 RETURN
1190 POKE54296 . j U-2 . 5-LE : IFU< OTHENU-O
1200 POKEV+-21

. : SC-0 : EN-4 : LA-4 : E-5 : PRINT
""; :TY-49152;GOSUB1070:GOSUB1210
1204 Tl-49152:FORI-0TO41:POKETl+5.0:Tl-T
1+6: NEXT
1205 A-255:O-0:GOSUB1301 :POKE53265,PEEK(
53265)OR16:GOTO1350
1206 P-0
1210 POKE53265, PEEK (53265 ) AND239 :G0SUB19
00 : POKE681 , : GOSUB1950 : V-53248
1220 O-O : L-0 : PO-0 : IFPEEK (TY) - 1THENGOSUB1
960
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1295
1296 IFPEEK (TY+5)-0THENA-255:POKEV+2i, A:
RETURN
1297 A=19l:POKEV+21.A
1300 RETURN
130

1

V-5 3248 : POKEV+2 1.255: POKEV+28 , 255 :

P

OKEV+37 . 2 : POKEV+39 . 7 : POKEV+0 , 150
1302 POKEV* 1 .120:FORI-0TO7:POKEV*39+-I .7:
NEXT :POKE2040. 208; FORI -2T013STEP2
1303 B-INT(RND(0)*130)+120:IFINT(B/2)'-. .>B

/2THEN1303
1304 POKEV+I.B:NEXT:FORI-3T013STEP2
1305 B-INT(RND(0)*130) +120: IFINT(B/2)< >B
/2THEN1305
1306 POKEV+I,B:NEXT:POKE2046.216
1307 FOR I -0TO15 ; P0KE682+ 1 . I NT ( RND ( 0) * 1 ) +
1 : NEXT :P0KE39527. 104 ;POKE39548. 250
1308 FORI-lTO5:POKE204O+I.230;NEXT:POKE3
9584 , 86 : POKE39605 . 200 : POKEV+16 .

1309 "POKEV+12. 176 :POKEV+ 13. 140: RETURN
1310 POKE53265. PEEK (53265 1 OR16

IFRND(O) >.45THENGOTO2030
IFRND(O) >.4THENGOTO2040
IFRND(O) >.35THENGOTO2050
IFRND 1 0) > . 30THENGOTO2060
IFRND(O) >.25THENGOTO2070
IFRND (0) >.2THENGOTO2080
SYS39000 : IFO-0THENPOKE2046 .216 : SYS3

IFPEEK (TY+1 > -1THENGOSUB1970
IFPEEK(TY+2)-lTHENGOSUB1990
IFPEEK(TY+3)-lTHENGOSUB1980
IFPEEKITY+4) -1THENGOSUB2100
IFPEEK (TY+4) -2THENGOSUB2200
I FPEEK (TY+4) -3THENGOSUB2300
IFPEEK (TY+4) -4THENGOSUB2400
I FPEEK (TY+4) -5THENGOSUB2500
IFPEEK (TY+5) -0THENA-255 : POKEV

1350
1351
135 2

1353
1354
1355
1360
9000
1370
9500
1380 SYS39000:SYS39500:IFPEEK(681}<>0THE
NPOKE681 . : GOT02600
1381 SYS39000:SYS39500:GETAS:IFA$-" "THE
NGOTO6000
1382 SYS39500 :SYS39000: IFPEEK (V+30) AND IT
HEN7100

SYS39500:IFO-0THENPOKE2046.217:SYS3
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Boulder Dash

Construction Kit isthe

ultimate challenge for

fans of the multi award
fw1 perfect introduction to

Rockfords underground

world for thoseyet to

experiencethe magic.

Now for the very first time

you can designyour own
gameswith the Boulder

Dash Construction Kitand
saveyour creations to disk

or cassette.Anewgame is

included for impatient

Boulder Dash fans

Multiple Rockfordsare

winning Boulder Dash and

action strategygame for

one or two players.

Rockfordhastodig

feverishly, as boulders

crash down all around him,

through 16 mystical caves

and 5 levels of difficulty in

his relentless quest for

jewels.

GAMEELEMENTS
Rreflies, Butterflies,

Diamonds, Enchanted

walls. Multiple Rockfords,

Blue Slime,Amoeba and
oneortwo player option.

m

featured in this new all

Available for Commodore 64/128, Atari 400/800/XUXE4SK ram
V cassette 9.95 disk 14.95

Available from all good computer stores or post free from;

>yte, 15 Wolsey Mews, London NWS 2DX Telephone 01-482 1755

V
V



't

I

AVAILABLE NOW FROM VIRGIN GAMES ON SPECTRUM 48/128,

COMMODORE 64/128 AND AMSTRAD CPC RANGE OF COMPUTERS

£9.95 ON CASSETTE AND £14.95 AMSTRAD DISC

PLEASE SEND ME DAN DARE - PILOT OF THE FUTURE IMMEDIATELY!
SPECTRUM 48/128 CASSETTE £9.95 COMMODORE 64/128 CASSETTE £9.95 D
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £9.95 AMSTRAD CPC DISC £14.95D
Name

Address ,..

Please make cheques or postal orders to Virgin Games Ltd. Please do not post cash.

VIRGIN GAMES LTD. 2/4 VERNON YARD
T
PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON W11 2DX
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by Ranjit Singh

Guideyourhat to get to thebomb
on each level in an ever decreas-
ing tune limit, butmind thobootl
Flags are worth 100 points

each If you get all 10 then you

getabonus of 1000 k level. Skulls
will kill you, and there are more
and more per screen as your
level Increases (up to a max-
imum of 10). Keys are z—left,

x—right,m down, k—up,
Extra life every 10,000 points.

10 SYMBOL AFTER 180
20 DIM v(7)
30 FOR 1=180 TO 236
40 FOR a=0 TO 7
50 READ v*:v(a)=VAL( nfc"+v»)
60 NEXT a
70 SYMBOL l,v(«),v(l),v(2),v(3) ( v(4),v(5
>,v<6), v<7>
80 NEXT 1

90 RUN n uxb2
100 DATA 03, 0F, IB, 11, 11, 19,6F,E7
110 DATA C0,F0,D8,88,88,98,F6, E7
120 DATA F9, DE, 01,07, 5E, F8, F0, 70
130 DATA 9F^ 7B,E0,80, 7A, 1F,0F,0E
140 DATA 00,3F,7F f 7F,7F,7F,7F,7F
150 DATA 00,F8,FC,FC,FC,FC,FC,FC
160 DATA 00,00,00,02,02,02,02,02
170 DATA 7F,7F,7F,7F, 7F,3F,00,00
180 DATA 00,00,00,00,00,00, IF, 00
190 DATA FC,FC,FC,FC,KC,F8,00,00
200 DATA 02, 02, 02, 02, 02, 06, FC, 00
210 DATA 00,00,10,10,10,10,10,00
220 DATA 00.3F, 2F,2F,2F,2F,2F,3F
230 DATA 00.FC, FC,FC,FC,FC, FC.FC
240 DATA 10,10,00,10,00,00,00,00
250 DATA 2K,2F,3F,2F,3F,FF,FF,00
260 DATA FC,FC,FC,FC,FC,FF,FF,00
270 DATA 00,70,70,70,70,70,70,70
280 DATA 00,00,0E,0F,0F,0F,0F,08
290 DATA 00, 0E, 01, 00, 00, 00, 00, 07
300 DATA 00,00,00, 1B,F8, F8,F0, 00
310 DATA 00,04, 1C.E4, 04, 04,08, F0
320 DATA 70,70,70,70,70,70,70,00
330 DATA 08,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
340 DATA 00,00, 00,00, 00, 3F, 45, 6C
350 DATA 00,00,01, IB, 03,00, 3A, 13
360 DATA 00,00,00,00,00, FC,A2,B6
370 DATA 20,00, 80,00,00,00, 5C, 48
380 DATA 6C,6D,6D,7F, 7F, 7F,3F,00
390 DATA 13,12,12,00,00,00,00,00
400 DATA 3E,3E,B6,FE,FE,FE,FC,00
410 DATA C8,C8,48,00,00,00,00, 00
420 DATA 00,00,00, 00,00,00,00, IF
430 DATA 00,7E,5E,bE,5E,5E,bE,DE
440 DATA 00,00,20,20,20,20,20,20
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AMSTRAB
450 DATA 2F,5F,5F,5F,5F,5F,7F,00
460 DATA 10, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 00, 00
470 DATA DE,FE,FE,FE,FE,FE,3E,00
480 DATA 20,00,00,00,00,00, 00,00
490 DATA 00,06, IE, 3F, 7F, IF, IF, 0F
500 DATA 04, 1C,7C,3C,3E, IE, 1E.0E
510 DATA 0F.0F, 0F.0F, IF, IF, IE, 3E
520 DATA IE, IE, IE, IE, IE, IE, IE, IE
530 DATA 3E,3C,7C,7E,FF,3F, IF, 06
540 DATA 3C, 3C, 38, 78, 70, E0, 80, 00
550 DATA 00,00, 18, 3C, 7t, 7F, 9F.0F
560 DATA 0C, 1E,3E,3E,3E,3E,B2, A4
5 70 DATA / , 03 , 03 , 03 , 1 , 1 , 05 , 45
580 DATA 80,C0,C0,C0, C0, C0, E0,E0
590 DATA 87,C7,CF,EE,FC, 7C, 78,30
600 DATA 70, /8,79,3A,3E, 1C, 1C.08
610 DATA IF. 7F,FF,7F,3C,3C,3C, 1C
6X0 DATA O0, FC, FE, FF , JF, IF, »/, JE
630 DATA ID, IF, IF, IF, IE, IC, IC.1C
640 DATA FC,FE, FF,FF, lF,0P,0F,tth
650 DATA 1C, 1C,3C,3C,3E, ?F, 7F.B1
660 DATA 0F,0F, 1E,3E,FC,F8,F0,E0

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
1/0
180
190

*»**# U.X.B. MAIN PROGRAM •»»*
'*#*» by RANJIT SINGH * * «

»

»»•* ( C ) 1986 •»*«

RANDOM 12E TIME
GOSUB 430:'define U.D.G. strings
GOSUB 700:

'

initial ise
GOSUB 2090: 'Intro screen
DEF FNx=lNT(RND(l )*12>
DEF FNy= INTlRNDl 1 > » 1 1

)

d=REMAIN<0J:GOSUB 750:'prlnt screen
i=25-2tilevei : IF level>10 THEN i = 10
EVERY 1 GUSUB 2040
El

WHILE INKEY$<>"":WEND
GOSUB 1200: 'move nan
IF dead THEN 260
IF done THEN GOSUB 1830 : dead=0: done=

0:1 lags=0:GUIU 120
200 GOSUB 1440: 'move boot

IF dead THEN 260210
220
230
240

GOSUB 1200: 'move man

1830:dead=0:done=
IF dead THEN 260
IF done THEN GUSUB

0: 1 lags=0:GUTU 120
250 GOTO 1 70
260 t=61- level : IF t<20 THEN t=20
270 d=KEMAlN(0>
280 FOR 1=0 TO 4:S0UND 1,800+100*1,20+10
*i :NEXT
290 FUR i=l TO 1200: NEXT

f lags=0
1 ives- I i ves-1
IF lives THEN dead=0:GUTU 120
d=REMAlN<0>
LOCATE 10, 12:PEN I

PRINT CHR$i22) tCHR*<0) * M GAME UVER*'
LUCATE 8,14:PRINT "Press any key"
WHILE 1NKEY$<>"" : WEND
CALL &BB18
IF score>hi(9> THEN GUSUB 2290
I ives =3: score=0: t=60: level=l:extra=l

300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
0000
410 dead=0

c



420 GOTO 90
430 '» define graphic strings »«

440 RESTORE 550
450 READ nzFOR a= l TO n:REAU v:skull*=sk
ul l*«CHR*(v> :NEXT a:skul 1 *=R IGHT* (sku I 1*

f n>
460 READ n:FOR a=l TO n:READ v:stone*=st
one**CHR*(v) :NEXT a: stone* =R IGHT* ( s tone*
.n>
470 READ n:FOR a=l TO n:READ v:hat*=hat*
+CHR*<v> :NEXT a : hat*=R IGHT* ( hat*, n)
480 READ n:FOR a=l TO n:READ v:llag*=Ila
g**CHR*(v> :NEXT a: i lag*=RIGHT*( Mag*, n)

490 READ n:FOR a=l TO n : READ v : bomb* = bom
b*+CHR»lv) :NEXT a : bomb*=R I GHT* ( bomb*, n)

500 HEAD n:FOR a= 1 TO n:HEAD v:boot*=boo
t»+CHR*(v) :NEXT a : boo t *=R I GHT* ( boot* , n)

510 READ n:FOR ci^l 10 n:READ v:Litle*-ti
tle*+CHR*(v> :NEXT a: t i t I e*=R IGHT* ( ti t 1 e*

r n)
520 READ n:FOR a=l TO n:READ v:sp*=sp**C
HR*(v) bNEXT a:sp*=RIGHT*(sp*,n>
530 RETORN
540 * skut I

550 DATA 9, 15, 1, 180, 161,6,8, 10, 182, 1B3
560 'stone
570 DATA 16, 15,3, 184, 185,8,8, 10, 16/, 189,
15,2,8, 190,8,8,188, 11, 186
560 'hat
590 DATA 17, 15, 1,191, 10,8,194,8, 11, 15,2,
192, 193,8,8, 10, 195, 196
600 * f lag
610 DATA 16,15,2,197,6,10,202,6.11,15,1,
199, 201 ,8,8, 10, 203
620 "bomb
630 DATA 21,15,2,204,206,6,8,10,208,210,
8, 8, 11, 15, 1, 205, 20? ,8,6, 10.209, 21

1

640 'boot
650 DATA 19,15.2,212,213,6,8.10,215,21/,
8, 11, 15, 1,214,8,8,10,216,218
660 'title
670 DATA 43,219,220,32,225,226,32,231,23
2, 8,6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 6, 8, 10, 221, 222,32,227,228,
32,233,234,8,8,8,6,6,8, 8,6, 10,223,224, 46
, 229, 230, 46. 235, 2J6, 4fa

660 'space
690 DATA 11,22,0,32,32,8,6,10,32,32,22,1
/00 '«» initialise •«

710 lives=3:DIM screenC 1 1 , 10 ) , name* i 9 ) ,

h

i (9) : level =1 :
t =60 : score=0 : ex t ra = 10000 : I I

ags=0
720 INK 0,1: INK 1 , 26 : 1 NK 2,0: INK 3,6:BUK
DER 1

730 FOR s=0 TU 9 : name* ( s ) = "Ra t
'

n
' Gab ! " :

h

i <s>=1000-s*100:NEXT
740 RETORN
750 '*« print screen **

760 FOR r=0 TO 10:FQR c-0 TO ll:screen(c
, r)-lsNEXT c,

r

770 x=9:y=5
780 bx=FNx
790 by=FNy
800 IF bN-x AND by=y THEN 760
810 bootx=FNx
820 booty=FNy
830 IF bootx=x AND booty^y THEN 810
840 IF bootx-bx AND booty=by THEN 830
850 MODE 1: PR I NT CHK* ( 22 ) * CHH* I I

>

860 FOR r=2 TO 2£ STEP 2: LOCATE l,r
8/0 FOR i=0 TO 11:PRINT stone*;: NEXT i.v

880 PEN 2:U1ND0U 29, 40, 2, 5 : PR I NT title*:

UINDOU 1,40. 1,25
890 FOR a=l TO 10
900 h=FNx:c=FNy
910 IF screen(b, c)=2 THEN 900
920 IF b = bx AND c=by THEN 900
930 IF b=x AND c=y THEN 900
940 IF b=bootx AND c=booty THEN 900
950 screen(b,c)-2
960 LOCATE b*2+l, C»2*2:PR1NT flag*
970 NEXT a
980 b=bx«2+l:c=by*2+2
990 LOCATE b.c
1000 FOR a=l TO LEN(bomb*)tPRlNT niD*(bo
b* f a, 1} ; :NEXT
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1 160
11/0
1160
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360

s-4+ level : IF s>10 THEN s=10
FOR a=l TO s
b=FNx:c=FNy
IF screentb,c>=2 THEN 1030
IF screen(b,c)=3 THEN 1030
IF b=bx AND c=by THEN 1030
IF b=x AND c=y THEN 1030
IF b^bootx AND c=booty THEN 1030
screenlb, c) =3
LOCATE b»2i 1 , c«2*2:PR INT skull*
NEXT a
PEN 1

LOCATE 27,10:PRINT "Score
LOCATE 27, 12: PRINT "Tine
LOCATE 27,14:PR1NT "Lives
GOSOB 1640: 'print man
GOSUH 1690:' print boot
FOR i=l TO 500: NEXT
RETURN
' «* move man «
Dl
ox-x :oy=y
k*=UPPER*t INKEY*)

" ; score
";t
" ; I l ves

k*="2"
k*="X"
k*="M"
k*="K"

THfcN x = x-l
THEN x=x+l
THEN y=y+l
THEN y=y-l

x<0 THEN x=ll
x>ll THEN x-0
y<0 THEN y=10
y>10 THEN y=0

v-screenl x , y >

IF v=0 THEN x=ox:y=oy :EI : RETURN
v=2 THEN GOSUB 1/40
V=3 THEN dead=-l:El :RbTURN
x=bootx AND y=booty THEN dead=-l

IF
IF

IF

IF

IF
IF

IF

IF

AND y^by THEN done=- 1 : RETUR

b =ox*2*l :c=oy«2+2: LOCATE b, c: PR I NT

IF

IF
IF

:EI : RETURN
13/0 IF x=bx
N
1380
sp*
1390
1400
1930

1410 screen(x,y>=0
El

RETURN
• it * move boo t

GOSUB
SUUND

1640
1 , 1 00 , 5 , 3

:

core-- score *b; GOSUH

1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470

Dl

ox=bootx:oy=booty
IF bootx>x THEN boo tx = boot x - 1 : 1 F bo

otx=bx AND booty=by THEN boo t x =ox : GOTO 1

490 ELSE 1510
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1480 IF bootx<x THEN boo Lx-bou i s < 1 : I
! bo

otx=bx AND booty=by THEN bootx=ox :GOTO 1

490 ELSE 1510
1490 IF booty>y THEN booty =booty- 1 : IF bo
otx-bx AND booty=by THEN booty-oy ELSE 1

510
1500 IF booty<y THEN booty=booty+ 1 : I F bo
otx=bx AND booty=by THEN booty=oy
1510 IF bootx=ox AND booty=oy THEN 1610
1520 v-screenlox,oy)
1530 LOCATE ox*2* 1 , oy»2*2
1540 PRINT sp*:LOCATE ox*2+l , oy*2-*2
1550 ON v+1 GOTO 1560,1570,1560,1590
1560 PRINT sp*:GOTU 1600
1570 PRINT stone*:GOTO 1600
1580 PRINT stone»:LOCATE ox>2t 1 , oy*2+2:P
HINT flag»:GOT0 1600
1590 PRINT stone»:LOCATE ox*2-f 1 , oy «2*2:P
RINT skul I *

1600 GOSUB 1690
1610 IF bootx=x AND booty=y THEN dead=-l
1620 El
1630 RETURN
1640 *» print man **
1650 Dl
1660 LOCATE x 2» 1 , y«2+2: PR I NT sp»
1670 LOCATE x »2*1 , y*2*2 : PR I NT hat*
1680 RETURN
1690 ' ** print boot »•

1700 LOCATE bootx«2*l, booty«2*2: PR I NT sp
•

1/10 LOCATE bootn»2+l, booty*2+2
1/20 FOR a = l TO LEN ( boot* > : PR I NT MID$(bo
ot»,a, 1 ) ; :NEXT
1730 RETURN

' « get t lag •
Dl
score= score* 100
I lags- t I ags*l
SUUND 1, 100, 20,2
GOSUB 19J0
IK t lags=10 THEN

1 /40
1750
1760
1 /70
1 /80
1 /90
1800
1 W00 : GUSUB 1 930: SOUND

sco re =sco re * I eve I *

l f 150, 10, 7: FOR i=l
TO 50: NEXT: SOUND
1810 El

RETURN
••* get bomb
d-REMA

I N( 0)

FOR i=200 TO

1820
1630
1840
1850
NEXT
1860
1870
1880
1890
OSUB
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940

1, 175, 5, 7:1 lags=0

UK

1 STEP -1: SOUND 1, i,

1

i>1000 THEN i=!000

:t=t-l:G

i= 1 eve I * 100: IF
score = score*

i

GUSUB 1930
FOR i = l TO t : score = score + l<

1930: GOSUB 1990: NEXT
I eve I -

I eve I +1
t=61-levei:IF t<20 THEN t=20
RETURN
' *« print score *«

PRINT CHR*(22>*CHR*(0)
1950 LOCATE 33,10:PEN 1:PRINT score
1960 IF score>extra THEN I i ves = li ves*i :L
OCATE 33,14:PRINT I i ves : ex t ra = ex tra* 1000

PRINT CHR*(22)*CHR*(1>
RETURN
• « print tine «*
PRINT CHR*(22>*CHR*(0)
LOCATE 33, 12: PEN 1: PR I NT t

PRINT CHR*(22)*CHR*(1>

1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020

2030 RETURN
2040 t=t-l
2050 SOUND 2,150+t,10,l
2060 d=FRE("")
2070 IF t>0 THEN GOSUB 1990 : dead=0 : RETUR
N
20B0 dead=-l:RETURN
2090 •«• lhtro screen *«
2100 d=REMAlN(0)
2110 MODE 1: PAPER
2120 PEN 1: WINDOW 1 7, 40, 1 , 25 : PR I NT title
*: WINDOW 1,40,1,25
2130 PEN 2:L0CATE 14,4:PRINT "By Ranjit
Singh.

"

2140 PRINT CHR*(22)*CHR*(n
2150 LOCATE 2,5:PR1NT hat*:LOCATE 5,5:PE
N 1:PRINT "You"
2160 LOCATE 2,8:PRINT stone* : LOCATE 5,6:
PEN 1:PRINT "Safe Square"
2170 LOCATE 2,11:PRINT stone* : LOCATE 2,1
1: PR I NT skul I*:LOCATE 5, 11: PEN 1: PR I NT "

Deadly"
2180 LOCATE 2,14:PRINT s tone* : LOCATE 2,1
4:PRINT flag*:LOCATE 5,14:PEN 1:PRINT "F
lag- 100 points"
2190 LOCATE 2, 17:PRINT bomb* : LOCATE 5,17
:PEN 1:PRINT "Bomb- go lor it!"
2200 LOCATE 2,20:PRINT boot*:LOCATE 5,20
:PEN 1:PRINT "Boot- avoid!"
2210 LOCATE 7,22:PEN 2 : PR 1 NT"2- I e ( t X-r
ight K-up M-down"
2220 LOCATE 26,7:PEN 3:PRINT "HIGH SCORE
S"
2230 FOR s=0 TO BrLOCATE 2l,s+9:PEN 3:PR
INT s*l;:PEN i:PRINT LEFT* ( name* (s ) *STR

I

NG*( 10, ". ") . 10) ; :PEN 2:PRINT hi(s):NEXT
2240 LOCATE 22, 16: PEN 3:PR I NT" I 0" ; : PEN 1

: PR INT LEFT* (name* (9 > *STRING*(10, ". " > , 10
> ; :PEN 2:PR1NT hi (9)
2250 LOCATE 12, 24] PEN IjPRINT "Press A K
ey To Play"
2260 GOSUB 2470
2270 CALL &BB16
2260 RETURN
2290 '« high score •*«
2300 CLS
2310 GOSUB 24/0
2320 PEN 2: LOCATE 7, 5: PR I NT "You got a

new high score."
2330 LOCATE 10,7:PEN 1:PRINT "Please typ
e in your name."
2340 LOCATE 16, 10: PEN 1 : PR I NT "

2350 LOCATE 16, 10: n*="" :name* la >=""
2360 WHILE I NKEY*<>"" :UEND
2370 WHILE n*OCHR*(13>
2380 IF n*>=CHR»<&20) AND n*<=CHR* ( &,7A>
AND LEN(name*(9) ><10 THEN name* (9 ) =name*
(9)*n*:PRINT n*

;

2390 IF n*=CHR*(&7F> AND LEN t name* (9) ) >0
THEN name*(9)=LEFT*(name*(9) , LEN ( name*

(

9>)-l>:PRINT CHR*(B)*CHR*(fcl0>

;

2400 n*=lNKEY*
2410 WEND
2420 hi(9)=score
2430 FOR s=9 TO 1 STEP 1

2440 IF hi (s)>hi (s-1 ) THEN score=hl ( s ) :

h

i (s)=hi(s-l) :hi (s-1 )= score : nt-naoel ( s ) :

n

ame*(s)=name* (s-1 ) : name* (s-1 )=n*
2450 NEXT
2460 RETURN
2470 PLOT 0,0,1:DRAW 0,398:DRAU 636,398:
DRAW 636,0: DRAW 0,0: RETURN
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CLASSIFIED DEPT. (CG) A.S.P. Ltd., 1 Golden
Square, London W1.
CLASSIFIED RATES — 48p (vat inclusive) private
per word. Semi display £9.45 single column
centimetre plus VAT minimum 2 centimetres.
Series rates on application. Please note that all

classified advertisements under £20 must be
prepaid. All cheques or postal orders to be made
payable to A.S.P. Ltd., (P.H.)

Telephone Duncan Neilson on 01-437-0699

o
WARNING NOTICE

Advertisements placed In this magazine are to be in strict compliance with our standard conditions (copies of which conditions are
available on request) and on the clear understanding that the advertiser warrants thai his advertisement(s) does not infringe anycopy-
right or condition of sale of any interested party in the advertised product.

Further, the advertiser indemnifies the proprietors of this magazine In respect of costs, damages, or any other claims brought against
them as a result of legal action arising from the publication of the advertisement.

Any breach of these terms or the said conditions may result m prosecution of the advertiser by the proprietors.

FOR HIRE

MIDLAND COMPUTER
LIBRARY

• OVER 6.000 diltcrcnl fltltiS SvnitaDle lor ftirg fof the* COMMODORE. SPECTRUM.
ELECTRON. 8BC. AMSTRAD. ATAfH and M5X compute**.
ARCADE, ADVENTURE. EDUCATIONAL fl*d BUSINESS software 100.
HIRE PRICES 'torn only 75p INC. PAP.
30S DISCOUNT off an purchase software.
FREE CATALOGUES.

» FREE HINTS AND TIPS.
FAST RETURN OF POST SERVICE <il reserves are given)

• ALL GAMES manufactured ORIGINALS with lull document a Iion

.

• OVER 25.000 aairofied member*
EUROPEAN member* welcome.
LIFE MEMBERSHIP £ft

• FIRST TITLES iwed Ifee ol cnjrg*
• Full computerised syttem Keep* KftCK of your order. We pod* ourselves In being the most

protewonet Hire Ubmry in the United Kingdom, wrth sta" of H whu Know wnai me word

service mean*. Backed Dy our own software company and programmers

MIDLAND COMPUTER LIBRARY(28 College Street, Worcester WR1 2LS. Tel: 0905 611072
Please ruafl me my FREE catalogue. STATING MACHINE

I Name:

a Address

IE.

FOR SALE

JOKES \ » /

FREE
Brtlslns No: T Joke
Catalogue packed
with over 500 practical jokes from 5p
Stink bombs Whoopee cushion, wob-
bly lager glass, laiative tea bags,
smoke bombs, willie sugar, cigarette
bangers, joke btood. sick. mess, soap
sweets, wel jokes, exploding jokes,
magic tncfcs. party fun hits, masks*
make-up sea monkeys, girl strip pens

H

adult party packs, saucy novelties
naughty presents, posters, badgers,
the complete Joke Shop by Post
Send \2p stamp wilh your name and
address tor bumper colour catalogue
and Free Gift to
MATCHRITE, THE FUNNY BUSINESS
(D«pt C.G.) 167 WINCHESER ROAD.

BRISTOL B54 3NJ.

SALE, SURPLUS SINCLAIR
adaptors iypes 700, 1200, 1400,

2000, UK. Euro. US types available.

700, E8 65 1200. £9 55, M00.
£995, 2000 £ 12.75 including cost

and carriage Titan Transformers
c/o Central Hall Duncombe Sl

f

Gnmsby, South Humbs

CLUBS
VIDEO INFORMATION

Join the V*deo Information Ck|b and re-
a ^formation about all aspects of your

vrdrto nobby - Free technical advice, vidoo
eicriartgc service discounts on vtdeo
hartfrtare blanks, etc Regu'ArGluftNffw*-
letlifr InlornMioriaiCtosnngHouStftacility
Membership Unit. Advertising Gifts (car
stickers etc) *uH Membership Card Al l

FREE Just Ring

089a-10O-«0
And Just I

Listen to the Tape

(40p per minute peak 20p otl pvah}
(family services}

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS A CONDITIONS

Our terms tor new advertisers (semi-
dlsptay and lineage) are strictly pro-
forma payments until satisfactory ref-

erence can be taken up (excluding
recognised advertising agencies).
Cheques and PO's should be crossed
and made payable to ARGUS
SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS LTO..
^nd send together with the

advertisement to:

THE CLASSIFIED DEPT,t UH, NO:1
GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1R 3AO
There are no reimbursements lor

cancellations. Advertisements arriving
too late lor a particular Issue wiU be
inserted in the following issue unless

accompanied by Instructions to the
contrary.
All advertising sales are subject to

Government regulations concerning
VAT. Advertisers are responsible for

complying with the various legal

requirements in force eg: Trie Trade
Description Aci. Sex Discrimination
Act & The Business Advertisements
(Disclosure) Order 1977.
FULL TERMS & CONDITIONS OF
ADVERTISING AVAILABLE ON

REQUEST

SOFTWARE

SPECIAL DEAL FOR
ATARI

400 / 800 / XL / XE
HIRE your first 2 games FREE
Irom our extensive range ot soU-
ware. Up to the minute releases

available. Apply Now"

OR
BUY all the latest software lilies at

best possible prices. (New re-
leases available direct from U S I

Atari hardware and modems now
available at discount prices. For
further details send SAE. to.

CHARNWOOD GAMES
30a WARWICK AVENUE, QUORN,

LOUGHBOROUGH.
LEICESTERSHIRE.
TEL: 0509 412604

FOR HIRE
.ATARI JQQ-'SOO-'dOOXL/ST-

SOFTWARE
We heve an all round selection of Olska,
cassettes and cartridges FOR MIRE Apply
now and hire your first four games 'rep
Around 1.000 different origins! titles. For
full details send large stamped adringed
envelope or telephone evenings 7pm -

lOpm or ^vftphpnds
LOW ATARI PRICES

10S0DJ&C Drive £11MSposl hoe
130XE 1050 Drive £229 post ffft*

OOK £122.90
Anitc ano Analog magazine* avariable

BEST QUALITY DISCS
. vj'DDO-sm 1(1 lor IlltS pt

UnlaMffed &V 5 S i'OD 0*83 10 la* I 9 3i ji <

um^Dcthvil SV '$ S JDD Disc* » iy ftt.gfr o '

'JtiLtDdlttlSnw' S5'00D*1C »1* HZ.9S p t

Uabmifes * « S.S.'DDDerc 1DCI fo* VTsl.llS tJ

Itenorta JV (Jtsc* Bow* ol 10

5 5<00 fZ4tf pt

WW W SSSMflm lUtai nsis iii

I .:N* til J ; . .WOO &tt* ?5ta f44.W t

Atari 520 6
I M **tn y, Megabyte pnva

C44H0
Happy enhancement lor the IOS0 Drive

*iin revision r £139.95 post free

GAMES A SOFTWARE CLUB
OEPT CG. IS TilOury Road, THbury Close.
Sunderland SR3 4PO. Tel; (091) 538&35V

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COUPON
Post to: Computer Gamer (Classified), 1 Golden
Square, London W1A 3RB
Rates: 48p val Inclusive min charge £7.20. Semi display
(mln. 2cms) £9.45 per single column centimetre + VAT.

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lExpi^te' •

.

£ for insertions.

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and Include post codes.

Classification. .,,.. ...*.... .....*.. ..

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
{delete Accordingly)

Address

Signature Date

Daytime Tel. No



COMPUTER GAMER CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

CAREY ELECTRONICS
FOR

THE BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

SYSTEM
Computers Peripherals

Software
Mail Order/Enquiries

Frinton-on-Sea
(02556) 6993

T CHURCH RO. WALTON-ON-NAZE.
ESSEX COM 6DF.

LONDON

SOFTWARE STORE LTD
35 London Road,
Tooting SW17

Stockists ol vast range of

software for all compuiers.
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

Atari is our speciality.

Call in for Your Xmas Bargain!

Or phone 01-685 1476

MIDLANDS

THE HOUSE OF
SOFTWARE

THE MIDLANDS MAIN SUPPLIER
OF ALL TYPES OF HOME
COMPUTER SOFTWARE.

EXTENSIVE RANGE IN STOCK.
ALL AT FANTASTIC
DISCOUNT PRICES!!'

THE HOUSE OF SOFTWARE
51, SNOW HILL, QUEENSWAY,

BIRMINGHAM B4 6PE
TEL; 021 23* 1976

SCOTLAND

MEGABYTE
COMMODORE. .CBM 64, C16/Plus 4,

CBM 128, Amiga
Atari .eoo xl. 130 XE ST

Amtlrad. .CPC. PCW. PC 1512
Slnditr. .Spectrum Speclrum Plus.

Plus 2.

- IBM LEISURE SOFTWARE —
Suppliers of software and

hardware

12 EHrich Square.
Cumbernauld G67 1ND

Tel: (0236) 738398

EAST MIDLANDS LONDON NORTH YORKS SCOTLAND

MICROWARE
Home Computer

Support Specialists

Software * Peripherals
Repairs

(Qualified Sen/ice Engineers)

5 St Peters Lane. Leicester

29023
— 7 Leicester Road,
Loughborough 234226

— Ford 5 DepT Store. Victoria
Centre. Lower Parliament Street.

Nottingham 475672

GOEL COMPUTER
SERVICES

45 Boston Rd.
London W7 3SH
Tel: (01) 579 6133

We deal in all Ihe following

machines
IBM ' APPLE ' AMSTRAD '

SPECTRUM * ATARI
COMMODORE MSX * BBC

ELECTRON
Computers — Hardware Software

(Also mail order)

ATARI COMMODORE
YORK COMPUTER

CENTRE
OPEN 6 DAYS: 9-5.30

WE CATER FOR ALL
POPULAR MACHINES

SOFTWARE MAHOWARE -

PERIPHERALS - BOOKS -

MAGAZINES - REPAIRS - ETC

7 STONEYGATE ARCADE
YORK, YORKSHIRE
Tel: 0904-641862

LIVINGSTONE COMPUTER
CENTRE

Scolland's leading hardware
software and peripherals
supplier. We stock every-
thing you need.
Alan ST, Commodore,
Speclrum etc. Phone tor

details.

Lmngsione Computet Contra
t7 The Mall, CralgsMII. Livingstons,
Scoliand EHS4 5DZ Tel: 0506 36970.

GLASGOW MANCHESTER SURREY

THE COMPUTER
DEPOT

205 Buchanan St, Glasgow
G1 2JZ

Tel: 041-332 3944
- Full range ol new titles and
loads of discount bargains.

- Computers and add-ons.
" ' 'WEEKLY SPECIALS" '

'

MSX
We look after all MSX users
needs. We have one of the

largest ranges of MSX
software available. Including
right-up-to-the-minute new
releases, all at discounted

prices.

TRY US!!
IMK SOFTWARE

21 Davenport Drive. Woodley,
Stockport. Cheshire SK6 IPX

THE GAMES ROOM
UNIT 15. THE MARKETHALL,
HIGH ST, EPSOM, SURREY.

At least 20% discount for

software in all popular home
computers,

Including Spectrum ' C64 '

Amstrad * BBC Electron ' C16'
Plus 4 MSX " Atari ' Coieoo,

Ring Epsom (037-27) 44465
r for details. £3

SCOTLAND

WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE
1 Bridge St. Galashiels

Selkirkshire TD1 1SW
25% off most Commodore
Titles and Amstrad disk

based software
" Phone for Information

of latest releases'

Tel: (0896) 57004
'Ma»i Order Software*

GLOUCESTERSHIRE MIDDLESEX

ATARI XL/XE/ST
OWNERS

For Hire — Over 1,700 Titles

For XL/XE 800 Machines,
— approaching 150 titles for

ST Machine.
ALL ORIGINALS WITH FULL DOCU-
MENTATIONFORAN IDEAL CHRIST-
MAS PRESENT. WHY NOT JOIN US

AT:

MIDLAND GAMES LIBRARY
48 Headway. Bishops Cleeve,

Cheltenham, Glut.
Tf I. 0742-67-4960.

EttooHshsd lines 1962

INNOVATIONS
COMPUTING AND

VIDEO
9 Harmondsworth Road,

West Drayton,
Middlesex UB7 9JS
Tel: (0895) 420457

Inexpensive software

LAY YOUR
FUTURE PLANS
WITH 'COMPUTER
GAMER* BY
RINGING DUNCAN
NEILSON ON 01-

437 0699



Anymore realistic

and you'dneedInsurance
toride It.

There are two guys in front. One coming

up from behind. And another just off

your elbow. The screams of the bikes are

deafening.

The wind is pulling your face off your

head. Your adrenaline is pumping like

Hoover Dam.

You kick your bike to the right. He's

bumped. He's flying. You push on.

Take your eyes off the road for a

millisecond, and you could end up a part

of the road.

It's all a blur. No time to think. You've

just gotta pump it. The next turn's the

steep one. Bank, bank! The curve's wide

open, but the screeching wheels of the

bike in front are kicking gravel right in

your...your...

You heara phone. A phone? Hey, waita

minute.This isn't a bike. It's a chair. It all

comes back now. tes. You're home. The

pizza's here. The computer's on. Looks

like it's going to be another quiet night

after all.

m COMPUTERSOFTWARE



QfTW^H

THE UNIVERSE
forces with HeMan - the most powerful man in Etemla - W he

battles against the lorces ot evil led by the fearsome Skeleton

Help HeMan. Battle Cat Teela, Man-at-Arms, Orko and their allies as they

struggle in thrilling and dangerous encounters with the henchmen of Snake
Mountain.

Already a worldwide success this incredible series will bring action and excitement

to your computer

»*:

ARCADE GAME
Cassette Disk

CBM64/128 £9.99 £14.99
Amstrad £9.99 £14.99
Spectrum 48K £8.99
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SUPER ADVENTURE
Cassette Disk

CBM64/128 Amstrad £9.99 £14.99
BBC Electron C16 £7.99

Spectrum 128K £9.99
'*^^ Spectrum 48K £8.99

^Pfe^ IBM £19.99
9*m^^^



If you
arcades then you're in for a real surprise -'

if you have then you'll be
>ing Mag Max to load it into your micro.

Mag Max could be a mean machine if you've got what it takes to put

him together. Build him up and his fire-power increases -

eed it! - believe it!
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